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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study has been to make an analy
sis of the phonetic and lexical features of the speech of
the Nanticoke Indians of Indian River Hundred, Sussex
County, Delaware*
The media of investigation have been (1) the 19?1
edition of The Work Sheets for the Linguistic Atlas of the
U»S«A. and Canada and Associated Projects: (2) the unpub
lished phonetic transcription of the speech of three Sussex
County white informants recorded by Guy S. Lowman, Jr*, for
Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada: and
(3) A Word Geography of the Eastern States by Hans Kurach,
University of Michigan Press, 19^9•
Six informants representative of local speech were
selected*

three Nanticoke Indians, one mixed-blood "Moor,"

and two Negroes*

Three workbooks transcribed by Dr* Lowman

were made available by Dr* Hans Kurath*
The six informants selected by the writer were inter
viewed.

Responses were phonetically transcribed in symbols

of the International Phonetic Alphabet«
Prom the nine workbooks a tabulation of words listed
according to phonemes was made*

Nanticoke pronunciation

was then compared with Negro and white pronunciation*

iv

Nanticoke vocabulary was compared with white vocabulary as
shown by the lexical evidence of the Linguistic Atlas,
Summary of conclusions?
Nanticoke pronunciation is, in almost all phonetic
respects, like Negro pronunciation.

The chief differences

between Nanticoke and Negro pronunciation and that of the
whites are the following|
1,

The extravagant use of the off-glide [a] in
the drawled pronunciation of the whites,

2,

The lengthening of [i] and [u] to an extreme
degree in the pronunciation of the whites,

3,

The use of [e*i], [se*u],
], feu] and [oi]
for [ei], [au], [ai], [ouj, ana [oi], respec
tively, in the speech of the whites. With
the exception of the frequent substitution of
[ai] for [oi], as in spoil [spail], the
diphthongs are usually standard in the speech
of Negroes and Nanticokes,
The sporadic use of [a ] by Nanticokes and
Negroes,

?»

The extremely dark [1] after vowels in the
speech of the whites; its frequent dis
appearance as in hel p myself [hs^p m 0se°f].

Pronunciations occurring in all three groups which
are most likely to strike the ear of an "outsider" are?
1,

The substitution of [ o] or [ o] for [a] pre
ceding [r] in barn, car* garden, yard,

2,

The substitution of [a] for [ o] in cornt storm,

3,

The very tense [i] approaching [i] in dishf
fish,

b0

The substitution of [a], [o]f or [ o] for [ai]
in lire, iroS, fire.

v

5,

The extremely versatile use of the central
retroflex f s L which substitutes for [xr]
in ear [J»]f for [ur] in your [js], for
far! in fa,r Lfsji for [erl in Maryland j>3rt,an]f
and for T®r] in Delaware [Uela*w^ ],

In general it may be said that the vocabulary of the
Nanticokes conforms to the lexical findings of the Limyuipti
Atlas in its regional distribution.
character.

It is strongly local in

Of the differences or variations which occur,

few are unique with the Nanticokes,

Careful inquiry dis

covers that they are used by other simple folk in Sussex
County, both white and Negro,

vi

INTRODUCTION
The community of mixed-blood people living on the
shores of Indian River in Sussex County, Delaware, consti
tutes a folk group which for many years has Interested
ethnologists, sociologists, and those Interested In local
dialect ^
Frequent notes on words and expressions In the speech
of this people have appeared in the pages of the Delaware
Folklore Bulletin, published for the Delaware Folklore
Society by the Institute of Delaware History and Culture of
the University of Delaware,

The speech of white Informants

of the region has been studied and is Incorporated in the
work of the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada,
but no systematic study has been done of the speech of the
Negro and mixed-blood inhabitants of the same region.
As long ago as 189?, In response to many inquiries
concerning this people of endogaraous tendencies, who at that
time called themselves Moors, Judge George P, Fisher pub
lished a paper describing them as he knew them through having
l
long been a neighbor of theirs.
Further reference concernin

•^George P, Fisher, The So-Called Moors of Delaware,
(Milford Herald, June 1?, 189?), Mimeographed copy in
Wilmington Institute Free Library, Wilmington, Delaware,
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the content of Judge Fisher*s article is made later on in
this study.
In 1915 the Heye Foundation published a study of the
Nanticoke community written by Frank G. Speck, a professor
in anthropology from the University of Pennsylvania who
spent periods of time in the homes of these people from
1911*1915.2

Concerning the local dialect of the people,

Dr. Speck made the following remark:
Since, at the instance of Dr. Boas, studies of
folk communities in various parts of America
are beginning to be considered of importance
to ethnology, I shall append a list of vernac
ular terms in use among these people. There
are, of course, many more idiomatic forms of
speech than I could record. The dialect In
general has so many local peculiarities that
people from other parts of the Middle States
often find it difficult at first to comprehend.
The white people of Sussex County, moreover, do
not have the same Idiosyncrasies, as I have
taken pains to observe, although those born
in the immediate neighborhood do,3
Dr. Speck does so record a list of about 60 such
expressions as he thought peculiar to the region, including
items such as k i w e r for to cover, to Hear

up

for to harness,

to chunk for to throw, and lust like as if, for .just as
thoughJ *

It is not within the province of this study to

prove or disprove Dr. Speck*s statement that many of these

2Frank G. Speck, The Nanticoke Community of Delaware
(New York, The Museum of the American Indian, Heye Founda
tion, 10 Bast Thirty Street, 1915)*
3Ibld.. p. 1*0 .
Ibid., pp. *+0-1+3.

words and expressions are unique to the community.

It Is

sufficiently interesting to observe that an "outsider”
thought the local flavor of the dialect worthy of remark
as long ago as kO years.

A number of the words, it may be

added, were recorded in phonetic characters recommended at
that time for American ethnologists by the Committee on
Phonetics of the American Anthropological Association*
But not only to ethnologists has the study of the
dialect of folk groups seemed of importance.

Historical

linguistics has shown that standard language has arisen
under particular historical conditions from local dialects,^
and that, conversely, as Kurath points out, "the features
of common speech encroach upon folk speech,"0

The survival

of folk speech in an increasingly industrial society with
its tendency toward migratory populations is uncertain.
The dissemination of public education, the popularity of
radio, television, and all the types of mass media of
communication, the probability of the abandonment of the
segregated school system in regions where it exists, are all
factors which linguists list as causing a gradual swing of
dialect from local to regional, and from regional to
national usage.

^Leonard Bloomfield, Language, (New York, Henry
Holt and Company, 1933)5 P* 321,

6

Hans Kurath, & Word Geography of the Eastern
United States. (University of Michigan Press, 19^9), P* 7*

I

It has been remarked by motorists traveling from
New York to Cape Charles that one knows when he reaches
Sussex County by the flatness of the countryside, the dark
ness of the pines against the sky, the prevalent smell of
wood smoke in the air, and the peculiar flavor in the speech
of Sussex people.

If Sussex County as a whole is charac

terized by an air of provincialism, the comparatively
isolated folk at Indian River are more so.

To the natural

tendency toward individualism of a peninsular people is
added the further circumstance of racial admixture in this
group, which makes for a difference and a quality of apart
ness characteristic of a folk group.

These people,

segregated from the whites by state law, and refusing to be
classified as Negroes, are forced into an isolation which
may or may not have encouraged a tendency toward linguistic
variation.?

Their social stratification in Delaware carries

with it a lack of prestige.

They are a humble folk, rela

tively uneducated and untraveled.

Degree of prestige in

social stratification, economic level, degree of education,
scope of outside influence by travel, degree of intercourse
with other classes in the community, are all factors which
linguists describe as influencing language, either by
8
encouraging or retarding change.

?E. H. Sturtevant. Linguistic Change. (New York*
G. E. Stechert & Co., 19^2), p. ffy.----8Ibid.« pp. lif8, 157.
Gray and Wise, Bases of Speech, (New York, Harper
& Brothers Publishers, Revised Edition, 19*t6), pp. *+70, *+72,
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These people have not only been slow to change, but,
as will be shown, have often resisted change for various
reasons.

Their schooling has been limited and desultory.

They follow, in general, the occupations of their fore
fathers, farming their few acres, poling their “sneak boats”
through the salt marshes during the ducking season,
"proggin*," (the local word for making a living on the river
by fishing and canoeing), and “pleasuring” themselves in
simple ways.
In the light of the discussion above, therefore, a
study of the speech of the Nanticoke folk group would seem
to be justified.
Purpose
The purpose of this study has been to make an
analysis of the phonetic and lexical features of the speech
of the Nanticoke Indians of Indian River Hundred, Sussex
County, Delaware.
Media of Investigation
The media of investigation for this study have been
(1) the 1951 edition of Thg Work Sheets for the linguistic
Atlas of the U. S. A. and Canada and Associated Projects,
compiled by Raven I. McDavid, Jr., and Virginia McDavid;
(2) the unpublished phonetic transcription of the speech of
three Sussex County white informants recorded by Guy S.
Lowman, Jr., for the Linguistic Atlas of the United States

6
S M Canada? and (3) A Word f

l

o

f

the Eastern United

States* by Hans Kurath, University of Michigan Press, 19*+9#
Procedure
The first step in the procedure followed in the
preparation of this study was the selection of the informants.
The selection was made, as far as was possible, in conformity
with the methods of selection of informants used by the field
investigators for the Linguistic Atlas of the United States
and Canada as described by Bernard Bloch in an article for
American Speech*^

In order to secure Informants who would,

as far as possible, be representative of local speech, the
investigator made her selections with several qualities in
mind.

Informants should be natives of the community and

subject to little outside Influence in the nature of travel
or higher education.
age levels.

Informants should represent varying

The middle aged group In the community should

be represented.

Informants should be sufficiently alert to

be cooperative, and sufficiently unselfconscious to use the
local dialect with no feeling of inferiority.
Of great assistance to the writer in her selection
of Nanticoke Informants was Winona Wright, teacher for many
years in the school for Nanticoke Indian children.

She knew

everyone in the community and made suggestions for first

’Bernard Bloch, "Interviewing For The Linguistic
Atlas," American Speech, Vol. 10, February, 1935, pp. 3-9.
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visits in the community.

Prom these visits, contacts were

made from which informants were secured.
Three unpublished work books of three rustic Sussex
County white informants representing three age levels,
transcribed in 1933 by Guy S. Lowman, Jr., the Principal
Field Investigator for the Linguistic Atlas * were made
available to the writer of this study by Dr* Hans Kurath.

A

trip was made to the University of Michigan where copies of
Dr. Lowman*s transcription were made.
The next step in the procedure was the interviewing
of the six informants selected by the writer.

In accordance

with the procedure for Interviews suggested for the field
workers for the Linguistic Atlas, conversations were directed
toward the responses desired.

These responses were phoneti

cally transcribed in symbols of the International Phonetic
Alphabet.
Material from the three Nanticoke work books was
then completely tabulated.

Many comments other than those

solicited were included in order to give the full flavor of
the dialect of the people.
From the nine v/ork books used for this study, a
tabulation of words listed according to phonemes was made.
Nanticoke pronunciation was compared with Negro pronuncia
tion and with the pronunciation of rustic, white Sussex
informants as recorded by Dr. Lowman for the Linguistic
Atlas.

Conclusions were then drawn concerning similarities

or differences In pronunciation.

8
The vocabulary used by the Nanticoke Indians was
compared with the vocabulary used by white inhabitants of
the region as shown by the lexical evidence of the Linguis
tic Atlas of the United States and Canada,

Conclusions

concerning Nanticoke vocabulary were then drawn.

Chapter I
THE NANTICOKE COMMUNITY OF INDIAN
RIVER HUNDRED, SUSSEX COUNTY, DELAWARE
This chapter discusses the aborigines of the
Delmarva Peninsula from the first recorded remarks by
Captain John Smith down to the present-day mixed-blood
descendants at Indian River Hundred.

It is with the

purpose of attempting to uncover the various factors
which may or may not have contributed to and preserved
the local features of the speech in the Nanticoke
community, that the following pages tracing the history
of the people and describing their way of life have
been written.

9
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The Nanticoke Community of Indian
Hiver Hundred, Sussex County, Delaware
Along the north shore of the Indian River in Indian
River Hundred, Sussex County, Delaware, live several hundred
people of mixed-blood ancestry, eighty-six of whom at the
time of this writing are members of the Nanticoke Indian
Association,
The term "hundred,11 said to be descended from the
Duke of York’s period on the west shore of the Delaware
River, is still used to designate political subdivisions in
the three counties, New Castle, Kent, and Sussex, which com1
prise the State of Delaware*
The specific location of
Indian River Hundred is described as follows by J, Thomas
Scharf, whose History of Delaware, published in 1888, was the
first written general history of Delaware*
* * * This hundred is located south of the central
part of Sussex County and borders on two arms of
the Atlantic Ocean, called Rehoboth Bay and Indian
River Bay, which have a common inlet. The upper
part of the latter sheet of water bears the name
of Indian River, from which the hundred takes its
title. This stream is wide and shallow at low
tide, and has been so much filled up that but a
shallow part of its length remains navigable. It
forms the southern boundary of the hundred, sepa
rating it from Baltimore and Dagsboro Hundreds.
On the west and north are Georgetown and Lewes
and Rehoboth Hundreds. Separating it from the

^■The following excerpt from an editorial (Wilmington
Morning News, September 11, 19?1; News Journal Company,
Wilmington, Delaware) by Anthony Higgins, member of the
editorial staff, may be of Interest to the reader:
. . . the first mention of a hundred in any local
historical document known to the writer, is to be
found in William Penn’s Charter for Pennsylvania.
There-In the Quaker was empowered nto divide the
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latter are Bundick's Branch and Love Creek* which
empty their waters in Rehoboth Bay, Extending
from the southern part of the latter is a large
arm, into the upper part of which run all the
waters of Middle and Herring Creeks, These arms
or indentures of the bays give the eastern shore
a very irregular appearance and form a number of
necks and islands. Of the latter, Burton*s
Island, near the Indian River Inlet, is the largest.
Above it is Long Neck, whose main characteristic
is expressed by its name. It contains some fine
lands, Angola Neck, northwest of Rehoboth Bay, has
also a large acreage of good lands, whose posses*
sion was much desired by the early settlers. The
general surface of the hundred is level, much of
the soil being of a sandy nature, and, consequently
the lands are not as fine as those of the contig
uous hundreds. Yet, with careful cultivation,
they can be made fairly productive,2

said Country and Islands into Towns, Hundreds, and
Counties,” As might be expected, references to
their existence are to be found in the early
records of Pennsylvania, and in earlier colonial
times the term was also in use in Maine, Maryland,
and Virginia, Yet today Delaware is the only state
in the union where the hundred has survived.
The origin of the term lies buried in the mists
of antiquity. The word is to be seen in the Old
English period in the laws of Edgar I and those of
Ethelred, the date usually given being circa 1000,
The legal historian turns up the term in the Norman
French of later times. It was familiar to Blackstone, Digby, and Stubbs and came finally to mean in
England a subdivision of a county or shire frequently
connected with the judicial process, for one often
encounters the phrase hundred-court, The learned are
split as to its derivation, many contending that it
descends— albeit none can say how— from the hundreds
of Teutonic warriors who constituted subdivisions of
the Germanic hordes. As late as 1765 Blackstone*s
quaint definition gives echo to this idea. Said hes
"As ten families of freeholders made up a town or
tithing so ten tlthings composed a superior division
called a hundred as constituting ten times ten
families.”
p
J. Thomas Scharf, History of Delaware, (Philadelphia,
L. J. Richards and Company, l898), Vol. II, Chapter LXX,
pp. 1267-1263.
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Since Scharf's day Indian River has been dredged*
The salt water Is clean and almost without tidal current.
A centerboard sloop can be sailed almost anywhere in its
main area, and one of the great attractions of the hundred
is the Indian River Yacht Club.
The soil of the hundred has also been improved.
This part of Sussex County is noted for its soybean crop.
Townsends, Inc., buys most of the county's soybeans for
their big new elevator in Indian River Hundred.

Here the

beans are processed into oil and into poultry-feed for the
broiler chickens which have brought prosperity to so many
of the people of the section, including the Nanticokes.
This is the county of the salt marshes, and the
diamond-back terrapin, famous among gourmets.

For a time

terrapins almost disappeared from the Delmarva marshes, but
it is reported that they are multiplying and clogging the
crabpots and haul-selnes all along the coast.
It is in this hundred, then, that the quiet and
gentle people live who call themselves, variously, Nanticoke
Indians, Moors, mixed-bloods and sometimes Just "colored
people."

Within the community a caste system exists which

has led to a division of children Into four groups for school
attendance.
three others:

Besides the school for white children, there are
one for the children of parents who call them

selves Moors; one admitting only those children who, in the
opinion of the Nanticoke Indian Association, qualify as
Indians; and one designated for the segregation of Negroes,
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although the children who attend the last named are often
first-cousins of and bear the same surnames as the Nanti
coke children*
Gladys Tantaquidgeon, in her book, & Study of
Delaware Indian Medicine Practice and Folk Beliefs, includes
in Appendix I of her work some notes on the Nanticokes and
describes their folk-lore as representing "a fusion of dis
parate culture influences, the total effect of which is
very non-Indian in character*”^

She gives her reasons for

including information on the Nanticokes as follows!
My reasons for incorporating the following
material is based upon the close historical affin
ities of the Nanticoke with the Delaware over a
period of time so long that both groups must b©
considered ultimately to have sprung from a
common source. The intimate association of the
two peoples has been maintained through a period
of their co-residence in Southeastern Pennsylvania
and continued during the course of their migration
northward along the Susquehanna River to the Iro
quois. It seems hardly necessary to point out
again that branches of both tribes were adopted
by the Six Nations at the same time (in 173? at
the invitation of the Cayuga) and have maintained
their representatives in the Council of the League
uninterruptedly down to the present day.
While the Delaware have preserved some sem
blance of their former culture through the varied
accidents which befell them in their northward
and westward flight, the Nanticokes have more
thoroughly succumbed to acculturation from alien
influences. Yet it is the latter people who have
left descendants within the area formerly occupied
by them in the Delaware Bay region, the mixed com
munity located in the district known as Indian

^Gladys Tantaquidgeon, A Study of Delaware Indian
Practice and Folk Beliefs, (Harrisburg, The Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Department of Public Instruction, Pennsylvania
Historical Commission, 19*+2), Appendix I, p. ?2.

lb

River Hundred, Sussex County, Delaware*

b

Bulletin No* 13831^, published by the United States
Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, lists
Indian tribes by state and agency*

The Nanticokes are listed

as an Indian tribe under the jurisdiction of the State of
Delaware*^

This terse mention of the Nanticoke tribe repre

sents a final victory in the long struggle of a people to
establish their identity as survivors of the original inhabi
tants of the Delmarva Peninsula*
The Nanticokes have for many years told their own
legends

concerning their origin.

One of the most interesting

of these was written down in 1895 by Judge George P. Fisher
in connection with the testimony of Lydia Clark, the last of
her tribe to speak the Nanticoke language, in the trial of
the State versus Levin Sockum*

Judge Fisher wrote1

When I was a boy and young man, the general
impression prevailing in several parts of this State
where this race of people had settled was that they
had sprung from some Spanish Moors who, by chance,
had drifted from the southern eoast of Spain prior
to the Revolutionary War and settled at various
points on the Atlantic Coast of the British Colo
nies 5 but exactly where and when, nobody could tell*
This story of their genesis seemed to have origi
nated with, or at any rate, was adopted by the late
Chief Justice Clayton, whose great learning and
research gave semblance of authority to it, and
like almost everyone else, I accepted it as the
true one for many years, although my father, who
was born and reared in that portion of Sussex

^Ibid., pp. 52- 53.
^Bulletin No, 13831*+, United States Department of
Interior, Office of Indian Affairs*
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County where these people were more numerous than
In any other part of the State, always insisted
that they were an admixture of Indian, negro and
white man, and gave his reason therefore— that he
had always so understood from Woke Norwood, whom
I knew when I was a small boy* Noke lived, away
back in the 20 *3, in a small shanty long since
removed, situated near what has been known for more
than a century as Sand Tavern Lane, on the West
side of the Public Road nearly in front of the farmhouse now owned by Hon, Jonathan S* Willis* * * • I
well remember with what awe I contemplated his
gigantic form when I first beheld him. My fatter
had known him as a boy, and I never passed his
cabin without stopping. He was a dark, coppercolored man, about six feet and a half in height,
of splendid proportions, perfectly straight, coal
black hair (though at least 75 years old), black
eyes and high cheek bones.
When I became Attorney General of the State it
fell to my lot to investigate the pedigree of this
strange people, among whom was Norwood, At that
time Norwood was held in great reverence as being
one of the oldest of his race. This I learned from
my father, who knew him for many years, when they
both lived in the neighborhood of Lewes, in Sussex
County, I have spoken of this race as a strange
people, because I have known some families among
them all of whose children possessed the features,
hair and eyes of pure Caucasian, while In other
families the children would be exceedingly swarthy
in complexion but with perfectly straight black
hair, and even occasionally a family whose children
ranged through nearly the entire racial gamut, from
the perfect blond to at least a quadroon mulatto,
and quite a number who possessed all the appearance
of a red-haired, freckly-faced Hibernian, My inves
tigation of their genealogy came about In the trial
of Levin Sockum, one of the race, upon an indictment
found by the grand Jury of Sussex County against him
for selling ammunition to Isaiah Harmon, one of the
same race, who was alleged in the indictment to be
a free mulatto.
The indictment was framed under the 9th Section
of Chapter 52, of the Revised Statutes of the State
of Delaware, Edition of 1852, page 1^5, which reads
in this wiseI "If any person shall sell or loan
any firearms to any negro or mulatto, he shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be fined
twenty dollars,”
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The proof of the sale of a quarter of a pound
of powder and a pound of shot to Harmon was given
by Harmon himself; and in fact admitted by Sockura’s
attorney* So that the only fact I had to estab
lish, in order to convict Sockum, was to identify
Harmon as being a mulatto, and to do this I had to
establish my proof by a member of his family,
Harmon’s pedigree [sic]* To do this, Lydia Clark,
who swore that she was of blood kin to Harmon, was
permitted to testify as to the traditions of the
family in respect to their origin. Harmon was a
young man, apparently about five and twenty years
of age. of perfect Caucasian features, dark chest
nut hair, rosy cheeks and hazel eyes; and in making
comparison of his complexion with others, I con
cluded that of all the men concerned in the trial
he was the most nerfect type of the pure Caucasian,
and by odds the handsomest man in the court room,
and yet he was alleged to be a mulatto. The wit
ness, Lydia Clark, his kinswoman, then 87 years old,
though only a half-breed, was almost as perfect a
type of the Indian I ever saw. She was as spry as
a young girl in her movements, and of intelligence
as bright as a new dollar; and this was substan
tially the genealogical tradition she gave of her
family and that of Harmon t
About fifteen or twenty years before the Revo
lutionary War, which she said broke out when she was
a little girl some five or six years old, there was
a lady of Irish birth living on a farm in Indian
River Hundred, a few miles distant from Lewes, which
she owned and carried on herself. Nobody appeared
to know anything of her history or her antecedents.
Her name she gave as Requa, and she was childless,
but whether a maid or a widow, or a wife astray, she
never disclosed to anyone. She was much above the
average woman of that day in stature, beauty and
intelligence. The tradition describes her as having
a magnificent complexion or, as Lydia termed it, a
rose and lily complexion, large and dark blue eyes
and luxuriant hair of the most beautiful shade,
usually called light auburn. After she had been
living in Angola Neck quite a number of years a
slaver was driven in Lewes Creek, then a tolerably
fair harbor, end was there, weather-bound, for
several days . . . Miss or Mrs, Requa, having heard
of the presence of the slaver in the harbor, and
having lost one of her men slaves, went to Lewes,
and to replace him purchased another from the slave
ships. She selected a very tall, shapely and muscu
lar young fellow of dark ginger bread color, who
was claiming to be a prince or chief of one of the
tribes of the Congo River which had been overpowered
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in a war with a neighboring tribe and nearly all
slain or made prisoners and sold into perpetual
slavery. This young man had been living with his
mistress but a few months when they were duly married
and, as Lydia told the court and jury, they reared
quite a large family of children, who as they grew up
were not permitted to associate and intermarry with
their neighbors of pure Caucasian blood, nor were
they disposed to seek associations or alliance with
the negro race; so that they were of necessity com
pelled to associate and intermarry with the remnant
of the Nanticoke tribe of Indians who still lingered
in their old habitations for many years farther
towards the setting sun* • •
The court, as a result of Lydia Clark’s testimony,
Judged Harmon to be a man of "mixed-blood," and therefore
found Levin Sockum guilty of the charge brought against him.
It may be stated here that in 1927 the Colonial Dames
of America in the State of Delaware erected a monument as a
memorial to Nau-gwo-od-wa, Lydia C. Clark, who died in 1859,
the last of the Nanticoke Indians to speak the tribal lan
guage.

The monument stands at Oak Orchard on the shores of

the Indian River.
Dr. Frank C. Speck, who spent much time from 1911191? in ethnologic work among the Nantlcokes, or Moors, of
Indian River, calls these people mixed-blood descendants of
the Nanticoke Indians and says that two bands, those in
Indian River Hundred and those in Cheswold, Kent County,
spring from a common source:
£
George P. Fisher, The So-Called Moors of Delaware.
(Milford Herald, June 15, 139?)« Mimeographed copy in
Wilmington Institute Free Library, Wilmington, Delaware.
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These people • • • form two bands, the nuclear band
living in Indian River Hundred, Sussex County, the
other, supposedly an offshoot, residing at Cheswold,
Kent County* The members of the bands together are
roughly estimated to number about 700, These people
form self-recognized communities, with their own
schools and churches, and possess a decidely endogamous tendency which refuses particularly to recognize
marriage with negroes. They style themselves variously 'Nanticokes,' 'Moors,1 and 'Indians
Dr. Speck speaks of various legends which the people
tell to explain their origin;
An interesting tradition current among the members
of the band is that they are descended from a crew of
Moorish sailors who were shipwrecked near Indian
River Inlet, escaped to the shore, and intermarried
with the Indians who were living there. This story
is well known in the region and is repeated with
several variations. One states that on board the
wrecked vessel was an Irish princess; another claims
that the vessel was owned by a Moorish prince; another
that the Moors were pirates from the Spanish main,
and to this they attribute their local name of "Moors.”
As important as this story seems to be, I was unable
to secure any consecutive version worth recording as
testimony in the words of the narrator. Those who
know of it give only the general facts as mentioned
above. A few discredit the story altogether.”
The first recorded observations concerning the aborig
ines who occupied the peninsula between the Atlantic Ocean
and the Chesapeake Bay were made In 1608 by Captain John
Smith,

He set down the following:
We set saile for the maine; and fel with a faire
river on the East called Kuskarawaocke. By It
Inhabit the people of Soraphanigh, Nause, Arsek,
and Nautaquake, that much extolled a great nation
called Massawomekes. • • .9

?Frank G. Speck, The Nanticoke Community of Delaware
(New York, The Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation,
10 East Thirty Street, 1915), P* 2,
&Ibld., p . 3 *
^Captain John Smith's Works 1608-16^1, (English Schol
ar's Library, edited by Edward Arber, Birmingham. England.
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On the East side of the Bay, is the river Tockwhogh, and upon it a people that can make 100 men,
seated some seaven myles within the river: where
they have a Fort very well pallisadoed and mantelled
with barkes of trees. Next them is Ozinies with 60
men* More to the South of that East side of the
Bay, the river Rapahanock. neere unto which is the
river Kusawaock. Upon which is seated a people with
ICO men. The people of these rivers are of little
stature, of another language from the rest and very
rude. But they are on the river Acohanock with b 0 $
and they of Accotnack 30 men doth equalize any of
the Territories of Pohatan, and speake his language:
who over all this doth rule as King.10
Facts concerning the Indian inhabitants of what is
now Sussex County, Delaware, are found in records of early
land sales in Delaware*

Leon de Valinger, Jr., Delaware

State Archivist, writes the following:
The proprietor of Maryland on July 2, 1713 granted
a tract of a thousand acres in Worchester County,
Maryland (now Dagsboro Hundred, Delaware) to the
Indians Weatomotonies, Wasposson, Robin (the inter
preter) and his son Robin. This land, on the south
side of Indian River, was called by the natives
Aeksquessance. On November 15, 1736 Queen Wiocomocohus, Tonquaton, Knueonum, and Robin the inter
preter, sold two hundred acres of this tract to
William Burton. Two hundred more acres were sold
by these Indians in May of 17*+1 to Joshua Burton,
and on October 8 , 17^3 Westomotonies and Young
Waspas3on conveyed four hundred acres to William
Burton. These deeds are Important as they give us
the names of the Indians who may have been the last
of what is now the State of Delaware. These Indians
were in the Nanticoke region and It is probable that,
following the sale of their land to the Burtons,
they moved to the Nanticoke Reservations near present
Laurel, Delaware. By 17^8 most of Delaware and
Nanticoke Indians had gone from the reservation near
Laurel, By 1753 they had settled in Indian villages
along the Susquehanna River under the protection of
the powerful Iroquois.11

10Ibld.. p. 351.
^■Leon de Valinger, Jr., Indian Land Sales in Delaware. (Published by the Archaeological Society of Delaware.
Printed by the Wilmington Press), p. 9*
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A valuable source of Information concerning Indians
of this section is the writing of John Gottlieb Ernestus
Heckewelder, a native of Bedford, England, born March 12,
17^3.

Heckewelder was the son of a Moravian who had been

summoned to England to assist In the religious movement which
had been inaugurated in England In 173^•

The family came to

America when Heckewelder was eleven years old, settling in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
the Indians.

He later became an evangelist to

He Identifies the Nanticokest

Those of the Delawares (or the Lenni-Lenape) who
fix their abode on the shores of the Atlantic
divided themselves into three tribes. Two of them,
distinguished by the names of the Turtle, and the
Turkey, the former calling themselves Unamis and
the other Unalachtgo, chose those grounds to settle
on, which lay nearest to the sea, between the coast
ana the high mountains. As they multiplied, their
settlements extended from the Mohicannituck (river
of the Mohicans, which we call the North or Hudson
river) to beyond the Potomack# . . . The third
tribe, the Wolf, commonly called Minsi, which we
have corrupted into Monseys, had chosen to live back
of the other two tribes and formed a kind of bulwark
for their protection. . . . From the above three
tribes, the Unamis, Unalachtgo, and the Minsi, com
prising together the body of those people we call
the Delawares, had In the course of time, sprung
many others, who, having for their own conveniency,
chosen distant spots to settle on, and increasing
in numbers, gave themselves names or received them
from others. . . . This was the case with the Mahicanni or Mohicans. . . . Much the same thing
happened with a body of the Lenape, called Nanticokes, who had, together with their offspring, pro
ceeded far to the south, in Maryland and Virginia;
the council house was by their grandfather (the
Delaware), extended to the Potomack, in the same
manner and for the motive as had been done with the
Mahicannai.^2

12The Rev. John Heckewelder, History. Manners, and
Customs of the Indian Nation^, (Philadelphia, Publication
Fund of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, No. 820
Spruce Street, 1876), pp. 51-52.
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The Reverend Mr* Israel Acrelius, one of the early
Swedish pastors of Old Swedes Holy Trinity Church in Wilming
ton, Delaware, wrote a history of New Sweden,

He speaks of

the acquistions of land by the Swedes, tartly by purchase and
partly be agreement with the native Indians who lived within
a circle of eighteen Swedish miles (about 118 English miles)
around the settlement and mentions, by name, some of the
tribes involved in this land exchange;
The land on the west side of the river, which the
Swedes had purchased of the heathen, already in
Menewe's time, and afterwards under Governor Printz,
or had acquired a right to by agreements, stretched
from Cape Hinlopen to the Palls of the Delaware, and
thence westward to the Great Palls in the Susque
hanna, near the mouth of the Conewage Creek. These
Indians were called, by Europeans in general, Dela
ware, but within a circle of eighteen miles around
the Swedes, there were ten or eleven separate tribes,
each having its own Sackheman, or king* Among these
were especially the Minesinkos, the Mynkusses, or
Minequesses, upon the so-callea Maniquas, or Minqua’s
kihl with whom the Swedes formed a special friend
ship. . .
During his study of the Delaware Indian Big House
Ceremony, Dr. Prank Speck was given, by an Indian informant,
the following information concerning the consanguinity of
tribes among the Delaware:
The Delaware believe that they are the oldest of
the Indians. They call the following tribes "grand
children, " Shawnee, Potawatomi, Sauk and Fox, Iowa,
Tonkawa, Sioux, Ottawa, Kickapoo, Miami, Peoria,
Chippewa, Menonimi, Winnebago* And these, in turn,

13The Reverend Israel Acrelius, The Account of the
Swedish Churches in New Sweden* 17?9, (Narratives of Early
Pennsylvania, West New Jersey and Delaware, 1630-1707*
edited by Albert Cook Myers, Published by Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York, 1912), pp. P9-70.
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call the Delawares, Wabanaki, Lenape, or else grand
fathers# • • • There are the Nanticokes, Mahikan,
Munsee, and Iroquois who are called brothers, rela
tive age not specified, in spite of the fact that-t
the Delawares assume to be older than they# # # #14Today the school children of Delaware are taught that
the Nanticoke Indians, remnants of whom still live in Dela
ware, are a tribe of the Lennl-Lenapes, a division of the
Algonquins#

A book prepared for the Elementary Schools of

Delaware by Anna T, Lincoln, Curator of the Historical Soci
ety of Delaware, gives the following information!
The nation living along the coast of the Atlantic
Ocean from Maine to Florida was known as the Algon
quins or Algorikins# Those living in the part of the
country we call Delaware called themselves LenniLenapes# They said their name meant ”Manley Men”#
# # # There were three divisions of the Lenapes,
each named for the animal that was the particular
object of worship of that clan. This animal was
thought to bring them favor or good luck# The Minsi,
or Wolf Clan, lived in the southeastern part of what
we call New York State, northern New Jersey, and
northeastern Pennsylvania# • • • South of these were
the Unalachtigo. # # * These people worshipped the
turtle. • # • The Unami, or Turkey Clan, were the
most southern# # . . On the south lived their neigh
bors and friends, the Nanticokes and Conoys# The
Nanticokes lived in the southern part of Delaware
and on the eastern shore of Maryland. Their language
differed from the Lenapes in pronunciation and accent
only. They were of the Algonquin stock, asserting
their common origin with the Lenapes# • • # These
Nanticokes, like the Lenapes, moved northward and
westward and only a few remain on Delaware soil today#
They live in the neighborhood of Oak Orchard on the
Indian River# # . #1'

^^Frank G. Speck* & Study of the Delaware Indian pig
House Ceremony, (Publication of the Pennsylvania Historical
Commission, Bureau of Publications, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
1931)> Vol. II, p# 33 of the Introduction#
^?Anna T# Lincoln, Our Indians of Early Delaware#
Historical Bulletin No# 1, published by the Delaware Citizens
Association, 1932), pp. 5, 6 , 7*
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Of the gradual withdrawal of the Nanticokes from
Delaware, Dr. Speck relates:
Two hundred years ago the Indians under the
general designation of Nanticoke, Conoy. and
Piscataway, inhabiting the northern portion of the
Chesapeake, after the termination of a disastrous
border warfare, had begun to retire from the country
in the face of the relentless encroachment of
European settlers.
Their dispersion was sudden. By 1 7 W most of them
had left their native haunts* Some turned westward
to try their fortunes in the new environment of the
Alleghany Mountains in a region where the native pop
ulation was sparse and living conditions uncertain
due to its lying in the path leading between the
warring tribes of the Six Nations Iroquois in New
York and the Cherokee and Catawba of the Carolinas.
Some in their turn followed the great bay and entered
the mouth of the Susquehanna, shaping their course of
flight northward at the inducement of the Iroquois to
Join the settlements of fugitives on the upper river,
who like themselves had sought to escape from the
turbulence and degradation resulting from contact
with the English. . . .1^
A sad note in connection with the dispersal of the
Nanticokes is given by Scharf, who gives as his reference
Huffington's Delaware Register, Vol. I, pp. 16, 17:
The last remnant of this people in Delaware took
their departure about 17^8 , from the neighborhood of
Laurel, in Sussex County. In this locality— about
a mile from Laurel, on the bank of a small stream—
there was quite an extensive burying ground, which
was opened early in the present century by workmen
engaged in digging earth for the purpose of repair
ing a mill-dam. They dug up several wagon-loads of
bones and left a large quantity still remaining in
the earth. The skeletons were in a fair degree of
preservation, lay side by side and each bone was in
its proper place. Several of them were of such
size as to denote that the men whose remains they
were, possessed remarkably high stature and great

l^Frank q. Speck, The Nanticoke and Conoy Indians,
A0 Historical Study, (Historical Society of Delaware,
Wilmington, Delaware, 1927), pp* 7, 8 .
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strength, one of them in particular being seven feet
in length* At the time the graveyard was opened by
the spades of the laborers there were living in the
neighborhood several very old men who remembered
"the last of the Nanticokes," and said that a short
time before they left that part of the country they
all assembled at this spot, and bringing with them
the bones of their dead who had been buried else
where in the region round about, interred them here
with many peculiar ceremonies prior to their mourn
ful final departure from the land of their fathers.1?
There seems to be an uncertainty on the part of some
writers on the Indians of the Delmarva Peninsula as to which
tribes were definitely Nanticoke.

C. A. Weslager believes,

and states that Dr. Speck believed, that the so-called Nanti- j
\
cokes of Indian River should more properly be called the
18
Indian River or Assateague tribe.
Weslager defines the
Nanticokes in the following statements quoted from a bulle
tin prepared for the Archaeological Society of Delawares
. . . The term Nanticoke has been used loosely
by many writers. After about 17**0, when the north
ern migration of peninsula Indians to Pennsylvania
began, the word Nanticoke became generic and was
used to include all Eastern Shore Indians no matter
where they originally lived. In fact, it was also
used to denote migrant Conoy who Joined the Eastern
Shore people In Pennsylvania. The Conoy, needless
to say, were residents of the western shore1
This broad application of the word Nanticoke is
perhaps unimportant as applied to the expatriated
peoples torn away from their native backgrounds
and brought together by adversity. However, I should
prefer to Insist upon its specific and delimited use
as applied to the peninsula Indians prior to the
migration. It was used originally by the Marylanders
to refer only to those Indians living on the

17j. Thomas Scharf, History of Delaware, (Philadelphia,
L. J # Richards and Company, 1888)", Vol. I, p. 22.
1®C. A. Weslager, Delaware*s Forgotten Folk, (Phila
delphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 19^3)9 p. 86*
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Nanticoke River and its tributaries. When the
provincial authorities spoke of the Nanticokes,
they referred specifically to the Indians on the
river by that name. They considered the Choptank, f
Pocomoke, Assateague. ana Indian River Indians as |
separate and distinct entities, and referred to
them by name. . . .
. . . Under pressure from the whites, who settled
on their lands, the Nanticoke Indians were driven
upstream. Those who occupied the lower villages on
the Nanticoke River joined forces with those living
in the upstream towns. During the provincial period,
the Nanticoke seemed to have consolidated in two
settlements. The larger, called Chlcacone Town, was
on the north bank of the river at the junction of
Chicone Creek, near present Vienna, Maryland. This
village had been occupied as early as 1668 and was
the headquarters of the Nanticoke Emperor. The
second village was on Broad Creek, near present
Laurel, Delaware, and its inhabitants were frequently
called Broad Creek Indians.
In 1698, land was assigned to the Nanticokes by
the Maryland authorities, but It was inadequate to
supply their needs. In 1711, commissioners were
appointed to lay out 3000 acres of land along Broad
Creek as a Nanticoke Reservation.
By 1768, most of the Nanticoke had moved to
Pennsylvania to live with the Iroquois. A few, how
ever, were left behind in Delaware and Maryland.**-9
Be this as it may, the name “Nanticoke” has stuck to
the colony of mixed-blood descendants on Indian River, and
Dr. Speck writes of further emigrations from this nuclear
colony during the last half of the nineteenth century*
About 18 55 some fifty members of the Sockume,
Miller, and Norwood families moved to San Francisco,
California, where their descendants still live. In
186? members of the Johnson and Harmon families
moved to Blackwood Town, New Jersey. For many years
there were Nanticoke colonies In Gloucester, New
Jersey, and Philadelphia. In 1870 about fourteen
Clarks, Millers, and Johnsons moved from Gloucester
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7C. A. Weslager, Indian Tribes of the Delmarva
Peninsula, (Bulletin, Archaeological Society ofDelaware,
Wilmington, Vol. Ill, no. ?, 19*+2), pp. 27, 28.
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to near Detroit, Michigan, and in I887 six of the
Thomas family moved from Philadelphia to Nova
Scotia.*8
The story of the organization* under the encourage
ment of Dr. Speck, of certain of the people on Indian River
into the Nanticoke Indian Association is best told by
Weslager*
Dr* Speck first visited Indian River In 1912 with
Wilson Wallis.

Both these men were professors in anthro

pology from the University of Pennsylvania and they had come
to the region of Indian River to investigate certain infor
mation which they had received concerning a people living
there who claimed to be descendants of Indians.

21

On this

first visit Speck, Wallis and Mrs. Speck stayed with the
Johnson family, who described their ancestors as being Nanti
cokes, but Dr. Speck thought it more probable that they were
descendants of the Assateague tribe.
The Specks made subsequent visits to Indian River for
many years, making friends among the people and collecting
data concerning their folkways.

The acknowledged leader of

the community during these years was William Russell Clark,
who claimed that his grandmother was Lydia Clark, the last
Indian In that community to speak the Nanticoke tongue.

Wes

lager states that since Russell’s family Bible named his

20«

, _
Frank G, Speck, The Nanticoke Community of Delaware.
(New York, The Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation,
10 East Thirty-Third Street, 191?), footnote to p. 9.
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Weslager, Delawares1 Forgotten Folk, p. 83.
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grandmother as Ann, William was probably related more
op
remotely by marriage to Lydia Clark*
As Speck's intimacy with the people increased, he
became aware of dissensions within the community*

One group

called itself the Harmony people, and, while it admitted its
mixed-blood ancestry, it was not Interested in claiming
Indian ancestry*

At the same time, however, this Harmony

group rebelled at being arbitrarily classified as Negroes*
A second group was most anxious both to claim and to preserve
its Indian traditions*

Both these groups, however, were

related by marriage and blood ties.2^
The quarrel between the two groups was older than
Dr. Speck realized*

As early as 1881 the Indian group had

been incorporated by the 3tate of Delaware for the purpose of
establishing its own school*

The following passage is quoted

from Powell's history of Delawares
. , * In 1881, an Act was passed creating a school
district to be known as 'the Indian River School
District of a Certain Class of Colored Persons*'
Under this Act the Nanticoke Indians were placed in
a school district separate and apart from the colored
schools*2^
Moreover, in 1888, the two groups had split in church
affairs, and the Indian ?4ission Methodist Protestant Church
had been established.2^

22I£id., p. 89*
P« 90.
^Sfalter A* Powell, A History of Delaware* (Boston,
Christopher Publishing House*7 1928), p. *+21*
^Weslager, Delaware»3 Forgotten Folk, p. 90.
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It became evident to Dr* Speck that if the Indian
community wished to establish legal status as a people dis
tinct and apart from both white and black, it would be
necessary for them to form a corporation and obtain a charter
from the State of Delaware*

Under his leadership such an

organization was effected, and on February 21*, 1922, a corpo
ration charter was granted by the State to the Nanticoke
Indian Association of Delaware*2^

The first officers of the

organization were as follows:
William Russell Clark, Chief
Lincoln Harmon, Assistant Chief
Eliza Ann Johnson, Secretary
Arthur Johnson, Treasurer
Isaac Johnson, Field Agent
Warren Wright, Councilman
Clinton Johnson, Councilman
27
Ferdinand Clark, Councilman1f
In 1921, a year previous to the granting of the
charter, the State legislature had, moreover, amended the
school Act of 1881, changing the name of the district to "The
Indian River School District for the descendants of the Nanti
coke Tribe of Indians," and eliminating from the Act of 1881
all references to these people as "a certain class of colored
pQ

persons."

P. 93.
27lbid., p. 93.
28Powell, oj2. £lt., p. i+21.
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When Dr. Speck died a few years ago, the Nanticoke
community lost a valuable friend, and one who might have been
able to hold them together in a truer harmony*

Out of

several hundred people related by blood ties, Dr. Speck cer
tainly never visualized an Association of only eighty-six
members.
My first contact with any member of these people was
made about twenty-five years ago when Lucinda Thoroughgood
was engaged by my father in Seaford, Sussex County, Delaware,
as cook and general house servant*

Lucinda was born near

Millsboro, Indian River Hundred, Sussex.

A full discussion

of her background is given in that part of this work concern
ing the informants used for dialect notes.

It may be

remarked here that Lucinda Thoroughgood is a member of a
family who have always called themselves Moors, by which, she
says, they mean that they are "mixed-blood” people.

She says

that her Aunt Lucinda told her that the family has never
claimed any Indian blood and that if any of the Nanticoke
community on Indian River do have any Indian blood, it is the
Clark family, and perhaps the Wright family.

But Lucinda's

mother was a Johnson, and the Johnsons are members of the
Nanticoke Indian Association.

Lucinda, however, left Indian

River Hundred in 1909, long before the people of the commu
nity succeeded in establishing their identity as descendants
of the aboriginals of the Eastern Shore.

Moreover, she

married a Negro, and so cut herself off from close contact
with her own people.
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In June of 19f>2, I made

first visits to the homes

of the Nanticokes, going first to see the former teacher of
the Nanticoke Indian School, Winona Wright,

Mrs, Wright Is

the wife of Oscar Wright, younger brother of informant Warren
Wright, charter member of the Nanticoke Indian Association
and one of the first Councilmen of the Association,

Winona

Wright was born Winona Jamison, and cam© from Pennsylvania
when she was a young woman to teach In the Nanticoke Indian
School,

She told me that she is of English, Pennsylvania

Dutch, and Susquehanna Indian descent*

She said that her

mother's grandfather was of the Highgate family and had come
from England to establish a grist-mill near Jenkintown,
Pennsylvania.

Another ancestor, she said, was David

Williams, who fought with the Colonial Army in Pennsylvania
during the Revolutionary War,
sixties but looks much younger.

She Is a woman in her middle
Her features are bold and

handsome, and her hair straight and dark,

A very good photo

graph of Winona Wright faces page 9^ of Weslager's Delaware's
Forgotten Folk.

She Impressed me by her reserve and dignity.

She spoke with deep sincerity of her wish for the welfare of
the children of the Nanticoke community.

She regrets that

she is no longer in charge of the school and wishes that her
certification as a teacher, now expired, might be renewed.
She spoke with resentment of the fact that the present
teacher of the school, Cleo Coker, calls herself a Moor, and
not an Indian, thereby, Winona said, doing the Nanticoke
Indian Association an injury.

The Moorish legend, Winona
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Implied, has no basis in fact, and the people who say that
they are Moors are, in reality, of the same racial stock as
the Nanticokes*
At Mrs. Wrightfs suggestion, I went next to see Cleo
Coker and found her at home in her recently built white frame
cottage on the Riverdale Road*

The house is furnished in the

so-called "modern" manner and kept with immaculate house
keeping.

Mrs. Coker herself is a pretty young woman, thirty-

one years old.

She has brown hair, brown eyes, fair skin,

and looks like a white woman.
Mrs. Coker was born Cleo Durham of Cheswold, Dela
ware, the home of a second "mixed-blood" colony of people who
call themselves Moors.

She is the daughter of Mamie Becket,

who claims to be of Spanish and Lenni-Lenape descent.
father calls himself a Moor.

Cleo*s

The Moors, according to Cleo,

"claim to be the descendants of people who came in a ship
from Spain to Woodland Beach on Delaware Bay and intermarried
with the people there.

Many Moors cannot trace any Negro

blood in their families.2^
Cleo and all of her brothers and sisters went to
school at the Cheswold Public School which was established by
legislative action in 1921 and reserved for Moors, admitting
neither white nor Negro children.

After graduating from the

Moor school, Cleo and her sisters Corinne, Dorothy, and lone
were all sent to Delaware State College for Negroes.

None of

^personal interview with Cleo Durham Coker in June,

1952.
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the sisters were happy there*

Cleo told me that she and her

sisters were taunted and called "white niggers" by some of
the Negro students*
Cleo married James Coker, a blue-eyed, fair-haired
Moor of Cheswold, and the couple lived for some time in
Norfolk, Virginia, passing as white people.

They came to

Indian River Hundred when the State Department of Education
offered Cleo the position as teacher in the Nanticoke Indian
School after Winona Wright*s resignation.

James Coker works

as a mason, and the young couple seem to be prosperous.
Cleo told me that one of her brothers lives in New
Jersey and passes as a white man.

She said to me that

although the Moors usually marry among their own people, they
sometimes marry a member of the white race, but not, she
assured me, before telling of their Moorish descent and
bringing the prospective bride or groom to Cheswold to meet
the Moorish people there•

Very often, she said, the young

couple "pass" in northern cities as white people.
Cleo told me that she will not remain much longer as
teacher of the Nanticoke children at Indian River because,
she said, there are too many dissensions and too many antago
nistic factions among the people of the community.

There are

strong and bitter undercurrents, she said, between the Nanti
cokes and the Negroes of the hundred, and among the Nanticokes
themselves.

Some members of the Nanticoke Indian Association

send their children to the school for colored children, and
some parents of children who attend the Nanticoke school
themselves go to the colored church*
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All of the children who attend the Nanticoke school,
Mrs. Coker told me, are children of small landowners, holding
from 5 to 160 acres.

Many of the children go no further

when they graduate from the Nanticoke school.

Some continue

at Haskell Institute, the Federal school for Indians at
Lawrence, Kansas, and some go to public high schools and
vocational schools in Philadelphia and further North.
The enrollment of pupils in the Nanticoke school for
the year 1951-1952 was 20, a small enrollment for a community
of probably more than 700 mixed*-blood people, most of whom
are related by blood and marriage ties.

It is interesting to

observe the recurrence of surnames and the kinship of many
of the children.
1-Rose Marie Durham
Grandmother of Levi Street, the field-agent for
the Nanticoke Indian Association.
2-Aubrey Norwood
3-Sylvester Norwood
^-Odette Norwood
These are all first cousins of informant Janie
Norwood's children, who go to the colored
school.
5-June Harmon
6-Nelson Harmon
7-Lorraine Harmon
8-Cecile Harmon
9-Clarence Harmon
10-Beatrice Harmon
These are all children of Myrtle and Wilson
Harmon and nephews and nieces of informant
Patience Harmon and her husband, Lincoln,

Secretary and Councilman, respectively, of
the Nanticoke Indian Association,
11-Joseph Harmon
12-Leon Harmon
Cousins of the Harmon children named above,
13-Charles Wright
l*f-Lily Wright
15-Concita Wright
These are grandchildren of informant Warren
Wright, and children of Assistant-Chief
Robert C, Wright,
16-Geraldine Jackson
17-Reginald Street
18-Jean Street
19-Anita Harmon
20-Jean Johnson
From Mrs, Coker*s, I went to see Patience Harmon,
the Secretary of the Nanticoke Indian Association,

Mrs,

Harmon is described elsewhere in this work as an informant
for dialect notes.

She showed me the minutes of the Nanti

coke Indian Association.

There were, at the time of my last

visit in August of 19?2, 86 members in the Association, a
small number when one considers that in 19^3 Weslager esti
mated the number of mixed-blood people in Indian River
30
Hundred to be approximately 700.
The officers of the
Association are as follows:
Chiefs

Charles Clark

Assistant Chief:

Robert C, Wright

^Weslager, Delaware*s Forgotten Folk, p. 18.

Councilmens

Treasurer:
Field Agent:
Secretary:

Lincoln Harmon
Walter Wright
Charles Wright
Warren Wright
Levi W. Street
Patience Harmon

Family names which occur among the members are com
paratively few:

Mosely, Thompson, Johnson, Norwood, Jackson,

Clark, Harmon, Wright, Street, and Walker.
Walker, is not an Indian River name.

The last name,

Walker is the name of

nieces of Chief Clark who have married into the Walker family
of New York, but who maintain their membership In the
Association.

Chapter II
BIOGRAPHIES OF INFORMANTS
A brief biography of each of the nine informants
used for this study is given in this chapter.

Those aspects

of background and experience are noted which are suggested
to field workers for the Linguistic Atlas of the United
States and Canada as bearing on dialects

education, social

contacts, family history, general character of the commu
nity, and character of the informant.

**6
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Warren Talbert Wright* Nanticoke Indian
Warren Talbert Wright, [war®n talb^t rait], hereafter
listed or referred to as informant 1 a, is 83 years old*

He

lives in a large, weathered house on the Millsboro, Oak
Orchard road in Indian River Hundred, Sussex County, Delaware.
The settlement in which he lives used to be called Warwick
and had its own postoffice.
Old Warren lost his wife two years ago.

Since her

death he has kept house for himself, his daughters looking in
from time to time to do special housecleaning and cooking for
their father.

The house is spacious, neat and clean.

furnishings are simple.

The

Until recently, Warren told me, the

garret was filled with "old truck."

A short time ago he gave

the last of three spinning wheels to Patience Harmon, his
daughter.

The house is set back from the road under a huge

willow tree.

The grass Is uncut and waves in the wind which

sweeps up from the Indian River.

The front porch is a pleas

ant place to sit on a hot summer's day.
Old V/arren is a tall, strong man.
zled and his skin light In color.
pronounced features.

His hair Is griz

He has blue eyes and

In manner he is diffident until he gets

carried away by his subject, and then he shows a keen sense
of humor and laughs with merriment.

His speech is strongly

archaic and seldom characterized by jocular expressions.
Warren Wright's father was David Wright, and his
mother, Emily Johnson [imli d3oneen].

He claims to be a

descendant of Lydia Clark, the last member of the Nanticoke
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tribe to speak the Nanticoke language.
Warren was born in Rehoboth Hundred, bordering on
Indian River Hundred and two miles south of Lewes, Delaware.
His father was "borned" there, too* but his mother was
"borned" at the present site of Phillip*s Camping Ground near
Angola.
Warren went to school only one month in his life, an
August when he was a little boy.

He learned to read and

write, however, and to "cipher pretty good."

His wife always

read to him "a good bit" from the newspaper.

Warren himself

reads only his Bible.
Warren has never traveled much, but he has been to
Wilmington, Dover, Philadelphia, Richmond, and one? to an
Indian pow-wow held in Roxboro, Virginia.
He is a charter member of the Nanticoke Indian Asso
ciation, a trustee of the Nanticoke Indian School, and a
trustee of the Indian Mission Church.

When the Nanticoke

Indian Association received its charter from the State of
Delaware in 1921, Warren was one of the delegates who went to
Dover to receive it.

He is the patriarch of his people and

beloved and respected by all of them.
Since the people of this insular community have mar
ried most often among themselves, Warren Is claimed as a
kinsman by most of the neighborhood.

He has three daughters:

Lily Mae Hall, Patience Harmon, and Bertha Mosely.
and Bertha live close by.

Patience

Lily Mae is married to a Negro

minister and lives In Preston, Maryland.

Lily Mae is not a
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member of the Nanticoke Indian Association.

She arrived at

her father*s house with her husband one day while I was
interviewing him.

Her attitude toward me was hostile.

I was

able to understand and sympathize with her point-of-*view when
Patience, her sister, later explained to me that it Is con
sidered a calamity for one of their people to marry a Negro.
Warren has one son, Robert C. Wright, Assistant Chief
of the Nanticoke Indian Association*

kO

Elizabeth Patience Wright Harmon. Nanticoke Indian
Elizabeth Patience Wright Harmon, [alizabee peijents
raxt harmen], hereafter listed or referred to as informant
I b, was born in Long Neck in Indian River Hundred, about
eight miles from the town of Hillsboro, Delaware.

Long Neck

extends six miles eastward between Indian River Bay and
Rehoboth Bay*

Patience is the daughter of Warren Wright and

Bertha Ida Johnson.

Her husband is Lincoln Harmon, a grand-

nephew of Levin Sockum, the defendant in the case of the
1
State versus Levin Sockum in 1855.
Patience Harmon is a handsome woman of 57» with
strong features and light skin.

Her hair may be termed, in

the vernacular of the people, as “middling good.11

(Hair is

"good” in proportion to its straightness, and “bad" in pro
portion to its kinkiness.)

A very good photograph of

Patience and Lincoln Harmon may be found on page 76 of Weslager's Delaware1s Forgotten Folk.

The photograph was taken

about ten years ago, but both Patience and Lincoln are essen
tially unchanged.

The photograph does not show the intense

blue of the eyes in Lincoln's brown face.
The Harmons are prosperous; perhaps, with the excep
tion of Chief Clark, the most prosperous people of the
Nanticoke community.

At the time of this writing Lincoln is

farming about 150 acres of his own land.

See pp. lj, 16, 17, of Chapter I.

He grows wheat,

bl

corn, pye and soya beans besides garden truck for his own
family.

He has prospered with poultry and has ready for the

market about 15,000 "fryers,”
The Harmon home, a well-construeted brick house,
stands on a bank of the north shore of the Indian River in a
settlement called Riverdale Beach,
whites live side by side.

Here the Nanticokes and

The house was built six years ago

at the height of the prosperity enjoyed by most of the Millsboro people engaged in chicken raising.

It reflects, in the

furnishings, the same nondescript affluence that one sees in
most of the houses of essentially modest people newly pros
perous,

On my first visit I was served coffee in the living

room where the rugs have a deep pile and the furniture is
deeply cushioned and without character.
meticulously clean.

The whole house is

After the first visit, I conversed with

Patience sitting at a wooden trestle table under the wild
cherry and holly trees on the riverbank, with various grand
children playing about, and sons and daughters stopping by
to swim in the river.
Patience and Lincoln are both unpretentious people,
simple and dignified in manner, but full of anecdote and good
humor.

Neither one i3 well educated.

as the seventh grade in school.

Patience went as far

She reads the Christian

Herald regularly, and Lincoln, the Farm Journal,

Patience

is the Secretary of the Nanticoke Indian Association and
engages in church activities at the Indian Mission Church,
There are seven children, five daughters and twe^

sons| most of whom are married and live in the neighborhood.
One son, Junior, lives and works in New York City#

All of

the children graduated from the seventh grade of the Nanticoke Indian School*

One of the daughters, Ida, went for a

brief time to Haskell Institute, the government Indian School
In Lawrence, Kansas*

Another, Joanne, went for three years

to the Bok Vocational School in Philadelphia*
The married sons and daughters have chosen as mates
other members of mixed-blood groups, usually relatives from
this very community.

There is much intermarrying among the

few families.
The small girls of the present generation of the
Harmon family are called by such exotic names as Concita,
Lavalle, Michelle, and Ingrid Dawn, but Patience, in her
typically down-to-earth, and humorous fashion, calls little
Ingrid "Gussie," because the child was born as bald as old
Gussie Wright, her distant kinsman.

Janie Bernice Harmon Norwood* Nanticoke Indian
Janie Bernice Harmon Norwood, [d3eini bsnis harman
norwud], hereafter listed or referred to as informant I c f
was born in 1918 in that part of Millsboro, Delaware, which
used to be called Warwick, on what is now known as the Rosedale Beach Road.

Janie is now

3k

She says that

years old.

she is "thirty-four out," an expression used in Sussex County
to mean "going on" her thirty-fifth year.

Her mother was

Fannie Johnson and her father, Fred Harmon.
brothers and two sisters.
are both married.

Janie has two

Oliver and Oscar, the brothers,

Oliver lives in New Jersey.

Jeanette and

Ellen, two sisters, are both married; Jeanette to Edward
Harmon, and Ellen to William Clark.
Janie graduated from the eighth grade of the Warwick
School, which is the school for colored children.

In explain

ing to me the reason why she did not go to the Nanticoke
Indian School, Janie stated that it was a matter of conven
ience, the school for Negroes being nearer to her home than
the Indian school.

She has sent all five of her children to

the Negro school for the same reason, but is thinking of
transferring the two younger children, Marlene and Tyrone, to
the Indian school next year, since It seems probable that
they will eventually attend Haskell Institute, the government
high-school for Indians in Lawrence, Kansas,
Janie Harmon was married at sixteen to Richard Norwood,
one of the Nanticokes who are known as the "little eye"
people.

This term is applied to a few people in the community

Mf
who have inherited a congenital deformity of the upper eyelid
which makes it difficult for those so afflicted to open the
eyes to normal width and induces an unusually upward tilt of
the chin and carriage of the head*

Of Janie's five children*

two inherit this physical trait*
A photograph of Janie and her children may be found
facing page 16 of Weslager's Delaware1s Forgotten Folk*
Janie is somewhat stouter now.

To the layman in such matters*

Janie would no doubt be taken for a white woman.

Two of her

children* Marlene* the smallest child in the photograph* and
Tyrone, not yet born when the photograph was taken, are
unusually beautiful children.

I did not meet the eldest

child* Janie* but I am told that she, too, is a beautiful
girl.

Frederick and Vianna, the two "little eye11 children*

seemed reluctant to show themselves or to talk to me*
although Frederick flashed by one day* galloping down the
lane to show me how well he rides the pony*

Tyrone, not to

be outdone, did "tricks" on his shiny red bicycle* a gift
from his aunt in New Jersey.
Richard Norwood* Janie's husband* is a tenant farmer*
a "share-cropper."

He farms a hundred acres of land belong

ing to Mrs. John Cordrey of Millsboro* Delaware* who shares
fifty per cent of all crop profits.

The tenant house is in

fairly good condition and is rent free.

Corn is the main

crop* but potatoes and peppers are also grown for market.
There is a sizable "truck patch" of vegetables for home use.
There are at the moment of this writing about 8800 month-old

chicks which will be sold as "broilers" at twelve weeks.
Live stock consists of one cow, three hogs which will be
butchered to supply the family with pork, hams, sausage and
scrapple, and a beautiful cross-bred pony which is used for
plowing and harrowing.

Richard and Janie look forward to

owning their own land, but there was a serious set-back
three years ago when they lost their own house and few acres
through fire.
The Norwoods are members of the Indian Mission Church
and Janie is known in the community as a fine "church worker."
Neither Janie nor Richard belongs to the Nantlcoke Indian
Association, although Patience Harmon, Secretary of the Asso
ciation, told me that both have been urged to become active
members.
year.

Janie told me that perhaps they will join this

One senses undercurrents of emotional feeling and com

plications among these people which an outsider finds
difficult to fathom.

Membership In the Association will be

necessary, however, if, as they plan, Janie and Richard enter
the two youngest children at Haskell Institute.
There is one grandchild, a fin© baby of about six
months, which Janie and her children love and care for while
its mother, Janice, works In the shirt-factory at Lewes,
Delaware.

The child is called Daryl Norbert Norwood and is

"base born."

I asked no questions about the child, and Janie,

beyond saying that he is Janice^ son, volunteered no
Information.
Janie reads Llfey Good Housekeeping, and the Farm

>+6
Journal.

The Milford Chronicle, published once a week In

Milford, Delaware, is a newspaper read by the whole family.
The children borrow books from the Bookmobile, which arrives
once a month.
Both Janie and Richard belong to "The Gun and Hod
Club," which meets the first Saturday In each month in
various homes.
tells me.

There Is to be a big "shoot" in August, Janie

The Club is devoted to target shooting, mainly,

although all of these people go crabbing and fishing in the
Inlet, "hunt" rabbits, squirrels, ducks and quail in season,
and trap muskrats,
Janie and her family are shy and reserved, although
they grew more expansive and free during my visits,
is friendly and kind.

Janie

She likes her neighbors, "dark people"

and mixed-blood alike, and I gathered from Patience Harmon
and Winona Wright that she is a popular woman.
Her speech is sometimes guarded and grammatically
correct, and sometimes characterized by substandardisms
common in Sussex speech at a certain level.

**7
Lucinda Thoroughgood, Moor, married to Negro
Lucinda Thoroughgood, [lusind1 ©ssgud ], aged 62,
hereafter listed or referred to as informant II a, was born
in 1890 at Stokely Station near Millsboro, Delaware.

She is

one of a family who have always called themselves Moors, by
which, Lucinda says, they mean that they are "mixed-blood”
people.

She says that her Aunt Lucinda told her that the

family has never claimed any Indian blood and that if any of
the Nanticoke community in Indian River Hundred do have
Indian blood it is the Clark family, and perhaps the Wright
family.

But Lucinda*s mother is a Johnson, and the Johnsons

are members of the Nanticoke Indian Association.
Lucinda*s mother was Sarah Lish Layton Maggie Frances
Emma Johnson.

She was "named after" all the members of a

white family.

The Johnson family lived in Warwick, now part

of Millsboro, Delaware.

This part of Millsboro, formerly

called Warwick, is entirely composed of Negro and Nanticoke
families.

Those who now call themselves Nanticokes were, in

the past, known as Moors.

2

Lucinda*s father was William Morris.

He also was born

in Warwick.
Many children were born to Sarah and William Morris.
Lize, Lincoln, and Rob died in infancy.
William James, died at 39.

The oldest child,

Those still living are Hilda, who

2See Chapter I, p. 18,

ha

is unmarried and lives in Millsboro; Sarah, the "deaf-anddumb” sister, who married Harley Jackson, one of the "little
eye" people and a cousin of Richard Norwood, husband of
Nanticoke informant Janie Norwood; Thurston McKinley Morris,
who lives in Camden, New Jersey; and Lucinda herself.
Lucindafs father was a charcoal burner.

She remembers

quite well how the wood was cut in lengths like cord-wood,
piled in a conical sort of arrangement with layers of wood,
pine "shats," and soil, and slowly burned to charcoal.
industry is still active in Indian River Hundred*

This

The Dela

ware Federal Writer*s Project remarks that there are about
sixty active charcoal pits in the hundred and that "the prod
uct is shipped north for filtering rum and whiskey, hardening
tool steel, and other purposes. "3
The Morris family was poor.

There were many mouths

to feed, and much work to be done, and so the child Lucinda
could not be spared from home.

She did not go to school

until she was ten years old, and she attended the little
Negro school for not more than six months in all.

Mixed-

blood children and Negroes went together to the school.

In

any case, it should be remembered that the Indian school was
not provided by the State until 1921.
When Lucinda was sixteen years old she gave birth to
a son, William Morris.

The father was a white boy.

In 1909*

3pelaware, & Guide to the First State, (Compiled and
Written by the Federal Writer’s Project of the Works Progress
Administration for the State of Delaware, New York, Viking
Press, 1933), p. ?02.
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when Lucinda was 19 years old, she came to work as a house
servant in the Perry family in Seaford, Delaware.

When she

was 21 she was married to Kearny Thoroughgood, a Negro*

The

child William had been left in Millsboro, but came to his
mother upon her marriage to Kearney.
years ago.

He died a number of

I remember him as a handsome, restless, emotion

ally unstable young man, and a hard drinker.
Lucinda and Kearny have five children, of whom three
have graduated from the Seaford high school for Negroes, the
Frederick Douglass School.

Janie, the eldest daughter, is

an alcoholic and is periodically admitted to an institution.
John, the only son, is a quiet, even-tempered boy, now in
Germany with the Army.
servants in Seaford.

Laura and Isabelle work as house
Lucinda, the youngest child, is the

mother of two children and is marfied to the father of the
second.

It is at least interesting, if not significant, to

note that the young people of the Nanticoke community marry
within their own community or among the Moors of Cheswold, or
occasionally, a member of another race.

Warren /right told

me that a Nanticoke soldier recently married a Chinese girl
and took her to live in Philadelphia.

Patience Harmon told

me that it is considered wise and desirable for Nanticokes
to marry among their own people, and that divorce Is rare.
On the other hand, five of Lucinda's children have never
married, and one is married to a Negro.
Lucinda Thoroughgood came to work in my father's
house about twenty-five years ago.

She has a light skin, a

straight nose* thin lips, and dark hair, now turning grey,
and worn in braids across the top of her head*

She is a

woman of great fortitude, quiet and gentle in manner and
profoundly religious without a trace of affected piety*
She keeps house for her own family, meets all family vicis
situdes with great stoicism, and is respected by the whole
community.

Her only outside activities concern the affairs

of her church.
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William Henry Harrison Hopkins. Negro
William Henry Harrison Hopkins, [wiljem hinri har0san
hapkinz], hereafter listed or referred to as informant II b,
is 62 years old.

He was born in Millsboro, Indian River

Hundred, Sussex County, Delaware.

He is a tall, strong Negro

and shows no physical evidence of any white blood.

He is a

first cousin of Kearny Thoroughgood, the Negro to whom Moor
informant Lucinda Thoroughgood is married.

Bill’s mother

and Kearny*s mother were twin sisters.
Bill is a natural son of James Ingram and Sarah Hop
kins, and was "raised" by his mother’s family.

He went to

the Negro school in Millsboro through the fourth grade.
says that he can read and write a little.

He

He learned the

trade of ship’s caulker while he was a boy In Millsboro.
When Bill was seventeen years old he came to Seaford
to work in the box factory owned by the Perry family.

He

has worked also as ship’s caulker for Captain Vane and Cap
tain Smith, but in late years, the ship building industry
having dwindled in Seaford, he has worked for the Hastings
Lumber Company.
Bill married Helen Hopkins from Millsboro.

Helen was

also an illegitimate child raised by the Hopkins family.
Helen and Bill have two sons, James and William, both of whom
are married, industrious and moderately prosperous.
Helen and Bill are good people and hard workers, re
spected and liked by the Negroes and by the white people who
know them.

Helen is a zealous church-woman but Bill pays
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little attention to affairs of religion*

He has no fear of

Judgment Day because, he says, there will be no end of the
world, and no final Judgment Day,

Life goes on "from gener

ation to generation,11 as people could easily observe if they
would.

He believes that a man has little to fear in the way

of a Final Reckoning if he has been a hard worker, a good
father and husband, and an honest man,
Bill has great dignity but laughs easily and richly*
He is a courteous man and not given to sycophancy or clowning.
Bill and Helen own their own house and small plot of
ground, not in the Negro section of town, but in the out
skirts,

They have a small vegetable garden and usually

butcher about three hogs a year.
Bill likes to work in his garden, to listen to the
radio, to enjoy Helen*s excellent cooking, and to go to bed
early after a day*s hard work.
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Hilton Harris Palmer. Negro
Hilton Harris Palmer, [hil?n haeris patina* ], hereafter
listed or referred to as informant II c, Is 36 years old.

He

was born on Taylor’s Island, [teila*z alan], Maryland, [mslan].
Taylor’s Island lies about fifteen miles from Cambridge in
Dorchester County on the Eastern Shore of Maryland.

His

father is George [6301d 3] Palmer, and his mother, Lovey
Palmer.

The Palmers came to Seaford when Hilton was a baby.

He went to the Frederick Douglass school in Seaford District
and left school when he was In the sixth grade.
Hilton is married to Hattie Mae Shields.

The couple

have two children, both of whom go to the Seaford school for
Negro children.
Hilton is employed as janitor in the Seaford Central
School for white children.

He has, also, part-time employ

ment as janitor of one of the Seaford banks.

He has the

reputation of being a quiet, industrious Negro,

He describes

himself as a “religious man," and he and his wife are active
members and church workers in the Church of God.
Hilton reads the Seaford Leader. a local newspaper,
and likes to read Life Magazine* which he buys at the news
stand.

He enjoys listening to the radio and prefers religious

music, especially “spirituals."
Hilton Palmer was a rather withdrawn and reserved
informant, lacking the warmth and rich spontaneity of Bill
Hopkins.

jliIn appearance he is a short, slender man with light
skin.

His features are not particularly Negroid,

I did

not ask him whether he has any white ancestry and he did not
volunteer any information on this point.
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Notes
The unpublished biographical notes on the following
pages were made in 1938 by Guy S. Lowman, Jr., the
Principal Field Investigator for the Linguistic Atlas
of the United States and Canada>

They were made

available to the writer of this work by Hans Kurath,
Director and Editor of the Linguistic Atlas , at the
University of Michigan in April, 1953#
Charles Lemi^el Fishert aged 70 when interviewed by
Dr. Lowman in 1938> will be hereafter listed or
referred to as informant III a#
Chester Vernon Townsend* aged 53 when interviewed by
Dr. Lowman in 1938, will be hereafter listed or
referred to as informant III b,
Ray Norris Tatman. aged 38 when interviewed by Dr,
Lowman in 1933, will be hereafter listed or referred
to as informant III c#

%

Charles Lemuel Flshert White
Locality:

Newfound [nujfae^imd]

Post Office:
Hundred:
County:
Name:
Age:
State:

Frankford [fraenkf^d]

Oumboro [gAmb^a]
Sussex [sAsiks]

Charles Lemuel Fisher [tjirrlz lemju9l fijar]
70
Delaware [dilawa>]

Place of birth:
Occupation:
Education:

2 i mi. east; near Selbyville [se0ibivi9l]

Farmer
3 days

Social contacts:
Family history:

A Methodist
father, Lambert James Fisher [laemb^d d3i*mz],
born Head of Sound [heAiud iv sae^und] near
Ocean View; grandfather, Levi Fisher, born
Sinepuxent Neck, across the line in Maryland
near Showles Station; great-grandmother,
Martha McLean, born in Maryland, nearby;
grandmother, Sallie Collins, born on St*
Martins Sound, Sussex County, Delaware;
mother, Becky Ann Timmons, born Frankford;
great-grandfather, Steven Fisher; greatgreat-grandfather born in England.
Very primitive, rural.

Completely untravelled

and unoriented man of very humble origin.
Articulation somewhat faulty.
at grasping questions.

A little slow
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Cheater. Vernon Towns end y White
Locality'}

Sandy Landing [ saendi laendiQ]

Post Offices
Hundreds

Dagsboro [d£e*gzb**9 ]

Baltimore [b'^Ditem* ]

Countys

Sussex [sAseks ]

St at e s

Delaware [del aw*]

Names
Ages

Chester Vernon Townsend [ tjest* v*nan tae*unzp ]
(53 at time records were made in 1938)

Place of births
Occupation:
Educations

here* 2 miles east-southeast

farmer
here ftil 1*+.

Conference Academy in Dover for

2 weeks when I k or 15
Social contacts:
Family history:

Methodist
father* Timothy Edgar Townsend* born here;
grandfather* Eb© Townsend* born here; great
grandfather, born here; grandmothor* Mary
Hester West, born near Ocean View; mother,
Mattie Aydelott [aidlat], born here; grand
father* Steven Aydelott* born here (of
French Hug, descent); grandmother* Marla
Tunnell, born Frankford,

Of earliest Va,

stock of settlers here.
Community very rural,

A man who has come to

be well-to-do from horse-trading and moneylending* but who is intellectually of rather
limited ability,

A cheerful* "clever” fella*

Slightly slow at comprehending.
Tempo slow* drawling; articulation somewhat
slov«nlv-
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Ray Morris Tatman, White
Locality*

near Sunnyside School

Post Office:
Hundreds
County:
States
Name:
Ages

Bridgeville [ 'brid3(viai]

Nanticoke [naenril^ouk]
Sussex [sAsik]
Delaware [deiaw*]

Ray Morris Tatman [rei marine taetman ]
38 in 1938

Place of births
Occupations
Education:

5 miles north at Owens Station

farmer
here*

Social contacts:
Family historys

Bridgeville High School 'til 15
Methodist
father, Horace Lee Tatman, born Owens
Station* grandfather, Purnell Tatman, born
Sussex County* grandmother, Sarah Austin,
born Delaware* mother, Anna Pearl Russell,
born near Oakley; grandfather, Charles
Russell, born Sussex County near Georgetown*
grandmother, Sarah Betts.
Rural.

A rather crude farmer with loud

reverberant voice, none too bright, and
rather unaware of our purpose*

Chapter III
WORKBOOKS OF THREE NANTICOKE INFORMANTS
This chapter is a tabulation of the replies of the
three Nanticoke informants, Warren Talbert Wright, aged 83,
(la)5 Elizabeth Patience Wright Harmon, aged 57, (lb)? and
Janie Bernice Harmon Norwood, aged 3*f (Ic).

It has not been

thought advisable to tabulate here the replies of Lucinda
Thoroughgood, Moorish informant, since she has never identi
fied herself with the Nanticoke community*
herself a mixed-blood colored woman*

She Calls

She moved away from

the Nanticoke community In her youth, married a Negro, and
has associated with Negroes during the **3 years of her mar
riage.

Items from her work book will be listed with those

of the two Negroes in the phoneme lists of Chapter IV*
Many side-remarks aid in giving the full flavor of
the speech, the attitudes and reactions, and the customs of
these people.
The work-book used for this study is the December,
1951, edition of the Work-Sheets for the Linguistic Atlas of
the U.S.A. and Canada and Associated Projects* compiled by
Raven I* McDavid, Jr,, and Virginia McDavid.

The first

column on the pages facing each other records the specific
items sought by the questions.

The replies of Informants la,

lb, and Ic are then arranged in parallel columns across the
r?r\
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facing pages.

The number at the top of the facing 3he©ts

indicates the facing pages.

The number at the center of the

facing sheets indicates the work-sheet page.
The nature of the items included in the work-sheets
of the Linguistic Atlas are discussed more fully in Chapter VI
of this work, but it may be mentioned here that the topics
for conversation between the Investigator and the informant
concern such basic items as food, shelter, clothing, daily
activities and other subjects of common interest to all
people everywhere.
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la
one
two
three
four

wah

five
six
seven
eight

faiv
siks
saev*n (isolated)
eit

nine
ten
eleven

nain
teA n
alebip

twelve

twelv

4.

thirteen
fourteen
twenty
twenty-seven

Ostin
fourtin
twmti
t w m i sebip

5*

thirty
forty
seventy
hundred

f o*ri
sebiptx
hAnd*d

the first (man
the second (man

5 a f&s
5a sek n

the fifth (man
the sixth (man

5a fif
5a siks

(a) he said it only) once

wAnst

(b) he said it) twice

twai s

(c) all at once|to once
(d) twice as good

ol a t wAnts
doesn't say twice
j
The second piece was
better*n [nAf bera*n]

J anuary
February
April

d3igawerx
f eb w e n
expral

1*

2«

3,

6.

7.

8.

tu
6ri
four

sebip
text)
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1
It

Ic

wAn

wAn

tu

tu

B ri

&ri

four

four

f a xv
siks
setiji
eit

faiv
siks
sevan (isolated)
eit

nain
tin
let m

nain
tin
alevan
slev9 n
lev® a
lebiji
twelv

twelv

(isolated)
(in context)
(in context)
( in context)

Satin

0»tin

fourtin
twmi
t w m i setip

fourtin
twe^m
t w i m sebiji

$sdi

Oardi

fordi
sebipri
hAnd^d

fordi
sevIndi
hAndrad

3 a f^s
5 a sekan

3a fif
3a siks
WAnts
wAntst (unguarded)
twax s
twax st (unguarded
ol at W A n t s t
tw a xst iz gud

d 38enaweri
feb»weri
eipr9l

8a
So
So
So
8a
8a

fa>s
sekant
sskxn
sek®n
f iB
siks

WAnts
twai s
ol ot WAnts
twais^ iz
gud

d^snaweri
febj8weri
eipr®l

setiji (in con—
text)
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la
1*

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday

tuzdi
wex nzdi
saer^di (isolated)
ona s8B* di
saeboO
[8o vint®siz (the Adventists)
teik 328#di f& 5 ^ saebof) ]

Sabbath

4*

good morningi juntil what
time?!

gud ma^rnin

5*

afternoon|the part of the
day before supper?|
evening - when does it
begin and end?

8e*ft»nun

6*

7,

good day*'| in meeting? in
parting?|

evening|the part of the
day after supper)
night

ivnm

baudi du
gud bai
ivnin
nait

until noon

between dinner
and supper
all the day from
noon 'til midnight
doesn* t use
in meeting
in parting
the whole part of
the day after noon
the dark part of the
evening*

1e

Do you say 'good night*
in meeting?

gud nait

3.

We start to work before)
(sunrise) sunup

BAn raiz

4.

The sun) rose (at six)
when did the sun rise?|

5o sAn riz
53 sAn keim Ap

5*

We work until)
sun-down

sAnset

7.

Yesterday

'is, ta>d*

5.

Do you say 'He came or
will come) Sunday a
week?IRecord equivalents|

oAndi pffi a s wik ogou

sunset

in parting only

64

Xb

Ic

tuzdi
winzdi
0»zdi
gseraKli (i solated)
sse'di
saB*baO

tuzdi
winzdi
Oa^zdi
sesr#d i

gud ma^rnin

gud mornin

aeIf t^nun
ivnm

haudi du
gud ba1
ivnin

until noon

between lunch
and dinner
late afternoon
before dark

sseba$

ffixft^nun
ivnin

doesn* t use
in meeting
in parting
just the late
afternoon and dusk*

gud nait

in parting only

bafor lazt
rouz

between lunch
arid dinner
same as night

doesn1t use
ivnin
nait

na11

until noon

gud nait

same as night but
old folks use it
for afternoon

in parting only

sAnraiz
sAnjAp 1older people says'
SAni^ouz at siks

SAndaun

SAnset

*jes4tidi

'jested1

hidl bi hir wik from sAndi
hi°l bi hir mAndi wik

sAndi wik
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la
1*

a) Bo you say 'Is he coming) neks:And* wik
Sunday a w e e k ? ' IRecord
equivalents
1)) dark

dark
d o e s n 1t use

c) we work from) can to can't
2.

tomorrow

tamar9

3.

What time is it?|record
entire sentence.

aa

4.

a gold) watch

watj

5.

half past seven
after seven

haef paest

6#

quarter of eleven|10:45|
to, till

kworro av twelv

7.

a) for quite) a while:
a spell, a spell
b) he spelled me (off)

kwaxr o *ax X

8.

stay

t:aim iziit

doesn* t use

this year

fix J: i^r
drod

'This year he
drawed my teeth*
I've had 'em all
drawed.'

5
1.

He is three year(s) old

2.

He's going to be (ten
going on, coming, he'll
make ten in June.

3.

a year ago

4.

it's a) nice day
pretty, fine

his ©ri j&z oul

bi lebm

agon
nais
p^rx

66
4
lb

Ic

izii^kAmin sAndi wik

sAndi wik

dork

dark
dark pipj

doesn* t use

negroes
never heard

tomar a

tomar 9

AAt:axm iz;xt

MAtsaxm iz it

watj

wat/

has* psB- sebgi

hse psesjebip

kwarra> a lebip

kwaxrra 9v ®levan

kwara *al

kwait 3Am taxm
kwair a spea4
spel mi Apa aal

doesn*t use

has heard

Hifsx±r

5
/iz 6ri j* oul

hiz sev0in jxr oul
aim 6sdx four aut
This expression* which I
heard repeatedly among the
Hanticokes, means 11going o n M
the next year.
One of my
students* Shirley Johnson*
white, tells me that she
uses it, too*

/i3i hi for kam mei
/iz 0>tin aut

Ji9fc hi eitin in
/iz se^mtin aut

9 j* 9gov

9 Ji± t ogou

n a xs del
p^ri dei

nais dei

mei

6?
5 (cont*)
la
5.

It's a) gloomy day
s m r r y , dreary, etc.

basdjei
klaudi

lau^ri
hex zx

6•

hazy
smoky

7*

it's) clearing up, clearing kle^r of
kle^r A p
fairing up,, fairing off

8.

the weather is) changing|
when rain or snow is
expectedfbreaking, gather
ing, turning, threatening
(a storm)

hasv o t j e m d z
o klaudz ge5»*n

1.

heavy rain|of short dura
tion |goose— drownder,
cloudburst, dowrr-pour,
squall, etc,

a d3?./in rein
klaud mAst® b^stid
hevi skwol

2.

thunder storm, thunder
shower, tempest, storm

0And3*gASt
storm

3*

it) blew (all night)J it
blew and blew, blowed

bloud

4.

a) the wind's) from the
south to the south(w)ard,
to the south(w)ard
b) a southwest wind;
southeast v/indf southwester, southeaster

SAS^d (southward)

c) northeaster,

no^ist
'stays two— three days'

5,

northeast

a) it's) drizzling
splitting
b) a steady drizzle

ist^d wind
'when it come cool we
dote [dout] on the
easterd w i n d . 1

mi z}.tn
d 3As mtzj ol dei
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5 (cont.)
Ib

Ic

baexd: ei
glumi dex

beeId;ei
drexri
glumi
mx zrobj.

rait hexzi

heizi

hits kl*dn a p
hirj. bsn of

klir awei
xrj. brexk owex
its klirin Ap

ge5»xn f& a starm
Inks raxt Gretpin

eretpxn

hevi rein
hits 9 po^rin daun

dannponr

0And? starm
pXkmzJiz a roulin
*is a saying for thunder1

6Anda»storm
0And»gAst
skwol

hit blond hoTrd

blond

a 8A5*d win

winz from 5 a san$

9 sau0ist win
westan win

san6west win

iston opel
ista*n storm
a driri dei
a & n z%

dri z j m
a stedi drizj

69
6 (cont#)
la

MNMMMMaMMMM
6*

fog

fo^g
(almost [foug])
foxgi naits

7.

foggy

f o^gi

8#

it's) burned off

blou of
blou ouva>
hirl bam of

1*

drought* dry spell

drai spel

2*

the wind is) picking up,
breezing on, breezing up
fresh, etc*

wxnz dr e i z m
w m z brizxn Ap

3*

it's) letting up, laying
going down

ka*min daun

4.

a tjili ma^rnin
it's) rather snappy (this
morning) sharp, edgy, keen, sorra aenj
etc*

5.

we had a) frost, a freeze

fros

6*

a) the lake) froze over
(last night) friz
b) it's) frozen (solid)

friz

sitting roomjwhere guests
are entertained

setn rum
parl'a*

8*

the room is) nine foot
high, feet, foots

fut

1*

picture

piktja*

7*

'never much frost
without freeze'

hit doufriz Ap
hit dou Jet Ap (the river)

'the parlor is
used for [ ekstri]
th i n g s * '

70
6 (cont*)
lb

Ic

fo°g

f o°g

fo°gi

f 0°gl

hits bsnd of

irj. klir Ap

7
dra1 spel

drai spel

592 swin kAmin Ap
hits o brizin Ap

brizin Ap
rexzin

winz 9 lei*n
briz: iz a dazn daun

dax*n aut

raxt t/zli

tjili
kul
®rx /

frost
friz
didp iv*n hsv nou a*s av leit

fros
friz

frouz

frouz ouva*

hit wdz frouz salid f? 9 Mai

frouz salid
its frouz salid
l i n n rum

82tp rum
pari*

parl^

9baut eit fut four

naxn fit hai

8
pikt/9
pikt*
p x k s t /9

piktj>

‘they used to say*

71
8 (cont*)
la

a) chimney
bj hearth
c) andirons

tjimli
h3>0
haend arnz

dog irons

3.

chimney|of an industrial
plant |smoke stack

smouk steeks
'only ttXimliz] are made
of bricks*‘

4*

the lamp* etc* is on the
(mantle shelf» mantle
piece* etc.

macn} pis

5.

a) log (a back log)
b) chunk!split wood for
stove(biller* stick

log
bin bsnin slsbz fa fo faiv
S * z slabs are the outside
strips of the log with
the bark intact
laired

c)

lightwood|the fatty
kindling sticks|

6 . soot
7. a) The ashes are(white
is
b) it burns to) white
ashes* a white ash

SAt

sejiz*

8 * a) chair

iz A\ait

tJiTr

b) window

wind©
9

1 * sofa* lounge* couch

2. chest of drawers(describe
dresser* bureau

kseutj

bjurouz

have drawers

72

8 (cont,)
Ic

lb

tj imni

harO
far arnz
wi eint gat ner pat swiq?
*such as Pop had1

t/xmli
har6
Esnd arnz
smouk et&k

smouk staek

mseXntJ pis

pis

lo°g
far wud
stouv wud

baeg lo°g
stouv w ud
9 set stove
for heating the sitting
ro o m
laired
h i t 8 gud p fset

lair?d
wi Juz kgersin to start 8a far

SAt

SAt

ae/iz: iz

86/XZ 9 i&ait
9

slsli

t eej

t/aer
tj?
y
t/xr
wind?

J

all used
wmda

9
daevppourt

SOUfQ

kmutj

sof? in 5o pari?
aXy hi rd tel ov 9 sof? in)
8 a pari? ra*t smart
j
set! 'Has a back made
entirely of wood, 1
bjurou
nou aid? t/eatiz in 8xm deiz
Jef°nir
dount si nou mira ov* it
hits tol? (than a bureau)

bjurou
t/esta dro?z
mxra (no mirror over chest
of drawers)

73
9 (cont*)
Xa

3. furniture? house fixings?
plunder,
4*

5*

bedroom
chamber,

fsnHj*

tricks
bedrum
sleeping house

window shades!roller
shades] blind a, curtains

winds k»9n
w m d a blaind

6*

a) clothes closetjbuilt
klazit
injclothes press? closet,
press
b) wardrobe
wardroom

7*

garret
attic, sky— parlor, cock
loft

gasri t

8*

a) kitchen{describe|
porch, cook room,
kitchen house
b) piano

kitjrn

9*

summer kitchen
cellar kitchen

SA2SB* kitjxn
hx ts tour daun ( the summer
kitchen)

10
1•

pantry
buttery

kAba'd
nu^&k haus

74
9 (cont.)
lb

Ic

fsnotj*

fsnotj*
haushould gudz

bedrum

bedrum

k»?nz
Jeidz
bla*nz

Jeidz
blainz
k9?pz *made out of cloth*

klazit

klozi t

wardroub
klouz pres

word roubz - used to have
klouz pres - used to have

®rxk
gsri t
trAk rum

gasri t
aenk

kit/in

ki t j m

P 13119

piano

SAB39 kit Jin remembers the
summer kitchen in the
Townsend "big house."

ai haev so o sAms* kit Jin

10
me 4k haus
li®2rOul meJ'4 haus
cooked foods* as well as
milk* stored in the milk
house, which was a box
like structure of wood,
well ventilated and off
_the ground,
pstri
hits a kAb^d f» dijiz (ie.,
the pantry)
ax woz tra*nta stAdi
(trying to remember)
dra1 we0£ *We had a dry
well right in the house
to keep food cool. It
was lidded and had a
pulley.1

p3xntri

75
10 (cont*)
la
2*

junklold* worthless
furniture* implements!
clutch* rubbish* trash*
plunder

dSAQk

3.

a) she cleans up (every
morning) tidies* reds
(up) etc*
b) junk room - plunder
room* lumber room

swips Ap
swep Ap

present tense
past tense

gaerit ful o d 3Abk

The broom is behind (the
door) on back of, tohind*
hindside

brumz in 5 s ka 1 n &
kep bagk o So dour

5.

who does the) washing
and ironing* laundry

wajin:in arnin

6.

I rented a room
hired

nnt

7*

stairway
stairsteps

star steps

8.

porch| at front door* at
the back doorf describe
construction! gallery*
piazza* etc*

frAnt pourtj
said pourtj
both with slanted roofNo rail on side porch*
Front porch has iow wooden
wall instead of rail.

past tense

11
1*

shut the door

Jet da dour

2*

who) rang (the bell?
rung

hu TA 1Q

76
10 (cont#)
Ic

lb
d3Agk

d3AK)k

ta*dx Ap
klin haus

JI klinz Ap
Ji streitpz Ap

d3AX}k7um
trAkxs nun (corruption of
trucJc raflffi)
troukx rum (the trophy room
where Lincoln Harmon keeps
all his Indian relics? dug
up around the neighborhood
-arrow-heads? hatchet head
pottery shards? etc#)

ketj ol
©rik

bsek a So dour

bxhaxn So dour
So brumz on o neil in So
ki tjxn

wo/xn *n arnin
it exnt nou nid (to have a
special day for washing.)

wo/xn xn arnxn

rxnt

ax rintid o rum

st©Twei

sta&rsteps

pourtj
*don*t need no porches
with [moakiraO control*

pourtj

11
Jet

/At So

dour
Jet Sa dour

rAQ

rroiD So bel

guarded

77
11 (cont*)
la
3.

wea the rb oard a
clapboards, siding,
weatherboarding

w a &3>

4.

I drove in (a nail
druv, driv

ai driv i f

5*

the posts have to be)
driven in, drove in, drew

djab
pous 9 paintid
•The posts a r e [paintid]
in a wedge at the bottom*
You [d3ab ] them first one
way and then the other and
at last you thump them
hard into the earth.1
$Amp ?m haxrd

6.

roof

ruf

7*

a) eaves troughs |built
in or suspended?|
gutters
b) valley|of joining
roofs

trofs
wot3*trof s

8.

bourdp
saxdp
siding is lender the
weatherboarding

shed|for wood, tools,
etcj separate, and built
on|ell, hill house, lean- ■
to, cob-house

in

built in

/ed
wud haus
dourz /at Ap
T
(wi kip tulz in 5o bo rn
^bokoz 5a boTrn dour z /at
j^Ap heint sou opi]i(rivyz /et^

12

2.

out-house|separate
structure|back house,
toilet, privy, etc.

pnvi

I have my (troubles
I*ve got

wi ol hav oTr trAblz

YOU « , ,

e . . *

78
11 (cont#)
lb

Ic

we8*bourdn
kol it e&*dp nauodeiz

weSybourdz

drour

drouv

drouv i n

drouv in

ruf

ruf

gAr»z

built in

gAJC9Z
drein paips

dreinz
/ed
wud /ed
tul haus

wud /ed
born
tools kept in barn

12
privi
bsBk; au s
goin to 9a poust ofis
(jocular)
ridp rum (Jocular)
goin ta si mis d3ounz
(jocular)

aut haus
pnvi
lz of is (jocular)

a1 gqt ma
ju gat A&
wi gat
5ex gat

aiv gat max
Juv gat jo1-*
wiv gat ar
5eiv gat 8er

79
12 (cont*)
Xa

3.

4*

aiv hird ov it

a) I have heard it (lots
of times| unstressed
have |
Ke'T * <*
They • « •
b) I've heard (of him
heard tell

hi hird
5ei hird
©int neva> hird tel ov it

a) 1 haven't (done it I
both stressed and
unstressed|aint
b) You) ain't forget (it
c; X haven't (seen him

ai exnt bin now»z
ai exnt dAn it
ju eint f^gat it
ai eint sin it

5. a) I haven*t|stressedf in
answer to 'Have you
seen him? *|
hain'tf aint

ai eint

6. I do it (all
He • » •
TV© , . •

ai du
hi dAz
wi du

the time

7. Does he do(thatsort of
thing?
do he do
8# He does 1stressed |
do

dAz i

sin xm

du

hi dAz

13
1«

a) You don't think so)*
do you?
enty
b) Don't I know it?
Ain't I knows it?

2. He doesn't care
don't

ji dou kx^r fo n A 6 m

3*

a) I work (all day

ai wade

• • •

wi wsk

They * * *
b) I'm not for sure

5ei w^k

80
12 (cont,)

lb

Ic

ai haev hird

aiv h3Ki it

axv hird tel av

aiv ha>d tel

a1 eint dAn it jiTt
h e m t zt dAn jit

ai haevjit
ai 'heevpnt

ju exnt f»gat it
ai eint sin im

unstressed
stressed

ax havp sin
aiv so
unguarded
ai hasd so

a1 eint sin im ( [heint] used
more often at beginning of
sentence)

ax hsevpt sin
hi hsezp so
5ez sin

a1 du
ju du
hi dAz

ai du it
hi dAz it
wi du it

dAz i du

dAz i du

hi dAz

hi dAz
13

ju dou 8113k sou du ja

du ja

dount a* nou it

dount ai nou it
hi dou kir

a1 w*k
wi w»k
5ei _w3Fk
a 1 ei

ai w»k
wi w*k
5ei w^k

guarded

81
13 (cont*)
la
4#

I was talking (to him
You # • #
We * # .
They • • *

az woz tokin
ju wdz
wi waz
Sex waz

5.

I have
(about
We# #
they #

ai bin Oirjkxn

been thinking
it
•
##

wi bin
5ei bin

6#

What) make (him do it|
enter other cases of the
uninflected 3 sing#

a At

meik im

7#

People think(s)(he did it

pipj OxQks

8.

They say(s)(he did it
They says

pipj sez

14
1*

hi sez
a) says I* ( *y°^ can't
fool mel
I says, s'I
says you| you says, etc. haus
b) house, houses
hauzxz
a) barn
for?

Lt is it used

b) bank barn* ground barn
3#

a) corn crlb|building for
storing cornjcrib

boTrn
The stables
part of the barn*
fodder, hay, etc#,
stored in the loft
the barn#
doesn't use
kax rn krib

are
Corn*
are
of

82
13 (cont,)
lb

Ic
ai woz tokin
ju wo 2
wi W3 z
del waz

a1 wez tokxn
wi wez
5ei woz

a1 bin stAdi*n
u bin
ei bin
wi bin
hi dAn it
wi sin it
participle generally used
without auxiliary

ma

t meik (meiks) xm duit

pipdl digks

pip}. OiQks

5ei b s z

pipj. sei
5ei sez
Informant's speech incon
sistent*
Guarded speech
fairly correct*
14

sez i to mi
8tz a 1 to him
haus

hauzxz

ax sed
ju 8€d
hi sez
haus hauzxz

b o Trn
born hmz karn grein *n
molsesiz in it
barn>born
corn>karn
d o e s n 1t use

born
Used for storage of
tools* fertilizer* grain.
'It's a [ketj ol]*

karn krib
ward oginst rsets
'wired against ra t s * 1
The crib was made of logs
long ago*
Nowadays made
of sawed lumber*
Built
with slanted slats*
Grain*
molasses* etc** stored "up
loft" in stable*

karn krib
fo kipin karn

doesn*t use

83
14 (cont.)
la
4.

granary Ibuilding, or part
of b . , for storing grain|

loft
can be over any type of
building

5.

loft (upper part of barnf
describe(loft, bay, mow.

loft

6*

a)

5a hei*z stoud in 5a loft

(place for hay in barn(
loft, bay, mow, etc.

b) shucking fodder (to
strip blades off corn
stalks.

etripxn blexdz
s e x v m fads*
jadou jAk fad#
ja JAk kax rn
blexd fad#
(asteek a fad# ofa n haed bee J n
<?braemb;j.z at 5a batip ta kip *t
(from mildjuxn
The process of 11fodder
saving"(which used to be a
community activity cele
brated by a chicken dinner
for everybody, cooked in the
[hog kxlxn ] pot in the yard)
involves the whole process
of harvesting fodder.
The

34
14 (oont.)
Xb

Ap lof

Ic

loft

winev* heed nou born
The stable is the name
given to the whole building#
The teams and cattle are
housed on the ground floor
in stalls*
fud is Ap lof
Cattle food is stored *u p
loft* 1
lof

loft
The loft is over the stable*
It is reached by a ladder*
Hay is kept up there*
wi dount seiv fad* inx mour
Husband says that it is
cheaper to raise hay than
to pay help to save fodder
to pei help to seiv~fad*

lof

loft
bexl 5o hei dn kip xt xn 5a
loft
Husband, Bichard, bales his
hay and keeps it in the loft.
Bu t many people have hay
stacks in the field.
The
hay is stacked around poles
and left there all winter*

wi grou d bAkwit hit w a z
stourd A p lof

aeivin fad*
fad* seivin
stnpin
hl eid z
tapfad*
bleid fad*

sexvin fa d*
s t r i p m bleidz

14 (oont*)
la
blades are stripped from
the stalks and the tops cut
from the stalks.
Blade
tsA&SX and top fo&feg are
stacked separately around
poles out in the field,
where it is usually kept
all winter because of lack
of room in barn or stable.
kctkxn hex
A haycock is a stack of
hay in the field.
hex stmk
You can call it a hay stack,
too

hay stack|observe shape
and size* out or doors or
in barn?f
rick, mow, cock

jo kak Ap 8 e rxks
A rick is a little pile made
with a rake.
You have to
let the ricks cure before
putting them in to cocks.

15
cow-barn|shelter for cowsf
describejbarn, stable

stexbj.
Jaet ruf
’Used to have many stables
made of logs with pine shats
used over a plank roof.T
similar to a thatch
ja d3Ss lex ®m Ap 5s (ie., the
pine needles, or ahats. )

stable|shelter for horsesf
describe Jbarn

stexbj
partition for horses in
stable,
itj hax rs iz hxtjt skwar
(square)

(shelter and enclosure for pxg pxT n
hogs and pits} describe!
pxg lot
hog pen, run, stye, etc.
hog
rx^xn hogz (iei, putting a ring
in the nose to keep the hog
from rooting.)
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Ic

staek

hex staek
hex rxk
Janie says that the hay rick
is in the pound and tEat the
cows feed themselves from
the rick*
Doesn*t say hey cock

around pole in field*
Hay is usually b a l e d , how-"
ever, and stored in loft*

15

steibj (cows kept in stalls
on ground floor of stable,
which is synonymous wTtTT”
barn,)

stexbj.

stexbj
kau born (stalls on
floor for cows or
'When people have
cows they call it
barn*1

ground
horses*)
several
a qpw

stexbj
pouni^

'We don't have any horse*
We have a pony*1
kAlovext n har1
wi harxm *n plauim (ie*, we
use him for cultivating#
harrowing, and plowing*)
ho°g pin

ho°g pin
enclosed by board
fence* Slanted, shed-like
roof affair for shelter
from hot sun or rain

a?
15 (cont*)
la

5*

dairy

dexdri

6.

barnyard (where stoelc is
kept or fed|stable lot*
cow lot* etc*

paund
term used in Sussex County
for the inclosed place
around the stable* fenced
in*

8*

pasture! where cows* sheep^psejt?*
etc, graze(lot, range
lat

9*

|place where cow3 are
•staked* or *penned* for
milkings describe|cow
pen* cup pin** milk gap

'cows are milked in the
stable*1

16

1*

a) cotton fields tobacco
fields potato field*
pate h

texr» past/

b) chop cotton* scraps ju plan am
cotton
ju har* am (ie** you don't
chop them)
c) Cocoa grass* nut grass* krap grsss (ie* crab grass)
Johnson grass* Bermuda hog wid
fvtfire* crawling) etc.
'He's more of a weed.
He'll grow as high as
your head*1
blssk hart wid
'He prongs off* He's
good for hogs*'
hi progz of (ie., iOaai:
heart weed.

1muz kworra> grows wild and
is used for greens* Eaten
when young*
pouk
•Polks eat poke. Cut him
when he's young*'

88

15 (oont*)
lb

Io

deTrx

dex?x

'no dairy hereabouts.'
paund

paund

pse1 JtJ»

paestj?

kauz me^ikt in 5 o b o Trn

stexbj.

16
p otexr? past/
teir? pstj
gax rdp psetj
pi psetj
kax n fil

k A ltove i t
har1

krffib grass

pep? ps?tJ
ka^rn fil
b in psetj
kukAmb? psetj
pstexr? paetJ*
potexr? fil
'a patch is smaller than
a field, I rec k o n * '
houxn 5a pep?z
har9 5o pep?z
firs jo hou 9n 5in jo har9
nAt grsex s
krseb greets
d 3 ons9n wid
war graexs (wire grass)

89
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2.

picket fence
palirig f*, pale f., slat
f *, e tc •
names of fences (this
item will also include
3, 4, 5f and 7 from page
16 of the wrorkaheet8,
since the terms used
among the Hanticokes are
difficult to differen
tiate. )

reil fints
so logz
•you might call t h em.1
(meaning rails. )
split rexlz
•The stock laws pretty
well did away with the
necessity for fen c e s * 1
pexl fints
pexlz 9 paxntx-d (the pales
are pointed and the posts
for such a fence are set
about 12 ft. apart.)
steik p raids* (the top log
is called a rider. The
rider is placed too high
for the cattle to jump.
This type of fence is
built herring-bone fashion
to a certain height.
Above
this structure is a space,
and then the rider is placed.
Object!
to 3ave logs*
bab wax r
o kau fints hsez B t X strandz
a srau5 woH-r
jord fints (same as picket
fence.)

6.

posts

pos*
sida* posJiz skeis (scarce)
pos
{singular)
pos* (plural)

8.

cup|with small looped
handle! or straight
handlel describe| dipper
mug, etc.

kAp
gourd fa1 5® slap barj.
(The slop-barrel is half
sunken* Dish-water and meal
are put into it and stirred
with a paddle.
The mixture
is dipped out with a gourd
and fed to the hogs*)

90
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lb

war fintsxz
peil fints (same as picket)
wud fxnts
pffinj. fxnts (same as rail)
jord fints (same as picket)
h e d 3 rouz nauedexz (used more
than fences)
s»saf©k bu/is f* hedjrouz

bourd fe nts (around the
hog— pen* for instance)
war feints
bob war f e xnts
pikit feints (around the
yard.)
_
pikit 9 * pointid
reil feints
kris krost (rail fences are
made of split logs* criss
crossed. )
jard feints (picket)

pous*
(singular)
poustxz
(plural)

poust
poust

kAp
ti kAp
dip* (tin or agate)
gourd
•Pop and M o m had th e m * 1

kAp

(singular)
(plural)

dip* (long-handled,
agate or tin.)

91
17
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1*

china
delft (ware)

t/aini1

2,

bucket|wooden vessel?
shape and use (pail

bAkit
welbAkit hi nar» (at the
bottom#
wooden#)

3#

pail{large open tin vessel peil
for waterj milk{bucket

4#

lunch pail{small tin
vessel with cover for
carrying dinnerfbucketf
billy* etc#

d m ^ bAkit
•Kver hear busy as a bee
in a tar bucket?*
nev» noud nAGin obaut lAntJ
(when he was a boy)

5#

garbage pail{describe|
can, swill bucket, slop
pail, etc#

slap? eil
slap bAkit

6#

frying pan{flat or round
bottom? legs? | skillet,
spider, creeper

frain pasn
short handle and flat
far pleis
*Kven the old long-handled
ones in the fireplace
were called frying pans# *

tin

kettle|heavy iron kettle
hog k i l m pat
with large opening? shape|
*Made 30ap in it, too#
pot, caldron
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lb

7

gud di Jiz
tJa1no
oul d i TJxz
'Don't have no china.
I
call them good dishes
until they gel cHipped.
then they are old d is h e s . 1

tjaina

di^Jiz
'Just call mine dishes*'

bAki t^
a1 doc sei pexl
'but both are the s a m e . 1

peil
bAkit
ai klaer xf ai nou xnx difamts
*1 declare if I know any
d i f f e rence.*

bAkit

same

lAntJ bAkit
wex daun nek
'We walked to school from
way down n e c k . 1
(ie. Long Heck)

din#

garbidj t e Jn
slap:eil

slap:eil
juz it to slap
ho°gz
slap bAkit
garbxd 3
'They call it now.'

fraxn p ® In
spaid^
skillt
all the same

paen
arn fraxn paen
skillt

bAkxt

spaidc^
AVin povn
'You use a spider to bake
an oven pone in.
It is
deeper than a frying pan
and has a shorter h a ndle.'

ksr^

arn pat
'Hound at the bottom like
those you see in the yard*
but smaller.
My aunt used
them.
You take off the
stove lid and set the pot
right i n . 1
ant
neither Warren Wright nor
Patience Harmon say [ant ]
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Vase
flower(s)

9,

veis
pat

pot

for flowers
for plants

ti spun
*1 was good size "before we
had tea spoons.
Used
large ones? heavy, like
lead.1

spoon

18
1*

I must) wash the dishes

wa J

2.

She rinses (the dishes)

skold ®m
nntj

3.

dish rag|for washing
dishes(

dls raeg

4.

dish towels|for wiping
dishes|dish wiper, tea
towel, cup towel, etc.

kAp taulz

5.

wash cloth| for face)
face cloth, wash rag,
bath rag

wa/ raeg
skaurfn raeg

6•

bath towel
Turkish towel

taul

7.

faucet|on water pipe at
kitchen slnk|tap, spigot

spxgii

8*

the pipe|burst (last
night

bAatid

94
17 (cont,)
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Ie
for [sent]#
On the other
hand* most Sussex Negroes
say [ant]
kerj.
'Same as pots.
I call them
all p o t s . 1

veis
pat

for bouquets
for plants

spun

yeia
vaz

*1 say'
'My cousin s a y s . ‘

spun

18
wo/

wa/

skold So d x x /xz
rxnt/ om

skold
rxnts

dis rag

d i / klo6

waxpp taul

draixn taul
dx/ taul

wo/ raeg

wa/ klo0

taul

taul

spxkit

f osi t

b^stid
bA stid

frouz

bsst
'It froze but it didn't
burst.'

95
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They must have
(last night

bAstid

(“burst

bar}.
bin

a)

(container for meal*
flour|barrel> gum
b) (container for lard
and molasses|stand

d3orz
wi kep it in stoun d 3 orz
(stone jars with lids of
wood)

lord
wi kol it fast
3*

•

sifter|for sifting flour
sieve

sift»
'sifter waB different from
now-a-~days#
Sifter was run
u p and down a wooden pole* *

funnel
tunnel

fA n l
'We made funnels out of
paper#'

5* a) whip} for driving horses,oks®n
oxen| hickory, gad
'Had nothing but oxen#
Ho
mules at all, and very few
horses'
har*d wi5 oks9n
plaud wi5 oks®n
bleak M i p (to drive them)

6.

Switch for punishing
children(gad, hickory,
rattan, ferule

hikri gasd
hikri switj
o gsed to skAtJ 5 s jAQanz
(expression to skutch means
t0 Punish by switching in

Sussex7T~
7.

a) Bag?(made of paper!
s i z e (sack, poke
b) burlap sack — bag,
croker sack, etc#

8.

turn|of corn, of meal,
wood, of water j

9,

(are poke and sack used
as measures?

peip* saeks

seek o texr»z
grsasleeka
[m ] open and pure
of

t^n 9 wud (only an armful)
Ho

96
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Ic

bA s t x d

b?st

barl

b»rdl

lord kaexn

lard kron
melasiz b©r9l

sift?

sifts

strexn?

fAn}

blsek a i p (leather covered)
naro g©*d
‘They break too e a s y . '
(a gad is a cut switch)

blaek M i p (rawhide)
aks m i p (leather. Hot a
gad.)

hxkri switj
gaed
a xl ge ra gad f? ju g®l
(girl) Remark to grand
child.

strap
swx tj

g®d

bag (paper)

bag (paper)

grae*s bag

(burlap)

ail pur a gaed on ju
(a threat to a child)

seek
gr£ex s baeg

bslaep beeg
t?n e wud

(only)

all the same

tarn 9 wud (only)

Ho
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1.

clothes basket

klouz bseskit

2*

keg
kag

ka&g

3#

hoops

hups

4.

corkjfor bottle|corksto.pple# stopple# stopper

stap#

5*

mouth organ# harp,
harmonica# mouth harp.

du Jarp
corruption of Jew's
'Had a thin blade.
tongue would change
tune. 1
mauO argon
'You suck and blow#
and b l o w . 1

Harp.
Your
the

suck

6•

hammer

homa*
fa®t/i t
'sometimes you tap him (ie.
the nail) with a h a t c h e t . 1

7.

Who took (my knife?
tuck# taken

tuk
MAt teiks 5a?t naif (on the
floor?
This expression in
Sussex County means 'What
is it doing there?' and
indicates -n article out of
place.

8.

a) tongue| of a wagon|
neap# pole# spear
b) shafts|of a buggy 1
shavs# thills, fills,
drafts

tAQ

Sm z

21
1*

a) steel)rim|of wheel|
tire
b) felly|of woodlfeiloe
c)axle Jox

2.

whiffietree
whippletree,
singletree

swingletree#

rim
rim asp to bi
arn
tar on fto rim

86ks®l
swiQg8ltri
‘made of [hikri].
lots of t h e m . '

I've made

98
SO
lb

Ic

Is®1 ski t

klouz bseskit

kseg

keeg

hups

hups

stap^

stop*

du Jarp
mau6 argxn

mau0 oTg m
hamanak©
du Jarp
‘Uncle says*1

hsenVfr

haem*

tuk
hu teikxn

tuk

tAQ

tAQ

Jeevz

J®xvz

21
rim
in* tub tar

rim
3© rimz And 2^ 3a tar
(tire>tar> tar
t$\& (part of rim)
sksdl

seke®!

dAbJ. swiQgJ. trl
swiQgJ. trl

swi QgJ.tr!
dAbJ. 9wiQgJ.tr!
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3.

©verier
doubletree* spreader*
double singletree

dAb}. swiQg^ltri

a) he was)hauling(wood
in his wagon)drawing*
carting
b) dragged (a log* etc.)
drug

holxn wud

plau

5*
6

.

7.

drAg

harrow|describe jgeewhiz (spring-tooth
harrow) drag.

har®
bar1
bar
6ri ti6 har
hiss meid 5x J wex
‘Used to be wooden when I
was a boy.
When I was
about 25 years old* we had
him made with a b l a c k smith.1
midp draag
arn drsg
reik harz
wok1nhar9 (used when corn got
big enough to harrow)
‘When
1 was a boy they harrowed
corn *til where [til ws] it
was high enough for him to
come home with tassel3 in
hi3 hat*1

stone boat |for transport*
ing stores from fields|
drag* mud boat* etc.

No drag.

Hauled with a wagon

22
1*

sled|for boysj describe
types used j

snou sleiz
Jet 5a rir& Ap
‘Most every farmer had a
snow sleigh.
1 1ve knowed
it to freeze at Christmas
and shut the river up.
lever thawed out ‘til March.
Wo had our own ice-house* *

2.

lever|of steel or ironf
prize* crowbar

kroubar

100
(cont.)
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Ic

dA’tJ swiggjtri

drseg hara
*evens up the soil.1

hoi m i d ( f r o m the woods)
giro t?n o wu d (from the
woodpile)
wi drA g it

h o l m wud

plau

plau

her*

har®
kAloveid# ( smaller teeth
than a harrow)
drasg har®
*Bvens u p the s o i l . 1

Hot used.

Haul with a wagon

drAg

Doesn*t use this expression*
•We use wagons* 1

22
sled (for children
slei
ha^siz

sled
3 lei ("both the same.
Both
for children.
Two runners. )

krou h a r

krouhar

X01
22 (cont.)
Ia
"p
3#

saw— buck
saw-horse

ho rs
jaOau J* log on it

4*

&Qg-wheel

doesn't know

5*

brush

bre/

6.

strop| for sharpening
razor blades|

strap

7*

cartridge
■
W
wi— m
wfltrm
m

kaetri&3 i z
gAnxn fo psetrid3iz
Jelz (for shot-guns)

a) see— aaw
teeter-totter* dandle*
etc#
b) they are) see— sawing,
teetering, etc.
c) swing|suspended from
a limb or bar|swing—
swang

si so

si sozn

SWIQ
bar®! steiv ham®k
'always used to have me
one.1
23

1.

a) coal hod
scuttle
b) stove pipe
funnel

koul bAkit
koul skArJ.
stouv paip

2.

wheelbarrow
trucks

Mil bar®

3*

whetstone |for sharpening
scythe Iwhetrock, rifle,
rubstone

Mera*

102
22 (cont.)

n>

ic

so ho rs

so hors
10°g weiv (a log-wave is a
saw horse or saw-buck with
a trough-like arrangement
for holding the log which
is being sawed.)

doesn*t know

kog Ail

brej

brAj

strap

straep

ka* trid3

Jat

/elz
kseda^dsxz (same as shells)
si 80

si so

si soxn

si so*n

swig
Wl SWAIJ

SWIQ

23
SkAT).

skATj.

stouv p a xp

stouv paip

mllbar1
Ailbar

wilb&r®
sometimes [wil]
sometimes [Ail]
final unaccented sound
almost missing.
This is
also true of [har®](harrow)

graxnd3>

fail
g r a m s toun (makes a finer
edge)

103
23 (cont.)
let
4.

grindstone
grinston

grains
grainstoun
'whetter makes a finer
edge.
Use grinder to
sharpen ax.
Finish off
with w h e t t e r . 1

5.

Can you drive a) car?
automobile* motor car

oromoubi'Ll

6,

He pleaded (guilty
plead

doesn*t know

griz

7.
24

1.

a) greasy
*) park

grizi
pork

a) oil
V kerosene
coal oil

koulo1!
ka3r9 z. in

3.

inner)

tub

4*

a) They are going) to
launch the boat
b) rowboat
bateau* pirogue

puj of 5a bout
fijin bout (four paddles)
kraeb skif {two paddles)

5.

I am going ( today
aim o goin (auxiliary
We . . . 1auxiliary omitted? wira goin
present in
They . . . in what persons?! 5era goin
contraction)

6.

am I going(to get some?
. . . they

®m 6ii goin
a* 5ei goin

7.

a) These are( the kind I
like}say cigars* apples}
them *8
b) gas
o) gallon

8xmz

gasz9lin
gcelon

104
23 (cont.)
II)
faxl

To sharpen scythe

Ic
grainstoun

orsmoubx-1!
kor

kar
arsmoubil

doesn't know

hi pled gilti

griz

griz

24
grizi
poTrk

griai
park

orl
second element of diphthong
[ox] replaced by r, but
elsewhere [b?®lt eigz] for
boiled eggs
leers sin

oil
ks&rssxn
koul oil (both the same)

tub

tub
lotj

roubout

roubout

axm s gouen (auxiliary
wxr s gouen present in
b 9 gouin
contraction)

aim goin (auxiliary
wiT » goin present in
5eia> goin contraction)

ma* gov ge^t 3Am
5ex gou gext sAm

som ai goin
9 5ei goin

5imz 5s kaIn

5ouz 9 5s kaxn

gffixs
gaelsn

gas1 s
gaelsn
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Xa

1*

here are your clothesj |
mother to child(here's

2,

there are (many people
who think so) there*3

3*

I am
him)
He #
They

hxrz

ai ex

not(going to hurt
ain't
• •
• • •

hi eT
5ei ei

5«

I'm right*) am I not?
ain't

eint

6.

We were (going to do it
anyway)
was
You • . .
They * » •
I was
he was

Wi W02

7#

Those were (the good old
days) them was

8xm W9Z

8.

a) Ho, it wasn't me
h) There are right
smart, many
c) There are plenty
enough, plenty (fish)

wAzp mi

ju W02
Bex wez
ax wo z
hi we 3

o plini 9
26

1.

he you going? Bnter
phrases like him ]££ you?

Doesn't use

M i s fcUfilfiX jfeb&B I &£.
2.

If I were you (I wouldn't
wait a minute longer|
intonationjI

if axz 'ju

3*

underwear
underclothes

A n d t s

5*

sample Iof cloth

ssempl

6»

that *s a )pretty(dress
more prettier

psrx
psrpsax (pretty nearly,
almost)

106
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Ih

Ic

hjsz j» klouz

hirz

5?z

5erz miTm

a* ei gou h^rim
hi ei gou
5ei ei gou

aim na t goin
ai eint goin
hi izp goin
5ei eint goin

einr a1

aint ai

wi W9Z

wi waz

jU W 9 Z

ju waz
5ei waz

5ei waz
a1 waz
hi waz

klouz
pip}.

5im waz

5ouz waz

nou it wAzpt ml
5*z ra*t smart
9?z s ple^nti

nou it wAspt rai
5er rait mini
5erz pliTnti a fi J

26
Doesn* t use

Poesn* t use

if aiz *ju

if ai waz *ju

And^/^ts

AndaiweTr

8aezmp].

S8e1mpj.

psri

p^ri
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X£L

7*

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

eipamz
mai

apron
my
your
"best
shrink

he 3
drozjAp
it drod Ap
Jrigk
27

1.

a) coat
vest
t>) trousers
pants* breeches* jeans
c) overalls
over-hauls, blue bucks

kout
weskout
paents
britjiz
ouvoholz

2#

1 have) brought(your
coat) brung

5.

his coat (fitted) me
fit

fit

4#

a) new suit
b) Ijgot me(a new
i
suit
had me;(a new
J
suit

nu sut

5.

The pockets) bulge

bold3 aut

trausoz

bAsts

bAst
6.

they)knitted(sweaters
knit

nit

7#

The collar)
shrunk

JrAQk
drod Ap

8#

has) shrunk
shrunken

shrank

JrAqk
drod Ap
28

X.

she likes)|to(for|dress
up* dike up* rig up*
slick up, etc*

dftld Ap eint Ji
prirapt Ap
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ex pen
max
S *ts
bes
/riQk

Xc
eipa^n
max
jo*
bes
Jrigk

ezp^n

27
kout
weskout
ps*nts traus?z
b n tji z
&$Xmp&z
kAY»olz
ouvadiolz

kout

vest weskouts ('used to say1)
paents traua^z
brit/iz
kAV3>0lZ
ouv»olz
oinr&bolz
•used to say'

brot

brot

fit

fit

nu sut
a1 bot mi a nu sut

9 nu sut
ax gat mi 9 nu sut

buld3

bAld3

Ji nit

mrid

JrAijk

haez JrAqk

it JrAgk
5a kal# /rAQk
it drod Ap

JrAQk
28
ta tag Ap

dres

Ap

Xis rasgd aut
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28 (cont#)
la
2#

rsurse If or coins |pocket—
nu.ni pAs
book, wallet (distinguish)
for coins and bills,

too

IQAni PASIZ
pocket-book and wallet
are the same.
Both are
•money p u r s e s * 1

3*

a) bracelet
b) string of bead3 — pair
of beads

breislit
striQ a bidz

4*

half— shoes
low(-cut) shoes, oxfords,
ties, low quarters

lou kAts

6*

suspenders
galluses, braces

gsclo si z

7#

an old) umbrella

XmbrAlsr

8*

bed— spread
coverlet, coverlid,
counterpane, etc#

sprsd
kwilt
kauraqpin

9#

pillow
piller, bolster
(distinguish)

pxlo
boulst# iz longist
29

quilt|washablej
comforter, comfort, puff

2*

|bed on floor|
pallet

kwilt
Cmoust o hsn if /i nidid tu
tjid woJ
kAinf^t a thick quilt

trAn}. bed
kjart

111 oul
'Me and him (ray brother)
couldn't pull it out*
When
we got ready to move, Pop
got a yoke of oxen*
Loaded
up all the furniture— trundle
bed, too, on a little old cart*
We pulled the quilt up over
us and moved in the s n o w * 1
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28 (cont*)
II)

Io

pakit buk
walxt (for bills)
baeg

h&n baeg
t f e m d 3 p»s

breislit
sir11) o bids

breielit
striQdbidz

lou kwoTr?z

slxp&z
aksfadz
lOUffrZ
seendjz

gslasiz

sospinda»z
gselasxz (older term)

AmbrJLl?

AmbrA lo

spred
bed spred

spred
kaunr&pexn

pxl?
short
boulst? long

pxl©
boulst?

pa kit buk

long

29
kwxltz iz pstjwvk
kJLwf9r 9 z hexnt psetjwvk

psd
several quilts folded and
spread on the floor

kwilt
kwxltz
pist Ap (pieced up)
kAmf?r&
mai ant hsed 9 daun wan
can also be filled with
cotton or wool
paeli t
trAnd}. bed

Ill
29 (cont*)
la
rxtj lsen

3.

loaynlrich black soil!
loom, gumbo j buck shot
(land)

5.

bottom landjflat, low—
gleid
lying land along a streamj
low-land, intervale, flats,
bottom(s)

6*

meadow |low-lying grass
land|swale, bayou, maoh

morj lsen
but[msBj hei]
salt hei
rouzmer1 hex
'He grows that tall and he's
right f i n e . '
bxnt hex
xn dsxnj.
'He ain't quite as good as
the rosemary, but in general
he's better'n salt.'
Ori skwar hex
'He's better'n none.
He
grows tall and has a three
sided stem.
Use him to bed
the ice away w i t h . '
(Hote.
The above terms are
names of varieties of marsh
hay [mae/ hei]

swamp jinland|
slough, march, bog, gaul

swamp

mar she s|along the sea
salt marshes

marjxz

8*

30
1#

a) they are)draining(the
marshes dreening
b ) drainage)canal
drain, cunnel

drln
drlnxn
konasl

'They dug a canal from Mills—
boro to the Inlet.
The water
is salter now in the Indian
River than it is outside.
Bigger tides than there used
to b e * '
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29 (cont*)
1c

lb
bleak sor9l
rit/ sor^l
5Sil> sprOl
oll>oral
but boiled>b»dlt

f 9*% soil
bleek soil

€ 9 *1

€ 9 *1

lou laen

lou graun (where the water
stands)

marji laen

mar/ lean

awompi lean

swomp

ma^/iz

znar/z z
30

drinm

dreiniq

ksnml

konael

115
(cont*)
Xa
creek)shallow arm of the
sea; tidal stream!bayou,
slue* bay* cove

krik

3.

wharf |v?here boats stop
and upon which freight
is unloaded|landing*
pier* dock.

pje r
warf

4*

ravine)deep* narrow
valley of a small stream)
draw* glen* gully* gulch*
etc*

•No such places hereabouts'

5*

gully {channel cut by
stream in road or field!
draw

6*

crook[small fresh water
stream; arrange by s i z e [

2.

houboO bei Rehoboth Bay
lewis soun Lewis Sound

brantJ
krik

pond
riv#
sotm
be i

7.

{names of streams in
neighborhood|

indion riva*
bistons krik
dsmj liggouz krik
'hit was named after ole
Dan'l* (Daniel Lingo)
lakwud pon
blsekworsi1 krik
maits krik
gserosonz gAt

8.

h i l l }small elevation;
arrange by size|knob*
knoll* etc*

grasv}. hil
'can't find no such places* 1
(Gravel Hill is the closest
approach*)
31

1*

mountain

maunton
1saw one in Pennsylvania
once* near the coal m i n e s * 1
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30 {cont.)

lb
krik
bei
x
pi r

Ic
krik

worf
piTr

doesn't know

gAll

dxt J(t)

pond
krik

bra1nt J
strim
krik
nv*
be 1

T1T9

bez
ou/on

I

X

salt
° Vl9Xl
also]pon/", N)
.
[leikljfresh

indion rir?
ton krik (herring)
ll^gouz krik (Lingo13)
Iat krik (Love)
houbeO be1 (Hehoboth)
b*?$z pon (Burton's)
svon krik (Swan)
milzb»0 pon
pepa> krik (Pepper)
blskwora krik

Indian riV2»
ton krik
g m i krik
liQgouz krik
Iavz krik
swonz krik
Indian riv^ inl*t
rihouboO bei

heint gat n3io mau?p
nou hilz nito

No hills in Sussex

31

mau?n

mau?n
'di.troit (saw a mountain
on the way to Detroit)

31 (cent#)
la
cliff
clift* rock-eliff

bssnks (not familiar with
cliff)

waterfall
pour-over*

never saw one
a falls

cement road
concrete r.* hard r* *
pave* etc*

stoun roud
blsek tap
/el roud
sixnint roud

Bo you still use the
word 1turn— p i k e ' or
'pike?'
What does it
mean?

doesn* t use

by-way* parish road*
neighborhood road* etc*

draivwei
iem
b»z max lexn

land[from public road
to house|driveway* gap

draxvwex
lexn
32

he threw a stone (at the
dog) rock* throwed*
chucked* etc*

€ou& © stoun

a) he isn't) to home, at
home
b) she's) to the house*
to the kitchen

hi exnt houm

in 5a kitfin

a) without(milk) withouten Oau?p xni
b) with (milk!with fol
lowed by a voiced
sound|
he was sitting rightjagin
raxt said a mi
mej-close to me [next to me
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31 (cont.)

Ic

lb
doesn't know

doesn't know

war?fol (saw a little one at
cousin Gussie's place»
originally a beaver-dam*)

wor^fol (never saw one)

3toun roud
txz mexd ov 1si,mint

85sf olt
kankrit
simi nt
atoun roud
blsek tap

No pikes

tsn paxk
'a main road* Beginning to
hear it used now that the
new road is being built
from Wilmington to Norfolk.
Never used to hear it.'

d?t roud
baxroud
bakrovd
lexn
draivwei

bairoud
d*t roud
lexn

draivwei
lexn

draivwex
lein
32

Goud a rak
t/AQkt d rak

t/Agkt o rak

hi eint houm
f i z Apta 5d haus

hiz nat hi r
nat at houm
in fto kxt/xn

Gaut nou me^lk
wx5 mexlk

wiGaut
wi5 milk

si?p klous t# mi

klous bai mi
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32 (cont*)
la
5.

he was coming) toward( s)
me

6#

I ran)across( himjmet
him| into* on* afoul of

7*

a) we named the child)
for him* at* after
h) tisn't (it isn't
c) ain't* 'taint

t9wax rdz mi

neimd ©ftw mi graen^faSa*
teint
eint
teint
33

1*

a)
b) call to dog 1 ) to lie
down* 2 ) to attack
another dog

dog
bad dogz
hj»* hjs* spat
lei daun
ski t Jim
hei* skit/im

2•

mongrel
cur, curl dog* fiste,
scrub* etc*

heint mAtJ ov 9 dog
111 faisxz iz Jart hard
(short haired) ffice is
is not a derogatory term*
'Fices is good little
watch d o g s * 1

3*

he was)bitten(by a dog
bit

bit

4•

bull
animal* beast, male, etc*
a) among farmers
b) in presence of women
c) term used by women

bul (general term)

5.

cow

kau

6.

two)yoke(a) of oxen
pair

jouko Ya^ksp

7*

ftalf
aT female?
heifer(-calf)
b) male?
bull-calf

te*f

8.

hef*
11 1 bul kasxf

a) Daisy is going) to calve drap 9 kse*f
find a calf* come in*
come in fresh, etc*
b) bird

1X8
32 (cont*)
lb
kAmin tordz mi

Ic
tawardz
rsen intu xm

neimd »ft» gAsi

®ft» iz £a5*

hit eint
teint

it izp him
izp mi

do°g

doug

lei daun masgi
gov giriim msegx

lei daun gigjz
gou g e r n m gig}.z
sikXim gig}.s

gvd

t&

nA6In doQg

nou gud doug
k»

hi gat bit

bit

bvl (general term)

bul (general term)
§o bulz a hi

kau

kau
akadnz

paer

jouk av aksdn
k0BIf
h&f?
bul k®xf

kaexf
hef»
bul 3cbblt

fa*nd
b*d

9

kae*f

goxn to ksBxv
drape keexf
kAjn frej
bsd

X19
34
la
X*

stallion
ateeljan
study stable-horsey tophorsey seed horsey service
horse
a) among farmers
b) in presence of women
c) used by women

2,

gelding
gelded horse? horse

hos

3.

Bo you use the word
1horse* as a general term
for gelding? mares? and
stallions?(record h o r s e i
and mare I

hos (general term)
This community has had few
horses.
Ia told me that
before the advent of farm
machinery? oxen were in
common use.

I have never)ridden(a
horse) rode
a) He fell)off(the horse
off'n? off of
b) He fell) out of(bed
outen the

roud

6.

hor^e_ 8 ho_e3
hoofs
hooves

(general term)

fel ofn
fel au?p

hojjuz
huf s

?.

quoits|a gamej
quates? horseshoes

hoj:uz
pitjin hoj.uz

8.

ram
buck? male sheep
a) among farmers
b) in presence of women
c) term used by women

rsemz 5o hi
jou z 5a Ji
laem raem Jip roA?p(is a saying

35

1.

ewe
a pet sheep
cosset? cade

jou
pet Jip
■^hen there was common^ there
was plenty sheep . 1
Jerin
Jer 9m
Jid spinSa wul ( *my grandmother*)

120
34
lb

Xc

staeljon (general term)

stAd (general term)
stasljon (general term)

ha^rs

hors
teesteeirid
? 'You castrate pigsi1

ha^rs
mer

hors
Yes> horse can mean
stallion or mare*
mas^r

a1 ei nsvac roud

aiv nev& roud

fel ofp

hi fel ofp fto hors

fel au.ce

hi fel au?p 8® bed

ha^r/uz
ha^rjuz (didn't know hoofs)

hor/;uz
hufs

ha^r Juz

horjsuz

raem (general term for male)

r©m (general term)

35

Ju
111 pet Jip

Ju 'I s a y 1
Jou 'some say*
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35 (cont*)
la
Ji wouv
meid au?p
•Made dye out*n black oak*
Used alum in the liquid*1
2*

wool

wul

3*

boar
boar-hog* male hog»
hog* seed—hog
aj among farmers
bj in presence of women
c) term used by women
d) barrow
barrow hog

bour (general term)

4#

pig Ihow old?j
suckling pig

s A k m pig
•weaned when he*9 8 weeks
old* •

5.

shote (shoat)fweaned
pig? how old? jyearlingf
feeding hog

/out
e Jaq ho°g
111 /out
jalxn
1above 8 weeks> he*s a
little shote. A yearling
is bigger than a little
calf.1 According to la a
yearling is a term not
used in relation to hogs.
It is a general term for
other farm animals*

6*

hogs{male and female?
old and young?

ho°gz (general term)
ovl sau (with sucking pigs)

7.

a) bristles

har
bri b\ z
5xs b t brxsj. hil split (ie.,
a bristle will split and
one can sew with it* The
bristles are found right
down the middle of the back
of the hog. They were care
fully saved and used in
shoe—making when la was a
boy#
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35 (cont.)
I*

Ic

wul

will

"bour (general term)

hour (general term)

Pig

Pig
'less than 80 pounds or so*

doesn't know,
pigs or hogs.
houg

They are all

/out
about 80 pounds

houg (general term)

houg (more than 80 pounds)
houg k i l m
'a hog will weigh about 350
pounds at hog killing time
aau (female with young)

Sim bris}.ziz

brisj.z
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35 (cont*)
la
b) tusks
tushes
8.

tAjiz

t£QMh * Jtlfflgfafl

trof s
36

castrate |horses, bull)
calves, hoars, cats)
alter, change, trim,
cut, etc.

fiks

2.

bawl| of calf being
weaned|blare, cry, blat

bleits

3.

lowjduring feeding time I
moo, bawl

mu
muz

4.

whinny|during feeding
time|nicker, whicker

Mik®rm

5*

feed)the cattle
critters, creeters

fid Ap ol &gets to bi fed

6.

feed)the fowlsJgeneral
term)fowl

5a tjikinz

7*

a setting— hen
hatching-hen, cluck,
brooder

ee?p h m

8.

chicken coop{describe|
chicken— house, hen—house

kup
Made out of a box or
crossed poles or anything#
Just for the hen and
chicks*
oul hinj. win 5a bibiz

1*

olta
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35 (cont*)

Ic
tAskx z

tA/iz

slaps in 5s trof
trof s

trof
trofs
36

olt»

test^eit
olta

blei t
blei?n

krai

ma
/iz d368 9 laann
■ar-grievin* fer her calf*
(lowing)

lo\i

hi *xn*z

Ain?

fid Ap
taim t» fid Ap

fid 5a aenamalz
ol
stok

fid 3a tjxkxnz

fid 5a t/ikmz

se?p hin

sG?p hin

kup t 9 5a hin xn hihiz
pyramidal

tjikin kup fa hin *n bidiz
bourd okrostiit
Like a pyramid ‘with a
hole where you can slide
a board across it*1
bl 5&ts tjeind3d in delaws^
'wi gou in fa broilaz wi don
set nou hinz

pigs
other animals

135
37
la
2*

wishrbone
lucky—bon©i pulley—bone

bree boun

3.

livers* harslet, giblets
jcomprehensive term for
edible insidesl innards
chittlins, pleuk, skwin,
liver and lights

liv*z p giza*dz
tjitlinz (of hogs)

4,

feeding time
fodder time, chore-time

fidp taim

5# calls to cowa|mark stress 'kou:;® *kou: tjeri
and intonation! co, bossi 'kous t/eri *kou?:9
saw, saw, sock, saw,
mad ami
a) to get them from pasture
b) to make them stand still*so tjeri 'so
during the milking
6*

calls to calves
sook, calfi eook, sooki

No special call for calf
*She*d come with the c o w i *

7*

calls to draft-oxen|to
make them go left or
right in plowingIgeei
hawi

ho
'come to the left*
.mS'hAp ,/a®*h A p (the old
call to rifrht if the ox
comes too far to the left*
d3i
'come a l o n g i 1 ,

8.

calls to horses|when
getting them from the
pasture|ku-jacki cojacki kopei curpi etc.

•through our section the
horse would come to the bars
when he sees you, "We don't
have many horses*1

126

lb

lo

wxj boun
'We'd hang it over the
door* Marry the first man
come through* Pull it
down quick if we see a old
man cornin'•'

breet boun
wzj boun

giz*d
liv»
hort
giblits (general term)
t/itlinz

d 3iblits
gzz*d
hart
lzvzr
lai ts
'put them in scrapple or
a stew'
tJ ztl inz
'Nothings wasted but the
hair*' *

fidp taxm

fidp taxm

•ko:x 'koii

1ko:;i 'kossi

so;u

'sou tea 'sou

so;u

(Tess)

none

none

doesn* t know

doesn't know

doesn't know

'hA^a* 'hA.,5^
khen plowing. Means
left* In general use
in Sussex County.
Ejaculated with great
force on first syllable*

127
38

la
1.

2

.

|to urge horses onjget upi tjsp
gee upi come upi -clucking
'you chirp to them*
a) when already in motion
girjAp
b) when standing
|to stop them|
whoai hack upi hike upi

MOU

3*

calls to pigs|when feed
pig pig
t/ouk t/ouk
ing them{chock, chock,
pokei souyi peeg-peeg, etc*

4*

calls to sheep[when
getting them from the
pasture| coo-sheepi coonan(nie)i kudacki kunani

5.

calls to chickens|when
feeding themjchickiechickiei chickoo

6»

I want to)harness(the
h a r m s Ap
horses) tackle up, rig up,
gear up, hook up

8,

a) what is a 1team?'|the
horse(s) and wagon?
b) farmer

(sometimes)

No sheep nowadays.

t/xki t/iki tjikus

tim

(two animals)

farm*
39

lines|for driving? for
riding horseback?|reins,
plow line, tugs, traces,
trace chains

reinz (leather)
sip}, rein
dAb). rexnz
lid rein (rope)
all the above for driving
and plowing

3.

stirrups

staps

4*

a) the nigh horse|horse
to left|near
b) cart
c) wheel
d) hitch up, harness

nax hos
of hos
kjart
i&il
h a r m s Ap

5.

go slow*'
slowly

gou slou

left
right

128
38

Ih

Ic

girSAp

gXrjAp
klxk
'You click to *im,1

hou*
hou*
'bsek:Ap

wouis
wouii
beek "bask

pi::g

pig Pig pigiSS

pi;;g

doesn't know

doesn't know

t/zki t/iki t/xkx::

t/iki t/iki tjxku:

gir Ap (harness)

gir Ap

tim (two animals)

tlm

fa^rm*

farm*

(two animals)

39
rexnz

lid lainz (for plowing rope)
le5* reinz (for driving)

stArape

strops

na1 hax rs

nir hors

koTrt
ail
hxtj Ap
hoTrnis

kart
wil
hit/ Ap
harms

gou slou

gou slou
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39 (cont*)
la
6*

come quickjIflPt 'come,
quicki1j quickly

kwxk

7*

he's feeling "bad* badly

fil bad

8*

a little way( over)ways

1 1 1 we x z

40)
1.

a long way(to go
ways

l og wexz

2#

you can find that)any-

xniw^z

where(a)

3*

He walked) backward(s)

bsekw^d z

4,

He fell) for(w)ard(s)

forward z

5*

W e *11 not see nay more
trouble, o'er a bit,
eara one) ary

n e x 9ri o b o ^ r n
exr o w a h

6*

ne'er a one( nary

nei9rx

7,

I ain't done nothin'|
record other cases of
double negation}

dxdp
neva*
kudp
kudp
dxdp

8*

a) I didn't like it)
noways, at all
b) he didn't give me)none

at ol

hsev nou ti spunz
hird nA 0 xn av it
it nou set/ trAk
gi t nou bera* xnssn
hser nou hos rexks

rum
41

2*

he'll have trouble) like
as not, apt as not

3*

furrows Itranches cut by
plow I

f#* singular
£ & z plural

4*

we raised a big crop
(of wheat

rexzd 9 big krap
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39 (cont*)

I*

Ic

kAm kwxk

kAm kwxk

hi z fllxn baeId of

hiz fllxn bsed

lirj. weiz

lirj. weiz
40

i
ra t smart weiz

9 lop wexz

xniwaz

xnx wsz

bskw^dz

baekwa^dz

farwdz

fow»dz

sri o

doesn't use

waii

nse9r

doesn't use

azei dAn nA0xn
link Jii dount it it nouwei
a1 dou la*k xt nou hau
hi dou nou nAdin
dou h®v mAtJ av nou ka*n

wi dount set nou hxnz
didp hav nou sApa>
keint faxnd nou gud wAnz
hi eint dAn nA$xn ts dei
ax exnt gons tel ju no mour

ax dxdp la13c xt nouwei

ai didp laxk xt dtsol

didp a1 giv ju nAn

hi dxdp giv mi xnx
41

l a zk iz nat

sept iz nat

t2>l
f 3*Z

fyz
f*»z

9

big kr©p

crop>kraep

usually

wx rexzd o big krap
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41 (cont.)
la
5*

we cleared(the land)of
shrubs* trees|cleared up*
shrubbed* swamped out*
new ground* old ground

k l e r m Ap a pie e laen
grAbxn (to take out tree
stumps)

6*

a) second cutting|of
clover* grassIrowen*
aftermath* lattermath

wi kAt it fss f» fidp
5in fe> sld
'First for feed* then for
seed - is a saying* *
never heard

b) fog grass Idry grass
in springjold fog
7,

/if
a) a sheaf(of wheat
a bind* a bundle
sif o bleidz
b) shock( of wheat* corn
stack|how many sheaves?! bAntJ o taps (corn)
main feed for horses and
cows

8.

forty) bushel(s)(of wheat

bujol

42
1*

oats
are

thrashed

2.

a) you and l(*11 have to
do it
me and you
b) both of us
all two of us

iz
mi p ju
mi p ju bou$

3.

he and I(are coming over
him an' me

him xn ml

4*

a) it's for) him and me
he and I
b) between) you and me
you and I

him ln mi

5,

You've got to do it.) I?
|emphatic| me?

mi

6.

it's
me
it's
it's
it's

I

its ml

he
she
they

rts him
its h»
its 5im

ju p mi
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41 (cont.)

Ic

Ib
I d i 5 a laen

wi klird it
wxx broukxr Ap

sek^n kA?p
•sometimes better than
the f i rst1

sekan kA?p

never heard

doesn't know

Jif

Jef 9 w it
Jak e w it

forri bujsl

fa^ri bujel
42
outsxz

outs IZ

mi p ju

ju p mi

b o v B 9V 91

bOUO 9V 9S

him ln mi

him *n mi

t9 him zn mi

him *n mi

Ju®n mi

Ju 9n a i

mi

mi

i t s mi

i ts ml

i t s him
i t s h?
i t s Bxm

i t s him
i t s ha
i t s Sim
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42 (cont*)
la
it wAzp mi1

7*

it w a s n H I
me

8*

he isn*t as tall) as I ainj az ml
be
me
43

1*

I'm not as tall) as he
is|be
as him

9 Z him

2*

he can do it better) than
I can? than me? than I

b*r*n mi

3* When are Johnny and them
coming?

t/lrop 5xm tjxla^n
Concita and them children

4*

These are) the largest(
apples we have) all the

5.

two miles is(the farthest ol 5o
(he could go) all the further,
further

6*

When are) you (coming again ju kraud
youse, you’uns, you— all
houl kraud
|both singular and plurall mft.13 ju kAmin (are all of you
coming?)
mAQ ju ol goin (are all of
you going?)
mAQ ju kAmtomars (all of you
come tomorrow — .singular
and pluralj)

bigxs

a) who—all(was there?
hu ol
b) what-all(did he say?
c) who— all1s(children were
there?
8,

it's yours, yourn
• •• ours, ourn
« •• theirs, theirn
• ** his, hisn
. *. her, hern

its journ
its arn
its 5sn
3ern
its hi an
it3 hsn
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42 (cont.)
lb

Ic

tizp ml
twAzp mi

it wAzpt mi

oz mi

hi izpt *z tol xz mi
43

9 z tol ®z him

xz him

du it bera^n mi

don ai keen

lxgkp dim
Lincoln and them

mitr & d3asms p 5iTm kjunin

5® bigis

5® la^rdjis

do fsdist

ol do fsda*

min SAQ ju k A m m
mag ju k i m m (questions
singular and plural)
corruption of amongst-you.
Used for both singular and
plural by llanticokes and
Negroes* Whites usually
say [ mAgst ji]

ju ol
•I say1
mAQ ju (most of her people
say*)

hu ol
aar ol

hu ol
Mar ol
hu olz

it3 jo#n

jsn

zts hxzn
i ts h?n
luks laxk i^n

zts
its
its
its
Its

j09Z
au»z
deerz
hiz
h3FZ

13S
44
Xa
X*

they*ve got to look out
for themselves* their**
selves

5*selvz

2#

a) he "better do it)him—
self
hisself
b) he)lighted him(a pipe
c) can we)find us(a trail
"back?

hizself

3.

wheat bread|in loaves|
white bread, light bread,
bread, pan bread

lait bred

4*

biskit
other kinds of bread
plet keik
made from flour(prepara
flist arnz
tion, shape|rim, waspplate cake is made of wheat
neat bread, biscuits, etc.
flour, patted out on a plate,
and held up by flat-irons
to bake on the hearth
bourd keik
similar to above#
Patted
out on board#

5,

a pan of)biscuit(s

bxskit

6.

corn bread(in large cakes
Johnny—cake, corn pone,
pone, spoon bread, hush—
puppies, etc#

d 3 <inx kexk
Also cooked on the hearth*
corn meal, water, and salt#
No fat, but sometimes
[ kreeklxnz]
slaep^z
•Indian b r e a d , * turned with
a knife.
Corn meal#
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44
lb
5*Sel?Z

hizself
mi self
ju gou git/a sAm

Ic
5aeJ‘rselvz

himself
lairid im
lets:! k*n wi faind as a gud w a h

ist bred
lait bred

lait bred

biskit
/art bred
dou HAtS
slsp?z
flir?z
hAkJ. beri flir»z
simp d 3a?.ks
'Mother made her own hominy
[hamni].
She made her own
yeast [ist] out'n potatoes
[pateira*z]

rai
krffikt wit
wit bred
bi ski ts
'Richard won't eat store
bread. Wothing but air*
he says * 1

biskit

biskit

k a xrn bred
poun

korn bred
korn poun
'I make mine out of a quart
of flour and a quart of
meal, salt* baking powder,
and molasses or sometimes
brown sugar.
Scald it with
hot water.
Let it set 3
hours and then bake it 3
hours.
I bake mine in a big
roaster.
It's good cold,
too.
It's good with milk.'
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44 (cont*)
la
7- 8 *

a) other kinds of bread
and cakes made of
meal.

bAkwitg
sl®p*z

45
home-made bread and)
bought(en) bread, baker's
bread, town bread.

stour bred
bau?n bred

2*

sweet rolls{describeI
buns, coffee rolls, sugar
rolls

no sweet rolls

3*

doughnuts{preparation!
fried-cakes, fat— Cakes,
raised doughnuts

round with hole
dounAts

4,

griddle cakes|of wheat}
pancakes, batter cakes,
hot cakes, flapjacks,
slap jacks, fritters,
flitters

see 44

5*

two pounds(of flour
pound

paun

6*

a cake)of yeast
east

1 st
keik o 1 st
nuiS# me id han

7.

a) yolk
yelk, yellow, glare
b) the yolk is)yellow

elk

Jael#
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44 (cont*)

Ic

lb

tan keiks
M s c u i t dough rolled out
and baked in one big piece.
Cut while hot into indi
vidual servings*
fraxd bred
rolled out biscuit dough,
fried.
Jis bred
home made in loaves

bAkwits
alaep^z
All Hanticoke informants
have mentioned slappers,
so-called from sound of
turning them over*
They
are pancakes made up with
yeast and cornmeal and
allowed to rise overnight.
A little of the hatter is
saved for the next time*
45
stour bred
beik^z bred
bot bred

bexkaz bred
bot bred

no sweet rolls

no sweet rolls

round with hole
dounAts

round with hole
dounAts

see 44

hat kexks
slrnpaz
frxr^z

tu paund

tu pauns

1st

keik & jis

Jelk
Jelks Jelo
Jelk xz Jela

Jelk
Jelo
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46
la
1*

boiled eggs

bold exgz

2*

poached eggs|how are
they prepared?|
dropped eggs

doesn't know

3*

a) salt pork
side-meat, sow-belly,
meat, salt bats meat

said mit
midlin (same as side of
bacon)

b)

smoukt pourk

ismoked salted pork|
bacon, smoked pork
c) bacon
strip meat, sow belly
sow-bosom, fry, fry
meat

beikon

4#

bacon rind
skin, meat skin,

mit skin

5.

jerked beef
smoked beef, dried beef,
salt horse

draid
get
'We
off

6*

sausage

sosid 3 (flavored with redpepper, sage and salt.
Smoked *j

7*

butcher

but

8*

The meat is)spoiled

spailt

bif (must be soaked to
some of the salt out*
children would cut it
and eat it r a w . 1)

47
1.

2.

a) head cheese(are head
cheese and souse the
same thing?| souse,
hogshead cheese,
relishes
b) Minister's face

doesn't know
skraep}.
'That's all we make.'

The butter is)rancid
frowy

stroQ

doesn't know
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46

Ic

lb
b»®lt exgz
Ji bo lz ®m

boxld egz

poxt/t eigz
cooked in water or milk

pout/t

said mit
mxdlxn

beik®n

mxdlxn
said mit
solt pourk
sau belx
all the above are the same
bexkon

bexk*n

beikon

bexk®n skin

skin
rain

draxd bif
bought at store

draid bif
bought at store

sosid3

sosxd3

but J&

but/*

ra?n

spoilt

skraep}.

saus
'We don't make it here. My
neighbors that come from
North Carolina make it*'
skreepl
doesn't know

stroQ
raensi

spoilt
sau*d
stroQ
rumd
'I say*'
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47 (cont.)
la
3.

curdled milk
bonney-o 1ap per
bonney-clabber
clabber, etc.

4.

cottage cheese
pot cheese, Dutch cheese,
smear cheese, clabber
cheese.

klaeb*
smerkei s
'The children call it1
pArS i t on karnbred
smerkeis
This term (used by la's
grandchildren) has come
down from Philadelphia

5.

most cheese are (round

doesn* t use

6.

you better)strain the
milk

strin

7.

apple)cobbler|baked in a
deep dishj describe pre
paration Japple dowdy, pan
dowdy, slump, deep-dieh
apple pie, etc.

apl kabla>

48
1*

food
vittles

vir^ss

2.

sauce|sweet liquid served
with pudding|
dip, dope, apple sauce,
a saucy child.

apj sos
g a m t/ail

3.

a bite jfood taken between
regular meals| a snack,
a piece, bait, etc.

snuek
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47 (cont.)
Ic

lb
kl®b*

klseb*

doesn't know

karxd3 tjiz
■bought at the store

doesn* t use

doesn*t use

strln xt
drin it

strexn

sepl pax
spj. d A m p l m z
aspl sos
apl kobl*
b**ld
b*lt
dip
According to Patience's
method, it is boiled and
served with a dip* which
is milk sweetened with
molasses and flavored with
nutmeg*

dip dij apl pax
sepj. kabl» (has dumplings
in it*)
bud31z
hAkj. beri bud 31 z
'We called it when we were
children* 1
A variety of huckleberry
pot-cobbler. The huckle
berries are stewed with
nutmeg and sugar, and
dumplings are dropped into
the mixture* The low bogs
around the coast are thick
wi th 1high-bush huckleberries*'
48

vir}.z
fud

fud
vxrjz

dip
saesi t/a 1

sos
dip
ssesi
sosi

9 ba*t
9 snaek

bait

uses
says this is correct
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48 (cont#)
Xa
5#

we ate(at six o'clock|
when did you eat?| eat,
et, ate

et

6.

how often|have you eaten
(today?
et, eat, ate

et

7#

I'm going to)make some
coffeejhow prepared?|
cook, hoil, stew, steep,
drip

grin kofi
part/jit
grind it in a mill, put
it in pot, hoil itj a
dash of cold water to
clear it#

8.

a) a glass of water
tumbler
b) the glass is)broken
"broke

dlsee o w
gahlit
hrouk
49

1.

I drank(a lot of it
drunk

drAQk

2.

how much) have you drunk?
drank, drunken

drAQk

3#

soda—pop
soda, pop, tonic, soft
drink, dope, cold drink

sof driQks

4.

sit down,' (invitation to
sit down at table[draw up,
set hy, set yourself down
a) addressed to relatives dina^z redi
or intimate friends
h) addressed to strangers teik o tjer

5.

he was|sitting|at the
table
setting

se?p

I sat down
set, sat

set

a) help yourself (to pota
toes] take out, take
b) I helped myself
help, helped

hrnv sAm mour
help joself
help myself

7#
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48 (cont*)
lb

Ic

wi et
past tense
a 1 haev et
wi it
present tense

wi eit

his et olredx

haev ju i?p

kof x
meik sAi& kofi

meik sAm kofx
padcolexr*

glaes 9 wo
tAmb].*
glaes: iz brouk

9 glsesxo wor&

brouk
49

ax drAijk it

ai dr«xijk

haev ju drAQk

haev ju dreeXQk

aof driQk

sou do

set daun

lets it

dro Ap a t/x r

sxt daun

hi wdz se?p

si?p

hi set daun

ax seat daun

help jwself

help j#self
wil jo haev
ai help myself

a1 help mxself
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49 (cont.)
la
8,

X don't care for any|when
declining food| choose!
(I'd) thank you for the
(potatoes)!
a) to members of the family
b) to host
non msem a 5®i)k Ja

50
1.

warmed-over|of food}
warmed up? heat-over, het

warm mAp
5e res o 5im teir»z

2*

chew
chaw, champ, chomp

tjo

4*

hard to) digest

jnd3es

5.

mush{describe prepara
tion! hasty pudding!
Indian pudding, turn
mush, turn flour

mAx/
bail 5a wor*
fraixt Ap
'Boil the water. Thicken
it with meal. Put in some
salt. Fry it up in the
morning.1
pAr ir in
par a hamni
h A s k ja* ka-'-rn greinz
'We make our hominy. First
you husk your corn grains.
Then you crack the grains
in a mortar.'
marda^

'I think they say.1

p a rtjt k a r n

'We beat coffee in a mortarf
too» before we had a mill.
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49 (cont*)
lb

Xc

nou 6®exi3ks
dount ker f^ xnx
ssedx
Means ihank yau.
'the
children say It. '
(My friend Mary Eobinson,
editor of the Georgetown
§B£1£2
weekly
newspaper, says that she
has often heard the
expression used by Nanticoke and Moorish children,
and by Negro children*
Thinks it a childish
corruption of thank1ee* )

a1 dou kir f* nAn
nou 8«JQk ja

50
wa nod Ap pstexr^z

worm# Ap

hi tjod xt

tju

daxd36s

daxd3est

mAj
fraxd mA/
•Made of water—ground meal#
We eat it hot with milk or
fried when it's cold'
poun
*1 make my pones of waterground meal* My daughter
likes it right light with
eggs* I don't* X scald
the meal, salt it, and
sweeten it with molasses*
I bake it in a pan about
six inches deep. Its good
sliced cold*'
swit patexr* poun

zdaJ
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50 (cont*)
la
Mixed parched corn with it
to make It go further**
6•

fruit salad

salxd
'I don't eat much of it.
Might as well eat fodder.1

7*

vegetables |home-grown |
sass, garden sass, garden
truck, garden stuff

trAk

8*

vegetable garden
garden, kitchen garden,
patch

trAk psetj

51
1*

cane sugar syrup, white
syrup (distinguish from
sugar cane syrup),
bagasse, sorghum

mol®8iz
lseaxz (in context)
s^p
'only called this in later
days*'
bail t o m e i r p lsesiz
'We boiled tomatoes and
molasses and set them
away in jars.'
meira1 zsv (tomato preserves)

2•

The molasses are Ithick

laesx z t i z

3.

genuine maple syrup
(sugar) tree molasses

&?p

4.

a) sugar is sold) in 3auUfi* in barlz
loose
(wi groud kein Ap te twinx
(Jir egou
'Pip in and buy a half a
pound maybe. But we used
•lasses for sweeteninl1
b) long sweetening
Doesn't know
c) jelly
d36li

5*

salt and pepper

solt p pepa>

6,

a) give me a(n) appleJ
b) sop (syrup)
c) zip (syrup), syrups

giv mi o ap}.
ssp
S3^p

7.

a(n) old man

9

m m m m m * a mbii
w

wm

»

o v l mmn
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50 (cont.)
n>

ic

saelad

salad

gaxrdp stAf

gardp trAk

pgetj

trAk past/

51
k e in sArop
kezn mil
s trx p x n kexn
'Used to r a is e cane#
L in k 's f a t h e r had h is
own m ill# 1

i t s o l s ir a p
No d iffe r e n c e

molaesiz: xz $xk

m a la s x zix z O ik

d3in ju a in

d jx n ju a in

lu s

lu s

D o e s n 't use
d3eli

Doesn* t use
d3&lx

s o l t p pep*

solt p pep*

g x r x t t a mx
gx mi 3 n a f
d o e s n 't use

gim i a eepj.
doesn* t use
d o e s n 't use

h iz & o u l m©*n

h iz ®n o u l man

X49
51 (cont*)
la
8,

Just)smell(that, will you? smel
smell of
52

1.

these here fellows
these fellows* them
fellows

b i z hj* fela>z

2*

them there hoys
them “
boys* those hoys

5aer &r lektrik maen
5xm aer wil*z (willows)

3*

them* s( the fellows X mean
those are

8imz

4.

a) that tree
bme ssr
yon* yonder* that there
h) it's)over there* hack
Ap jand»
there over yonder*
hack yonder

5*

do it) this~a wayJ

8*

a) what's that?Jwhen
failing to hear some
one's utterance|how*s
that?

Mat/a1 mln
MatJV sex

53
1«

whom (do you want?
who

hu

2*

whom (did you talk to?
who

hu

3*

I don't know )whom( you
mean
who

hu

4*

he didn't tell me) whom
(he voted for
who

hu
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51 (cont#)
lb

1c

d3es smel 5©t

smel 5xs
smel ov 5xa
xt smelz a
52

5iz fel»z
5iz hjs

5iz felaz

5im 5er
5xs hjs faxn hex
a»aun 5xm taImz

5ouz boxz

5xmz 5o

5ei9 5s

5mr sr

wahz

ouvy 5er
baek 5er

wahz

'I say*
*1 say*

daun: ©r
ra*t d©r in
bar (your pencil) ouv* jand* 1older people say*
fouks I i y z wei daunjasr
b©k jandy
1older people say*

5xs wei
AAt sex

&Ats 5©t
hauz 5mt
mat dxd39 eex
53

hu

hu

hu

hu

hu

hu

hu

hu
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5 (cont.)
Xa
5*

these are the sort of)
girls(I like
them's the kin o')girls
what (I like

txnd» harrxd pipl* 8xmz 8©
kaxn ax laik

6*

a man) that's poor( has
a hard life
what's poor

5fflts

7.

he's the man) who owns
the orchard|rel.pron* in
nom. case omitted$ as
owns| what owns

hiz 5©

8.

a) he'a boy)whose father
(is very rich
that his father* that
the father
b) since very

war

lxvz

4
1.

seed|of a cherry|
stone* pit

sid

2*

stone|of a peach|
seed* kernel* cure

kamj.

3*

ding-stone* peach
plum-peach* press peach*
stick-stone* cleave stone

4.

free— stone peach* clear—
seed peach* soft peach*
clear stone

5.

core|of an apple \ seed*
chits

kour

6.

we grow) several kinde(s
of apples
a) this kind of apple(s)
is late.
b) these kind(s) of
apples ar© late|
referring to one kind|

tu 0ri kainz
8la kaxn
8iz kaxn

55 (cont*)

Ic

It)

duin sAmptyi *at woz rait

5iz » 5s kainds g»lz 5aw ax

Xaxk
5imz

kaxn
Bsets puxr

5a maeIn Mat lxvz dauniser

5©r ounz

Bserxz fa5»

sxnts verx

8id
pit
stoun

pit

k?nal

ton}.

kliQ stovnz
klingz
5imz klxngz

klujz (never heard of -press

pres pit/ (thinks they are
free stones* Is
not sure*)

pitjxz (no term for free
stones.
1They*re all
peaches to me*1

kour

kour

ol kaxnz

sevrel kaxnz a sep^z

5iz ka*n

51z kain a aepjz xz lext
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54 (cont.)
la
J
mVm

7*

peanuta
ground peas, goobers,
grubies, pinders

pinAts

8.

a) walnut shell
hull
b) the burr (of a nut
shuck, shell
c) shrivel

hikri iuts
w a r m ts
hAl

9*

pecans, hickory nuts,
pig nut

t/esnAt poustiz
extenz

85
1«

almonds
peach-s< is, peach stone
seeds

2*

a) the oranges are all
gone
are all
b) they are) all gone, all ol gon

3*

radishes
rodishe?

red*/

4*

a)
b) potatoes|Irish
potatoes
c) sweet potatoes,
potatoes, yams

mexr»z
texr&z

5«

onion

red

6.

a) spring onions
skselj&nz
young o., green o*,
'chop up and cook tops and
shallot, scallion, etc*
all1

7,

those cabbages a (big
cabbage

5xm ks&bxd3 xz paxntxd
111 b i n salxd paxntid hedz

8*

to) shell beans
hull

Jel

d o e s n 1t know

j8Bl» ®nz

a nj&n
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54 (cont.)
II)

Ic

pinAts

pinAts

Ha I

wolnAt /el
hAl
Jrxv},

hxkri nAts
wolnAts

xqglxs wolnAt
blaek wolnAt
hxkrx nAt
eikorn
brazil,) an nAt
'pl^kJn
55

doesn*t know

aman

arxnd3iz xz ol gon

9d arxnd3xz iz ol goun

5exz ol gon

ol goun

rmdiJiz

radi/iz

tamexrwz
pdteirdz
swit potexr9z

tamexraz
pateiroz
arj kabl9 (a white skinned
jaemz
potato)
nseznsx hoi hsez a rexd skxn
}pourra rika haez a arxnd3
(skxn

Anjanz

Anjan

skAlJanz

sprxq Anjanz
skAljanz

5xm k©bid3 iz big

krobid3
9xm kasbid3 9 big

hAl dm
a 1 dAn Jeld dm

Jel binz

155
56
Xa
1♦

fourd huks
a) letter beansjlarge*
'He's a big bean* Big
yellowish* flat seeds*
bunches* Ho poles*'
not podsf distinct
varieties?! lima beans* poul bin
'Have to put a pole to him*1
sivvy beans (siva)
laim&z
striQ binz 'I don't eat
b) string beans|sallit
them* myself.1
beans* snap beans

2*

a) two) frands of lettuce
hed o l e n s
head
b) greens|of turnips* etc*|kexl
wxnr» kexl
sailit
'He's better*n any of them*'
(ax kp it him har 9 koul xf
(hiz kukt wx5 9 d3cul
'if he's cooked with a
jowl*'
djoul fa tauiop grinz
ho°gz hid f 9 kaebxdj
c) five) heads of
hed o t/ila»n
children
passel

3.

husks|on ear of cornj
shucks

I a ks
silks

sweet corn|served on cob|
sugar corn, mutton corn*
green corn* roasting ears

rousp xrz
fil ka^rn
'makes good roasting ears
if you cut him in time,'
swit ka^-rn
karn krap
e t*n 9 karn
/a peg karn
'a shoe-peg has three sides
to him*1

a) tassel|top of corn
stalk|tossel* spindle*
topgallant
b) silk|on the ear|
tossel* corn bread*
corn mutton

t&Q\

a) pumpkin
b) squash, simlin

pAkx ?>.

5*

6*

silks

skwaX

156
56

lb
poul bins
fourd huks
bAntJ laimo
^
9 bAntJ bin hit dou nid nou
poul

lo

striij binz
snsp binz

bAT3* binz (little9flat lima)
big buj laima (doesn't need
a pole)
poul bin (also a lima)
fourd hAks (a bush-bean with
a thickj knotty pole#)
striQ binz
snsep binz

tu hsd 9 l e n s

tu hedz 9 l e n s

tArnop grinz

tsnap grinz
keil p reip
•we grow for the spring
and summer*1
mAst*d grinz
kal»d grinz

setup hed 9 t/ilran

hed o tjildrsn

|Ak8

jAks
hAsks

(both the same)

swit ka rn
rou/an iArz
Ju peg ka rn
ev? grin
gould®n baeInt 0 m

swit korn
Jug* korn

taes^

tSBBl

silk

silks

pAkm
skwoj

pAinpkinz
skwaj
fleet skwaj
long nekt skwaj
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56 (cont*)
la
7*

muskmelon
mshmelon, cantaloupe,
watermelon, (million)

knn9loup
5ex hexnt gat 5o switnis n »
5a mel9 texs Sex just» haev
nAtmeg ksenjoups
wor^mslon
5iz aer lxl straxpxd wAnz

8*

mushrooms
mushroon, mushyroom

mA/ruxm ^
nev* et xiAn

1*

toadstool
frogstool, frog-bench,
frog— table

m&Jruxm (? Hot familiar with
toad— stool)

3,

he couldn't) swallow it
swaller it

swal&
Elsewhere the informant used
[swala*] as a substantive,
for throat* He spoke of
his Iswal»]

cigars and eigarets

'sx'gar
*si'garz
signets
bsek»
'My uncle growed his own
Lbffik^J mexd iz oun 'sxfears

5.

she was) singing and
laughing|enter other
examples in — n or with
the prefix a-|

a siQxn

6*

I didn't get to do it
get around to doing it
I ain't beholden (to
nobody

exnt gar or aim tu xt

7.

a) I can)do itjstress on dpi
b) I can't|stressed
ax kexnt

8*

a) I done worked(all day
(only emphatic?|
I done and worked
b) he is(done dead

ax w»kt
hiz ded
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56 (cont*)
It)

Ic

kaen^oup

kmnteloup (isolated)
kmnloup
tin context)
mAskmelen
'we don't say muskmelon*1

fflA/rum
a*v hi-'-rd ev am

mAjrumz
57

frog AmbrAl^z
dev9lz snAf
'turns soft and powdery1

toud atulz
dev9lz fut etui
'Step on them and see the
powder fly,'

/i swal»d zt

hi kudp swale ?xt

1si'garz
signets

,31‘garzp signets

a siQin

sxqxn *n l©*fin
hupin ©n e hal?xn

Expressions did not occur

ax dxdp gir eraun tu it
ax exnt bihouldin
has often heard this said

Ji kexnt bi

ai k9n du it
ax kexnt

ai dAn aed 5«t didp ai

ai w?kt ol dei log

159
58
la
1.

he belongs(to he careful)f hi ot to hi
we helong( to have a good
wi ot ta haev
garden
You dassn't go
You don't dast go
a) he hadn't ought to|
neg. of 'he ought to'|
shouldn't ought to
h) you had ought(to know

hi ot natsa

4.

I won't do it

ax wou du it

5.

You might have helped
me |ought to have Imoughtj
welli mought he

6.

I wish{you could come
tonight|If he would have
come, it would have been,
etc.

wi/t

7.

we'll go huntin')come
cooler weather
when come

kjun koul^* we5a»

3.

ju ora nou

59
1.

a) screech owl
akrutj aul
squeech owl, hoo~owl,
'not very big*
hoot-owl, squinch owl, bubi aul
skrinch owl, scrooch owl (larger)
b) woodpecker, peckerwood wud pek&z
(for persons also?)
aid w a h on 5aet nari roud
(narrow road)

2.

skunk, pole cat

skAqk

3.

varmints|define|

varmint
'a fox or most anything
that will devour
anything like chickens.1

4,

we used to hunt) foxes

tu faks
grei faksiz
'the meanest kind'

160

58
lit)
Jiz sopouz to teik 9 nsep

10
hi boloqz ta draxv kxrf®l

jo dount d&r ta gou
ju ot nat to du 5®t hMix

ot nat;9 gou
ju ot 19 nou

a 1 wou du xt

ax wou du xt

ju ot ;u 9 helpt mx

ju maira hclpmx

j
wxj : a kud

ax wx/t
if hid 9 kAm

Ain xt ge ta kul»

aen it kAmz kul^
use of jw] [m ] unstable

skutj aul

bub1 aul
'he's brown and about like
a poll-parrot .1
skrutj aul
wud pek&

wud pek*

akAQk
poul kset

okAijk

v a r m in t
•I hear the men talk
about them.•

varmints
'an animal that destroys*'

fa k s iz

faksx z

161
59 (cont*)
la
hiz kAnin
5ei bark /arp»n 9 dog
'I had two little fox when
I was a boy. Dug them up
in a den.
[din]. I kept
them and thought the world
of them, but they barked
all night and worried the
old folks. Had to kill
them. They bark sharper
than a dog.1
5*

gray squirrel, cat
squirrel| quack

grei skwjl
flaixn skwsl

6.

a) red squirrel
fox squirrel
b) chipmunk
ground squirrel
c) black squirrel

doesn*t know

8.

porgyla fishjdescribe
progee, paugie, pogie,
scupi suppang

pougx
'like a flounder.'

9.

mole, plow jogger

moul

doesn't know
doesn't know

60
1.

2.

a) hard clam
cohog, quahog,
poquahog, round, clam

kleem
pis klaem
kleem snaut
'Piss clam? Water flies out
of his snout.' (no embarrass
ment)

b) oysters

or/t»

a) bull frog
paddocks, paddies

bul frog

k) peepers, March peepers, pippz
peewinks{small green
hal^in t&Sexn
frog, piping noise|
'ai kexnt pip 'ju pip
'He says: X can't peepj
You peepj X can't peep.'
You peepjii

162
59 (cont.)
Ic

skwyl
grex skw?l

grei skwsl

doesn't know

doesn't know

doesn't know

t/xpmlgk

doesn't know

doesn't know

porgx
'a good eating fish hut it
tears had when you fry it*1

porgx
'like a trout*

moul

moul
60

klam
kraeh
bAst* (a crab just shedding
it's shell*)
pilw
'He's been hard, then
soft, but his shell is
thickening up again.'
arstoz

hard klgem

f rogz
tAko hou (lily pad)
bul frog
grin frog
rein frog

bul froug

orjt^z

rein froug

163
60 (cont.)
la
3.

toad
toad-frog# hop-toad

hap toud

4.

earthworm
angle—worm* bait# mud—
worm# red-worm# f ish( ing)
worm

stretj w b
•like rubber*
aenkj w«n
*He*a got a hard head on
him. *
mAk warn
•He*a begger than a
stretch worm. You can
cut him up for fishing.*

5.

a) turtle
turkle# cooter

tak^z

b) terrapin
tarpin# other names
for turtles.

tarpin (not edible)
hos tad tarpin
'Find them around the
pound* Old folks say
that's what they eat.'
skilpat
rait j©l»
'He's edible. Has big
dots on him# right yellow
ones# like a checker
board

moths# miller
candle fly

bAr* flaiz
Doesn't know moJfch or miller

6.

wi djes kol qi onx bAgz

7.

a) firefly
lightning bugs
b) dragon fly
snake doctor
c) hornets|size# shape#
color* nest* stings

d) mosquito hawk
(skitter)

l a i t n m bAg
skira* hok
synonymous with dragon fly,
does not know dragon fly,
harm t
'stings bad. Hangs his
nest on a bush.'
(see 7. b)
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60 (cont*)
lb
toud frog

Ic

toud
hap toud

fi/xn warn
kAt w»hm (eats cabbage
seedlings)

ho rs pzn tar).
*same as horse— turd
terrapin*1
tarpin
skilpat (speckled, edible)

mo0 (singular and plural)

t»rj
snffipqi
• ^ o n H let go 'til it
thunders*1
tarpin
'He's yellow and black*
We find them around the
yard*'

bAgz

tend}. b A g z
mofs
'I have heard of them* They
get in the clothes, too* *
l a x tnxn bAg

laxtnxn bAgz

sklf? hok

skir» hok
'He don't sting*'

harits
axv hj?d tel 9v d*t dab*z
(like hornets)

h a r m ts
'You find the nests up
under the eaves. Xt looks
like a piece of clay with
holes in it*'
(see 7. b)

(see 7* b)

X65
60 (cont.)
la

8.

woapsiz
klei gabj.8 (a black wasp)
meiks nesxz a mAd

a) wasp®
hornetl yellow-jackets
{describe varieties,
nests* etc.)
b) yellow jackets|wasp
or hornet?{

ja&l» d 3®kit
hi eint ni5» wXn (ie.»
neither a hornet nor a
wasp.)
'He builds around
a huckle-berry bush on
the ground.'
61

a) locusts jpi.I

loukosiz

b) grasshopper
hoppergrass
c) katydid
dj praying mantis
e) walking stick (insect)
devil's darning needle

grsshap*

2.

minnows |a baitj
minnies, shiners* minnowfish* minners

wi juz ewimps

3*

spiderweb
spider's web, cobweb,
spider's nest* dew web
a) in house
b; in woods and fields

web
spaido web
called the same wherever
found.

4.

roots

ruts

6.

elm

aelam

6.

sycamore
button wood, plane tree*
button ball.

doesn't know

7.

sugar maple
sugar tree, hard maple*
rock maple

meipj

1.

doesn't know
birj. i r & z
doesn't know

166
60 (cont*)

Ic

lb
va spz z

wosp (singular and plural)
dst dab* (won't sting* Has
small nest with one hole*1

jsel* d3®kzt
d*t dab*

jsls d3©kit

61

greshap*

lokes
loukoszz
grmshap*

keiridid
btrj. i r 9Z
doesn't know

keiridid
birj. ir*z
doesn't know

mzn*z

mzn*z

web
kabweb
spaid* web
same indoors as out

kabweb

ruts

ruts

doesn't know elm

elm

szk9mo\Jar

doesn't know

meipl

meip}

loukoszz

same indoors as out
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61 (cont*)
la
a.

a) maple grove
papl»
What trees do you know? si men tri
tJesnAt
eik^n tri
hikri nAt
pain
hall
bisk: ouk
Aairouk
aid*
bl©k d 3 ©k tri (scrub oak)
gAm
saipros
wil*
saesofffik
62

1.

cherry tree

2.

a) sumach
b) poison ivy (oak)
poison vine» mercury

3.

strawberries

stroberiz

4.

stemjof strawberry!
capi hull

keep

5.

t/eri tri
jfuxneik beriz
paizp ouk
paizp aivri
paizp eln*
(paizp eln* z rseqk&n
(paizp aivri (ie., it's about
like poison ivy but ranker*)

raszber j z

6*

some berries are)

paizp

7.

rhododendron
laurel

doesn't know

8.

mountain laurel
laurel, ivy, spoonwood,
spoonhunt

9*

cucumber tree|a magnolia!
coweumber

61 (cont*)

Io

Xb
wipxn wily
tjsrx tri
hali
pa*n
gAm

pain
ouk
sidy
wolnAt
aprus
wxla
ssBs®fr©s
hall
dougwud

t/sri tri

t/eri

doesn't know
poxzp ouk (a shrub)
poxzp a1vi (a vine)

doesn't know
doesn't know
pox?n axvi

stroberxz

stroberxz

keep

keep

rezberxz

rsezberxz

poi zan

poxzp

doesn't know

lorol

tri

lorol

saegnouljo
swit bex

mfflgnoulJo
kukA m b y (never heard
called this*)
swit bei

it

I must ask)my husband
my man# the 3tfr# * my old
man# the old man

Pap
'she called me.'

I must ask)my wife, the
woman, my old lady, etc*

mam
'I called her1

widow
widow-(w) oman, wodowman

wxd*

father

fa&»

what do you call your
father? Jusual term and
terms of affection!
dad, daddy

pap

what do you call your
mother? jusual term and
terms of affection!
maw, mah, mommer

mam

parents

par®nts

grandfather|usual term
and terms of affection]
grandpah, granpap,
grampy, etc*

grsepsep

grandmother|usual term
and affectionate terms|
grammah, granny, grammy

grssnmAS 9

our childreri{are still in
in school
young*uns

tjxlsm

a) baby carriage
buggy, cab, coach,
buggy-wagon, stroller
b) wheel(the baby
roll

beibi k2Brid3
beibi koutj 'Used to have
nothing but a cradle*'
roul 5© beibi
'Don't roll them around
here# Just put them in
the car# *

he's)the grown--upest(of ray ould*s sAn
boys(superlative of ppls* |

170
63
max huzben
papx

mai hAzb®n
bejra» ha9xf
oul mgex»

mami di (pet name)
ma1 waxf

mai waif
oul WAmen

wide

wide

f a8?

fa8»

pap

dffidi
papjap

sla5»

mam

uufl?
mame
mam* am

pmrAnts

p»xrents

grsmf a5»
gr»n pap

grsenfa5&
gr®n pap

grsenmA5»
grmnmam

grsenmAB*
grasn mam

kidz

ar t/ilren

beibi kmrzd3

stroul^
beibi bAgi

all

pux f 5a beibi
w tl m

ouldist

ouldis
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64 (cont*)
la

6•

a)
to) sister
tittle

dor*
si sta*

to) pet

g»i
nikneim

8.

pathnames for 1child*
sprout, tad, kid, tot,
etc •

lil fel?z
bougx
hAm

9.

yard-child, yard son
{define I

doesn*t know

name
basket name

65
1.

she is)pregnant|term used ekspektin
by women| in a family way,
(big) with child, expecting

2*

midwife
granny, granny woman

grseni

3.

the boy)resembles( his
father
takes after, favors,
spitten image, etc*

luks laik
feiv^z

4.

she has) reared( three
children
raised, brought up,
fetched up

reiz

5*

a) she has to)look after
(the baby
tend, see after, etc.
b) pacifier, sugar tit,
nipple

tind

6.

you*re going to get a)
whipping|to a child|
trouncing, blistering
smacking, etc*

aipm
bi?p
& Meilin
9 skAtJ-rn
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64 (cont*)

lb

Ic

dor 9
SI sty

dory
si sty

g»l
nikneim

g»i
petneim

gasl
|ug»
hAni
kid

sis
lir^. gael
hAnx

doesn't know

doesn't know
65

ekspektin
Jiz to bi sik sun
iukxn fy kAmpni

pregnant
ekspektin

mxdwaif ('today')
grasm
(• in mother1s time1)

mid waif
graeni wAman

luks laik
teiks aefty

teiks a&fto
luks laxk
hiz 9o spxtp xmxd3

rexzd

reizd
sek laxk juv hsed aAm reizxn
'I say to the children
when they're going some
where. '
hau baut aAm p n n n z mam
'they say to me'

luk aefto

teikja&r®
luk aefty

Jugy t i n

paesafaxy
Jugy tit

smmkin
lxkxn
sleep

8pmIi3kin
Axpxn
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65 (cont,)
Xa

7,

Bob)grew( a lot in one year groud
growed

8.

you've grown(big|
growed

groud

9,

Jan illegitimate child
woods— colt, hastard®
volunteer

heis ba^rn

66
1.

Mary is) a lovinger
(child than Kelly

lAVxn*

2*

nephew

nef ju

3*

orphan( t )
orphan child, orphan
house child

orfan

4.

guardian
guardeen

'gar'dm

5,

a) her relatives
fouks
people, folks, kin,etc,
b) he is)no kin to her
kxn

6,

he is iay) chum| of the same
sexjbuddy, pal, crony

7,

he is the(heatinest fellow

8.

a) stranger
foreigner
b) Carl
67

1*

there's a)gentleman(at
the door

d3inlm0n

2.

BaEJC
KaEito

msri
mar9i
neli
bill

Kelly
Mathew

174
65 (cont.)

lb

Xc

hi groud raxt smart

gru

Jur groud

Juv groun

beis born

bexs born

66
9 lATin? t/axl

d o e s n 1t use

nef ju

nef ju

orfon tja*l

orfon

'gar1din

gardxon

h? kin
ol ma 1 kxn
nou kin td h?

h* fouka
h* pipl
nou kxn

pleimeit
frxn

frxTn

hiz 5o bi?pia

bl?pxs fel9
strexndjo

strexnd 3 *

karl

karl

67
d3inrl.m9n

dse^nrimsn

m *j
marSd
nelz^
bilx^
ws&jyx

m e Trx

mar$9
neli
bilx

maeGju

175
67 (cont.)
la
3.

Daniel

dan}.

4.

a) Mrs. Cooper|slow and fast
forms of 'Mrs*' I
To) Mrs* Brown

mi z parkfr
miziz
mi 2 braun

5.

a) Miss Brown
b) more familiar form of
address |l£iss Mary

mis braun
mis m e n

a) Reverend Simpson
(the) Reverend Mr. S*
b) |a make-shift preacher}
yard-aXf jack-1eg
c) |an itinerant preacher|
circuit rider

r e v r m breidi

7.

8

.

d o e s n 1t know
doesn't know

woman— teacher
school ma'am* school—miss,
teacher

tit/*

your aunt
Arthur

JaFleent
63

1.

Aunt Sarah

ant ssel

Uncle William
Uncle John

AijkJ. lev
d 30u

3.

General (Lee

djinrol

4•

Colonel (Brown

ksnol

5.

Captain (Smith

keept®n

Judge (Marshall

d3Ad3

student
scholar

studp^

2

6

.

.

7.
8

.

sek0tsl

176
67 (cont.)
Ic

Ib

dan].

danjal

xuxziz parky (deliberate)
sue parky
(fast)

mxziz kupy
miz kupy

mis d 3©nsan
mxs myi

mis braun
mis mc^rx

revyAnt breiex

revynt brexdx

doesn't know

doesn't know

doesn't know

doesn't know

titjy

titjy

jyisent
arOy

jy ant
ar©y
t

an^ sera

ant sera

a ok], wxljam
AQk} d3on

AQk). wxljam
AQkl d3an

d3xnyal

d 3inral

ksnal

kynal

keptan

kaepton

d3ed3

d3Ad3

stu d en t
p ju p ;

studpt

sekaty*

sekrater1

177

Za
1#

a) Justice of the peace
bj |the county officials
he's a)selectman

Sat

aiv hidrd

2*

av

om

tourister
3.

aektrx s
a) actress
stage woman, show woman
b) medicine show
ms®kp
b) Gullahja dialect?
a people?I

5.

an Italian |record also
nicknames

h®v hird av aitaeljonz

6#

nickname for 'Irishman'

doesn't know

7.

nickname for 'Jew'

doesn't know
djuz
70

1*

a) negro|neutral and
derogatory terms!
darky, colored man,
coon
b) negro mammy

kAlsd

2.

a) master (John
b) squire(John

doesn* t use
doesn't use

3*

a)

no term

a rustic|derogatory
no term
terms and neutral terms |
yokel, clodhopper, etc*
b) cracker(bukra, poor
no term
bukra, poor white
c) poor whites|white men's no term
termsipoor whites]
negro's terms (poor
bukra, crackers
d) red bone(negro white
no term of derogatory nature
mixture or negro Indian mi^rz
mixture
nirikouk

178
69

lb

Io

d 3 A 3 t i s av 5a pis

d 3Astis 9Y 5a pis
in

turis

tunst

sktri s

asktris

amAr*k®n

an am&rekan

axv hird ev aztseljanz
•There are some in
Hillsboro [milzb^®]

an aitssljan

doesn't know

No nickname

doesn*t know

No nickname
70

kAl»d maen
No derogatory term

d a r k pipl

doesn't use

doesn't use

doesn't use
doesn't use

doesn1t use
skwair (justice of the peace)

kA n t r i m e n

kAntri fouks
dAm farm»z (has heard)
kAntri hiks (has heard)
doesn't use

•Xiincoln (her husband)
says he married a country
maid* 1(meaning herself*)
No term

x
mu r
nggc ikouk

doesn* t use

mu r
mu^rz
h®rikouk
•both the same'

179
70 (cont*)
la
4.

a) it1s) almost( midnight
nigh, well-nigh, nigh
onto, near
b) I)almost|like to've
fallen|fell down

p»t nax
pstnax fel
roi)

5.

you were not)far off|
nearly right!

6.

just a minute*

7.

how far(is it to Boston?

8.

a) look herei| exclamation! luk hjfr
seriously or Jestingly?|
b) X
ax

hau

71
1»
2»

look)over there*
yonder

jand»
Sarowex

how nften{do you go to
town?

often

either you or l(will have
to do it
me or you one

fixsewex

ju * mi

4*

neither you nor I(can do
anything about it

iBa* Ju 9 mi (plus double
negative)

5.

I'm not going to do iti)

eint » gouin ta du it

X (nleitber
6,

forehead

fard

?«.

the) right ear

raxr

6.

a) beard
b) mouth
c) tooth, teeth

bjerd
mau6
tue

tie

it

180
70 (cont.)
lb

Ic

olmous
pap sez p^tnaI

olmoust

a 1 laxk to fel

ai olmous t fsl daun

far:of

far:of

d 3es a minit

d3A3t o mi nit

hau fy
temt £*

hau far

luko hj*

luko hxr

a1
ai

ai

(in context, usually)
(sometimes the diphthong
is complete)
71

ouv»
jand»

ouva> 5©r
janda*

of ton

hau ofton

mi 9 ju v&q

i5a> ju 9 mi

ju n* mi niSa*

ni&» ju n* mi

n» mi ni5*

no mi ni8a>

f orod

four hed

mi raxt tr

rait ir

bjerd
mauB
tuB
tiB

bjxrd
mauB
tuB

tie

181

72

la
g Amz

1*
2#

a) palm (of the hand
b) fists
fistes

paen © ja haen
fiatiz

3*

a) joint
*) skin
hide

d3amt
skin

4•

cheat
breast

bres

Jould^z

5.
a) the ahins
shanks
b) the haunches
hunkers* hnnkles

genkj-z

7*

stout
prusy* pussy

fast

S.

peaked|as the result of
ill health)
skinny* skrawny* poor*
sickly* etc.

pexl
sikli

Jinz

73
1*

3.

4*

strong
stout* husky

stroQ

a) good-natured
nais msen
clever* kind* admirable*
pleasant* likely
b) common|friendly*
nais xmn
affable|
he*s so)awkward! [referring klAmzz
to physical appearance)
ganglia** gawky* clumsy
that)awkward fellow!
gawking* gander* old
cow* lunkhead* etc#

klAmzi maen

182
72
ID

Ic

gABUE

gAIttZ

p«*n d mi h®*n
fistxz

pam
fist (singular and plural)

dsoint
skin

djDint
skin

tjts
bres

t/e s t

/ould»z

Jovld»z

Jinz

Jins

hautj*z

remp
hontjiz

rai t staut

s ta u t

pjum

pirifal

73
atroq
hel6i
hAskx

roubast

plezpt

k a in

nazs
swit

frxnli

fre^nlx

klJUDZI

akw&d

hAski

g&Qlx

klAmzx

akw?d fels

183
73 (cont#)

5#

he is quite) skillful at
(plowing! carpentering!
odd jobs|clever, handy!
knacky, etc*

ol raun man

e#

a) that fool! |only of men? haef krexzi
of women?) dough-hand,
dunderhead, etc.
has never heard
b) he*a a Joe gum

7*

stindxi
he is a) tighb-wad
skinflint! greedy-gut, etc*

8*

he*s so)dull
slow, logy

slou
74

1*

e kjut felw (of children)
she®a)quite lively)of
sprax oul man
young people? of old
people? of both?(right
peart, spry, peppy, chipper

2.

uneasy

Anizi

3.

X*m afraid
scared, soary, afeard

skx^rd

4*

S.

a) she)didn*t use to
usen*t to
b) she used to be(afraid

didp just&

a) she* too)slovenly(for
me tacky, sloppy,
slack* etc*
b) gaumy(sticky

rsegxd
mesi

Juste1 hi

never heard
ki^rlxs

7*

don*t be so)obstinate
set, sot, pig—headed,etc*

herd hedid

8*

4unsx|what does it mean?

kwar
•he111 pretty near
come around to seeing it
your way, hut not exactly*
[ zaekli]

184
73 (cont*)

Xc

Xb

haxndi
dj©k a

d!

treidz

hsBndx
d 3®k av ol trexdz

his krakt

krexzx
stupid

has never heard

has never heard

klous

stznd^x
taxt wad

slou pouk

slou
sAtJ a slou pouk
74

Jiz ra*t epra1
(of old and young)

pxrt oul maexn
sprax oul vmxn
fAsti t/ail (fussy* fidgety)
sApJ. oul mse^n

onizx

Anizx

sklrd
azm afird

af xrd
skxrd

dxdp justa

J1 dxdp justa

J1 justa bi

Ji justa bi

slapx

keSrlis
slapx

never heard

never heard

kj*l*s

ke^rlx a

hard hedxd 'never cuts
nothing off short,1 [jart]

stAban
hard hedxd

kwr
hi toks 80 kws
(hard to understand)

kwer (odd* strange)

185

n
la

1*

touchy(easily offended)
tetchyj figetyi testy}
testy} etc*

tind* harrxd
•get their feelings hurt
easy* *

2.

a) he got awfully(angry
mad} het up} ugly}
hot under the collar

his gat 5e devdl in im big*
xss /ip {a saying to describe
someone with a violent
temper)

b) he*e ya~raring(to get
you
dev*ls in xm big i z e /ip
•we say when a man's real
mad* 1

3*

he was mad as) a wet hen
a hull} a hatter} a
hornet} all get— out

4,

ApS&t
he was)all excited(with
expectationIhopped up
all of a hiver* all
aflutter} all of a tremble

5*

calm downj keep calm*'
take it easy

6*

tired} exhausted|normal
tard
and strong terms)burnt
wour aut
out} worn to a frazzl©} etc.

7*

he is)worn out} were out}
torn In two} broken in
twot worn slam out

8*

he is)chronically ill}
b®d of
bad off} ailing} afflicted

tard
wour aut

76
1*

ehe)got sick} took sick}
(was) taken sick} was
took siok

/i tuk sxk xn

2*

he is) some better} somewhat} a littl©} a mite*
doing all right

sAm bera

3*

he is still) in bed#a-bed

in bed

4*

he will be well again)by
and by

mfte aal

naxt

186
75
Xc

Xh

tetjx

tAtJl

hi gat B®xd kwxk

hont Ap
xt hont mi Ap
iz a wet hxn

d 3«et» rasrxn

hiz 9 vmlxin to gou

mmld *z 9 wet hxn

raeexd xz 9 harnit

histokl
'that what I calls it'1

ol 9V 9 flAro

hovl j9 hoTrs
houl j* txmpo

kam daun

tard
gzxr.aut
AAp daun

gxv aut
tAkod aut

wour aut

ol JD
wour aut

W d

po^rx sik
h»xd of

of
76

gat szk

tuk sxk

hero sAm hera lxrj. hra1**
9 maxt hero olxr}. maxt hero

sAm hero
d3As fssr

in hed

stil xn hed

afta aal
ha*n hax

sun
hax *n hax

la?
76 (cont,)
Xa
6*

II©)caught a cold# taken#
take# came down# Icetched#
caught# etc.

gat e koul

7.

I'm hoarse

hows

8.

a) he has a loough
b) faint (fall out)

kof
feint
77

!•

a) haven11 you) taken
(your medicine yet?)
took
b) I)took(it this morning
taken# takened# tuck

tuk
teikp
dlf

2#
hard of hearing# a mite
deaf
3#

fever
the chills# the shakes#
chills and fever# a turn
of chills

molars
t/xlz p fiv»

4#

a) what Is the 'ague'?
aguer

doesn't know

b) buck fever
buck ague(r)

never heard

he sweat (hard) sweated

hi swet

Idischar&in#)
cattair# risin'

bail
hsed w a h in i® swal* (called
hia iblSSi his awaXlar
several times
boil>bail
p o m t>pai nt
d 301 nt>d saint

a) pu®
matter# corruption

PA©

5*

7*

188

76 ( c o n tO
Iq

Xb
k a t koul
h i was tu k sxk

k a t a koul
tu k k o u l
kexm daun w i5 a k o u l

h o rs

aim ho?s

kaf
feint

kaf
fe x n tx d
77

tu k

te x k p

a 1 te x k * n i t

tu k

d i f p dim
h a^rd a h j a 9n

def
hard a h x rx n

fiV*
t/x lz

t/x lz
5a /e x k s
a d 3C at a t / x l z
•U n cle R e e t (U n c le R e tu rn
W h it t le t o n ) says#
It
means a s s t i s f l * '

d o e s n 't know

d o e s n 't know

5a /e ik x n e ig ^ z
5 ex trxmb). la x k
'o ld p eo p le w ith th e shakes;
They tre m b le l i k e # 1
n ever heard

h i swet

h i swet

b o r lz

b a il
karbAqkl
•each one is w orth a
thousand d o l l a r s # 1

PAS
mmra

pAS

k?Apt/an

k^Apt/an

189
77 (cont*)
la

8*

1o) water |in a blister |
humor

war*

my hand)swelled up
swole

swel
max ton swel Ap (past tense)
hit swel Ap (past tense)
78

1*

it is)swollen
swelled up

hits swel Ap

3*

a) inflamed wound* sore*
bobo, angry wound
b) proud fleshI stress?|

sour

3*

iodine

aidin

4*

.quiajne

kwainain

6*

he)died(neutral9 veiled*
daid
and crude(died out, passed paest owe i
away, kicked the bucket,
kikt So bAkxt
etc*

7*

a) X don*t know what)he
died of, with
b) X)buried me(a son

8*

,praud#fleX

daid o kensAmt/on
doesn* t use

cemetery
grexvjoSd
graveyard, burying grouhd, simoteri
churchyard, potter*e
field
79

1#

a) Casket
coffin, pinto

kof in
kseskit
fJun»®X

a burying

1they oall it now* 1

190

77 (cont*)
Xc

Xb

WOT?

war?

BWOUl Ap

sweld Ap

its Ol SWOUl Ap

its swoulen

sour

wund
sour
'praudtflej

'praud.flej
axdaxn (has heard of)
kssin
fhest for cuts9

axedaxn

doesn't know

kwax nax n

daid
pee* at a wex
kild our? (in jest)

daxd
kxkt So bAkxt

daid wi5

daxd fram

doesn*t use

doesn't use

t/?tj jord
greiT jard
simot?1
'they say nowadays*

sxmeterx
greiTjard

79
ks*skxt
kofxn
f Jun?ol
if o ait
bres pleit
x/S? /if o ait p T h i s here
sheaf of wheat*'
'He was laid out with this
here sheaf of wheat in his
hands. Didn't use to have

kmskxt d m
kofxn c O
'I don't think they use
them any m o r e * '
fjunrel
e her1in

79 (cont.)
Ia

g o m in blsek
'used to go in black for
quite a while*'

they are In)mourning
taking on

pretty well Iin response
pawn f&^r
to 'how are you?1!
pretty good, common,
tolerable, middling, first
rate
don't i & n x J

weri

rheumatism is( painful
rheumatiz are
rheumatics

rumotizJiz

e werx1!*

a) (the) m m m is(danger-' mAmps t z
ous)(the) mumps are
b) measles (is, are)
mizlz: iz
diphtheria

doesn't know

yellow jaundice, janders

j m l & djsend^s

SO
appendicitis

pxndesaitea

192
79 (oont*)
Ib

Io

no f lo w e r s .
They alw ays c u t
a p ie c e fro m th e s h e a f o f
w heat and p u t i t i n a fram e
w it h th e b r e a s t p l a t e .
The
b r e a s t p la te ?
T h a t was a
s i l v e r p la t e p u t on th e
c o f f i n w it h the name on i t
and th e d a te s o f b i r t h and
d e a th .
The b re a s t p l a t e was
to o k o f f th e c o f f i n and k e p t
by th e f a m ily *
The o ld e s t
c h i ld k e p t i t | g e n e r a lly *
mornm

m o v rn i q
•Used to borrow b la c k
c lo th e s a l l o ver the
neighborhood f o r th e
fu n e r a ly and r e t u r n them
a fte r.
Nowadays th e y
w ear a n y th in g * 1

fa r
p a ^ r i gvd
t h a t ' s n ic e i You1r e
p r e t t y and good b o t h j 1

p rx rx gud
(e ls e w h e re p a d i)
so sou
fa x n
px^rx faer

w en

d ou nt werx

ru m a tx z: i z

rum©txzip. xz

sumps xz

mAmpslxz

m iz jz ;iz

miz^ztiz

d xp O ir

dxp&xria

d 3sndaz

4 s is d3send9z
80

pxndxks
pinda^s a 1 te s

pxndosaxtes

193
80 (oont*)
la

2„

he has)tuberculosis
T,B*# consumption# the
failing-disease# con
sumptions

konsAmptJon

3*

vomitineutral# crude#
and jocular terms|throw
up# urp# heave Jonah#
purge# vomick# etc*

4*

he is sickjat his stomach# szk to mo 91Amok
axk tu iz stAmak
to hi©

5,

he came over)(for) to
tell(me about it

hi kAm to tel

7#

you)ought for take(it
easy) to take

to teik

8*

I'd like) to keep it
for keeps

to kip

vomit
8ou Ap

81
1*

X shall be(disappointed
if he doesn't come
I will

ail

2#

We shall be(glad to see
you
will he proud

wsl hi glaed to si jo

4«

I'll go and spank(you
take and spank# spank#
up an

8#

how is it that(you're
here?
how come

hau kAm

6*

he is)courting(her
going with# walking out
with# sparking# dating#
going steady# seeing
regular# etc*

o kourtp
sparkm

7.

her hoy— friend|normal and
jocular terms) beau#
fellow# steady

bou
d 31 noman frxn

(serious)
(jocular)

104
80 (cont*)
Ik

Ic

tAkaOfcolovsi s
kansAmJen

tokykalousxs
konsAmpt/on
tl ki

▼amit
spju

▼omit
spjuk
8 -iou Ap

sik tu iz stAmxk

ear iz stAmok
tu iz stAmok

kAm ts tel mi

to tel
for ta tel

ot t® teik

ot: a texk

kip it f9 gud

fa klpe
fa gud

*1 say both*®

81
a1! ki

azl kl

wil ki

wll kl glaed

a pip.

spaexQk

spsxQk Ja

hau kAm

hau kAm

goin stedi (nowadays)

klpzn kAmpni
goin stedi
'young ones say®

swit hart
box frxn
kou

koi frxn

195
81 (cont*)
Xa
8*

his girl-friend |normal and gml f r m
jocular terms|heart throb,
steady, thrill, girl»
dovey, dopey

9.

kissingt smooching, necking, spooning, sparking,
bussing

sparkin

82
1.

his fiancee, future
braid
madam, future Mrs*,
Intended, best girl, wife,
wife— to— be

2*

she turned him down)
seskt im
serious and jocular terms |
gave the sack, the mitten,
threw him over, give the
gate, give the ax, etc.

5*

I was) up in( Boston
up to, down in, down to,
over in, over to

ai

was

to bolt amour

4*

he lives)up at(the Brown's daun to
up to, over at, over to

5*

ehivaree)noisy, burlesque s^neid
serenade after wedding)
dount hav nou set/ nau
serenade, belling, dishpanning, callathump, etc*
(must one of the oouple
have been married before?)

196
81 (oont*)
Xb

Xo

gal
bss g a l

g a l frxn

sp u m n

sparkxn
spunxn

x n tx n d id

xntxndxd

/ i g x r im Ap
J i dount pex xm nov maxnd

d3iltid

ax wez td fx lo d e I f x o
Ap to wxlmxnton
o v ra to b o ltam a
oinra to l a r a l
daun ta w o J in ta n

ta d 3ord 3tavn
Ap wxlmxnten
aim goxn Ap wxl&xntan
daun rxhoubo^
aim goxn daun rihoub©6
oura ta lewis
goxn Ap mxlzbaa

Ap ta

ouv* ta

sanexd
• I f th e y t r e a t th e y d o n 't
g e t a serenade*
They
should have a r e c e p tio n
b e fo re th e y go away*
That
way th e y d o n 't g e t a
s e re n a d e *1

aernexd
'D o n ’ t do i t any m o re *'
A ccording to J a n ie f s e re 
nading is done under th e
fo llo w in g c irc u m s ta n c e s i
l * I f the newly wedded
co u ple does n o t ' t r e a t '
2 * I f th e couple has been
s e p a ra te d and d e c id e s
to l i v e to g e th e r a g a in *

197
S2 (oont*)
In
a) married* hitched,
spliced, jumped the
broomstick
b) best man, waiter
c) bridesmaid, waiter
d) to stand for
e) to stand up with

maend

7*

a big social affair
goings-on, doings,
frolic, lark, junketing,
shindig, etc*

bxg taim
frailk
fralxks f? wud kAtn
f» fad»sexvxn :xn t &
grAbxnz
'tfifty year ago there was
many a frolic*
There was
frolics for woodcutting,
for fodder sarlng and for
grubbings*
Nowadays it's
every man for hisself*
people ain't so neighborly**
A ggtthkiflg indicates the
process of removing stumps*
The expression fodder
saving is used by all
informants to mean the
whole fodder harvesting
process*

8*

The whole crowd(deprecia—
tire terms|shebang,
kaboodle, kittle and
bilin1, etc*

houl kraud

3*

doesn’t know
doesn't know
hasn't heard
hasn't heard

83
1.

a dance
ball, hoe— down, a German,
a break-down, frolic,
shindig, faia-de-do

Txndxg

198
82 (cont#)
Ic

Xb

m&rsd
taxd Ap
hxt/t
bes a»*n
braidzmeid
stand Ap wiB

mserid
hxt/t
aplaist
bee ma8In
braid m e id
doesn't use
to staeInd Ap wxB

t»n aut
/xndig

swaQk efe®r
swel efedr
Jindig

Be hou kedu (whole crowd)
/ebtt*g

gag

83
d»Ints
d®xnts
hou daun
bol
/indig
'a shindig could work u p for
anything* even such games as
picking grapes# 9 ZiQ&tm
grapes is a kissing game in
which two players stand on
chairs widely placed apart#
They lean toward each other9
palms together, and kiss#

199
83 (coat*)
la
2.

two)couples
couple

tu kApl

3*

school)lets out(at four
ekul tame aut
o'clock)turns out, is over

4*

when does school)start?
(after a vacation(begin,
commence, take up, take
in

akul teikin

5*

he) skipped class, played
hookey, bolted, cooked
Jack

ran ewex from skul
'We never run away*1

8#

education
learning, book-learning

ed3ukex/an

7.

class room

kleesrum

8*

college

kalxd3
84

1.

literary

laxberx 'we don't have one of
them*1

2*

Post Office

poust ofis

3*

railroad station
railway station, depot

dipou
ateiJan

4*

hotel

hotel

5*

theater

^iexr* 'I don't go there'

6,

we were in a)moving
picture house
movie house, movie,
theater, picture show

xn a Oleir^
•1 ain't never been there*'

7*

hospital

hospirl

8*

nurse

X19B

200
83 ( c e n t * )
Ih

Xc

ta kAp^

tu kApJz

lets avt

lets aut

teiks Ap

teiks Ap

pXei hukx
(nowadays)
•We newer stayed away*
We Xored to go* We d i d n ' t
h a re such chance to g o * 1

p le x hukx

ed3okexJen
t/x X d r a n ge t s p y It
i f Jo h e x n t g a t ed s o k ex /e n
Jo k e x n t g * t non d 3ah
'T h e y say(em pXoyer)w hat
g rad e was you in?

e d ju k e x /o n

kXaz s

kXffixs rum

kaXxds

kaXxd3
84

Xaxherx

Xaxherx

p o u s t o fx s

p o u st o fx s

d ip o u
8 y / i gouz ( t h e t r a i n )

d ip ou
s te x /o n

houtcX

h o u te l

O ie ir o

'we d o n 't got h e r e * '

8 ie x r o

m uTiz

xn 9 ranvi

h a s p x rl

h asp xr® l

nr 8

nys

201
85
la
1,

publio square* common*
green* park* place

lat (for the stretch of
lawn around which the public
buildings stand in Dover*
the capitol* Ulsewhere the
informant used commons as
the place where sheep went
to graze*1

2*

I live three)blocks( from
here
streets* squares* a five
minutes* walk

doesn't know

4*

a) he walked )kity~
cornered* angling*
catter-cornered, etc*
b) of furniture standing
at an angle to wall

Not familiar with any of
these expressions

5*

on the)street car
trolley oar* trolley*
surface car* tram car*

strit kar

6*

I)want to get off(at the
corner
want off, get out

geLr of

7*

county seat
county capitol* shire
town* parish seat

kaunti keeper).

8*

the federal)Government

gAvment

an 9 aeql

86
1*

Civil War
the Retell ion* War
between the States* the
War of the States

2 m law and order
law-r and order

s xv). war
'Have heard of it* Heard
of people who paid $100 for
somebody to go in their
place*
One man here paid
$100 and the war ended
three days after*' (great
amusement*1)

202
85

lb

lo

skwcr

park
s j 34
s k m 'Lr

b la k s
•In a c i t y 1
&]nr*3

b la k s
•they say in town*
e ltr% p is fro m
•we say1
b o u t o m axi fro m

kmrx ko rn o

t a r x korn?d
k rx s k ro s

karxX kornod

ka rx kornod

s t r it kar

tr a lix

of

wonts o g e r o f
wbntso g e r a u t

kaunrx s i t

kauntx sit

gATOBOnt

gAvamont
86

s x r o l war

bxtoI

lo

l o p ordo

xn ardo

wor

203
66 (oont*)
Ia

3*

the murderer was) hanged
hung

hA Q

4•

he)hanged{ himself
hung

hAQ

5*

New England
Connecticut
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Maine

deloww (his own state)
Informant could name
very few States*

6#

New Hampshire
Vermont
New York
Maryland
Virginia

7*

North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Kentucky
Louisiana
Florida

8*

Missouri
Arkansas
Texas
California
Ohio

m»lend
rakabmra
v*d3xnja
•Went to a pow~wow in
Roxboro with Chief Clark*1

87
1*

Boston
New Haven
Springfield
Chicago
Cincinnati
Baton Rouge
Baltimore
Washington
Charleston
Shreveport
Alexandria

boltemour

204

86 (oont*)
lb

lo

hAQ

hmqd

hAQ

hAQ

dSleWW
Informant familiar
with names of very
few States

nu xqlen
kener*k®t
maead t/u3i ts
rovd axlent
mein

nu jark
mrlen

nju hmmpt/^r
vsmant
nu Jaxrk
merlond
v®d3inje

nor$ kerlaxn®
seoO kerlaxn9
d3ord3®
GBl®bsem

kintAk1
luizxsene
flar®de

flarde

m®«ur®
ark»1nz9s
tekses
kaelafonje
ouhax ®
87
bost®n
nju heivp
sprxQfild
tJ9kargou
tjxnsonaet®
boltem*
wo/*nten

boltomour
wojsnton
tjarlztsn

87 (oont#)
la

Asheville
Louisville
St# Louis
Hew Orleans
3#

Ireland
France
Bussia
Asia

4#

a) ten)miles
mile
To) a country mile Ijocular
expression for a con
siderable distance
c) a fur(fsr)piece

te^n mail
has never heard
f* pis

a) a hundred)rods(from
here
rod
b) 3 acres from here(acre
as a linear measure

doesn't use

6#

I don't know as I want to
if* whether

dou non z ax du

7#

I don't care)just so(you
get back soon) just so as*
so long as* as long as

8#

it seems}like(he'll never
pull through
as if* as though

5#

doesn't use

simz laxk

83
1#

I won't go)without(he goes wx5aut
'douten* unless* 'lessen
Instead of(heiping me # • «
in place of

3#

whilst I(was talking to
him
while

aal

stid o
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87 (cont*)
Ifc

Xc
ml /vi1
luisvil
seint luia

arlan^
fr©*nts
rA/a
ei3d
tin mail

mails

hasn't heard

a kAntri mail
•I've heard it in a song*1

kwat a f» pis

doesn't use

a hAsdsd rad

doesn't use

0ri e ik »

doesn't use

dou nou az ai wontru

mz ai wontSu
wed* (generally says)

djtslou

d3eh s:ou

lazk

laik

laik x z i t
&z Sou

88
wz davit
a nice
hi noud ®nles hi wznt

wi davit
anles

sted a h e l p m

znstsd av

aal

wail

88 (eont»)
la
4*

a) the Lord help me)do she xT f
ef
smell It
if, iffen
b) if you go)I won't stay if Ju gou
an1 you go

5*

I wouldn't go to his house
to stay)andfwith)him not
there

6*

he went out,)and his over
coat on his arm

7*

I like him)'count of (he's
so funny
because

8*

being(bein')as you
asked me, I'll tell you

kauro

39
1*

lames of churches

vxntis
'Adventist*
vintxexa (plural)
pn s h a t j ^ x n
bmptxs
melodist
teOlxk
jdou hx r non tel ev jp
(xiauddexs
'There use to be a Catholic
church in Millsboro#
Married Patience and Lincoln*
Don't hear no tell of them
nowadays*1
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88 (cont*)
Ib

Ic

x f J i s m e lit

if

Jx sm elz x t

if

if

ju gou a i wount stex

j u goti

a n him n a t

wx© ^im n a t 5 e r

w ill xz k o u t

wx© i z k o u t

kaur a

bxkoz
koz

b i xn j u a 2 s t mi

b i* n z ju a s t mi
l

k a © a lx k
me©adxs
p x s k s p jz
In d ia n mi Jan me©adxs
b ab txs
b ab txs
xn d is n mi Jan im p i t j v t j
p r e s p a te r in
sevin© d e l © d v m t i s i z
5® m dvxntxsxz
'T hey a re m o s tly a l l o ur
kae©lxk
p eo p le* M o s tly a l l S t r e e ts * houlxnxs
B u rto n S t r e e t m a rrie d one
o f them Moors fro m Cheswold*
She b ro u g h t th e r e l i g i o n
h e re *
They l e f t our M is s io n
Church and s e t up t h e i r own*
They use S a tu rd a y f o r Sunday*
They d o n 't e a t p o rk *
They
h arrow [h arx ] , h a u l* plow on
Sunday*
I f su n set on F r id a y
ke tch es them b e fo re th e y a re
th ro u g h , th e y le a v e th e
tr u c k s e t t i n 1 r i g h t where i t
i s on th e road and go on
home* 1

209
89 (cont#)
Xa
2.

fhey Coined ( the church

d j a m 5a tj>tj

3#

God|as pronounced in
churchI Master

gad
lord

4#

My Godiloath

never uses oaths

8#

Mass

doesn't say

6#

sermon

samon

7*

psalm, song hook, hymn
hook, hymnal

himbuk

S•

mjuzik
a) music
b) ballad(even for 'hymn'?I
song hallit

c) beautiful
d) Church will be over)
agin I get theref by
the time* time I get
there* 'fore I get
there

bxfou wi git A
dar

90
devil Ialso veiled and
dev 1
__
jocular terms |the bad man* gdu du SAmpiji
devdl don
the bugger man* Old
nev» du gou liv jo (a saying
Scratch, etc#
meaning 'I'm leaving you
now#1)
oul box
8©ts 5o kraep (i©#, that's
the whole crop of expres
sions which I know#)
2#

spooks* ghosts* spirits*
haunts* etc#

goustiz
spent

210

89 {cont*)
lb

lo

d 30ind &i tjstj

Sex d^oxnd

gad
fa 5 e
BUB9t9
sexvj9

gad
mest»

doesn't use

doesn't use

SSXVj*

has heard of it
8H»n

ssmen

SOBI
hxsnel

sam

m ju z ik

mjuzik
belod
hxptSAp spiritj®l at karmp
mitp
'A ballad is a song. It
can be a hipped-up spiritual*
At camp-meeting they pass
around ballads*
bjudafel
taim ai get 5er

90
der*l
oul skraetj
oul bDI
had men ket/je
huge man

dtv°l
hiz ornrx
seitp
oul skretj
bed men
bugx m » xn
'I never did scare my
children with that*1

spukx
spuk
goustiz

goust
spuke
he*nts
'old folks say*'

all
90

(oont*#')

Za
3.

a haunted house

hmnd

4.

it's)rather(cold
kind o'i sort o'.
Middling, pretty

its

rait koul

5.

I'd rather(not go

6.

it's)awfully(cold
its
terribly, right, powerful,
etc*

ri®l koul

?*

I'm mighty glad to see
aim
youi awfully, very, right
proud, real glad, sure
glad

ri9& glaed ta si Jo

3*

a) I'm good and hungry,
aim ri*£ hAqgrs
powful hungry
b) If I had my druthers I doesn't use
wouldn't go
c) If 1 had my ruthers I
doesn't use
wouldn't gp#

91
1.

a) certainly! Istrong affirmationjsure! you hot! of
course: yes, indeed!
surely! ©to#
h) I sure can

Jeo

3*

a) why # yea!
h) habitual form of 'yes *

ax doklaSr
Jeo

3#

do you habitually say
'yes, sir,' and 'yea,
mam' or simply 'y©s'?J
record intonation and
stress, both normal and
emphatic|

Jes m m (to me polite form)
Je©
(to children)
Jesi&
(uses this polite
form habitually)
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90 (cont#)
Xh

lo

horxd

hontxd

k a xnde k o u l

x ts kaxnda ko u l
eorda k o u l

a*drA5?

rAfl©

maxrx k o u l

raxt
o f® l

r l ® i g l® xd ta s i jo

rx± 9 ib glee*d

ril h A Q g n

aim gudp haqgrx
o f a l hAQgri
I f ax haed max drA&az

d o e s n 't use
d o e s n 't use

x f ax haed max t a &©z
(has heard hoth expressions
hut uses neither)
91

J u *r

s * t p lx
je s xndid

ax Ju®r ken

Jur keen

Je©

wax jes
jes m m

Jes m m ( p o l i t e form )
jes:©
( p o l i t e fo rm )

jes (to friends and family)
jes:© (to older man)
jes xnasm (to older woman)
Janie tells me that her
children are taught at the
Warwick School (colored) to
say yes and no# They do
not use mam and sir# Other
Kanticoke informants are
"raised" to use the polite
forms#
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91 (cont.)

4.

a lot of them
loadsv stackst heapsi
scad09 slews* a right
smart

l a t av $
r a i t smart

5.

a little(different> high*
etc.)

e lirj
e mait

6.

well*|hesitation)

*wc#al

7.

he)pur©ly(dreaded the
place pinely(pointedly)*
plumb

|ur

8.

them*s)real(dogs
some dogs) rale

ri®lr
i

l-^tdam1(it)! (arrange in
order of emphasis! what
expressions are peculiar
to women?| blame it!
dern it! other oathe

d o g o m t (about the only
strong expression used by
informant)

3.

for the)lamb's sake!lever
used by men?)land sakesi
sakesi my goodness

Isend a livin (woman's
expression)

4«

shucks!(exclamation of
impatiene©|tarnali tar
nation! botheration

/Aka

s*

thg ideai

5o 'ai'dir (women use it)

6.

why! Iexclamation!
stressed|

doesn* t use

7*

don't curse(cuss)(like
that!

k»s

8*

how are you?)to an
intimate friend!
intonation!|

#hav

'csr

214

91 (oont,)
lb

lo

aits a fo u k s
rs.it sm art a fo u k s hAni

a l a t ov 9am

a mast

a hr I

• w e ,a l

'w s .a l

d o e s n 't use

plAm (sometimes uses* her
self* and often hears it
said)

sab

rr^ai

92
ma* s e ik s
ma1 lsen
f a g ud m s sezks
b le s ma1 l a * f
konfaund i t (used by men)
houp ta ma new* (means;
d id
you e v e r i )

dan: 1 1
dogs on: it (but dog is

b le s max l a * f
•You b e t t e r g i t somewhere
when L in k 's f a t h e r s a id
th a ti'

leans#exk (women say)

d o e s n 't use

ou /Aks
ou fAdj

houp 91a neva

81 aidia

doesn1t use

doesn't use

d o v n t kAs

doimt kAs
doimt k»s

§hauar

#hau *ar #Ja
,hau #9 'ju

* ju

(uses both)

[dovg]

210
93
la

1 . How do you do? |to a strangexf havdi
intonation|
2# EOjad ton Ionly when parting
for a long time? t

'du

gud bax (in parting for any
length of time)

3* Come M s A b J Ito a visitor |
y'all come back* hear

kAm ogxn

4.

hurrahi
hurray

doesn't say it

5*

Merry Christmas*
Christmas giftJ

krismds gif

6*

Happy Hew Year]

hmpx nu
nu a z gif
used to say* too*'

7.

I'm much)obliged
obleeged

mAtJ obiaid3d

8*

don't mention itj

dou mxn/onjit
'I've heard people say*
welkom
'I say* 1

1*

I think( 1 111 have time
guessi supposei reckon*
allow* calculate* figure

ax spek
ai dou spek

2*

grocery store

grouewi

3*

I had to do some)shopping
(downtown)
trading

dilin
Japin
'young folks say*

4#

a) he wrapped it up(in
paper
wrap
b) I)unwrapped’it
on wrapped

reeptjit Ap
onrmptl x t

216

93

lb

Ic

ha do jo *du

hau do jo 'du

gtid ha 1 (in parting for any
length of time)

gud bal
go bax

kAm ogzn

IcApr) ogxn

hurex

horex

n w krismes
krismas gzf (used to say)

men

hmpx nju jx^r
bl®k ai pist
gud lAk
N o b o d y must come over the
threshold except a man.
The woman must stay home
and work all day because
we want to work the whole
yeari1

hsepi nju jxrz
(Throughout interview
informant used both
[nu] and [nju]

BLAtJ obi aid 3d

mAtJ ablaid3d
•old people say*

j» welkom

doimt mxntjonixt

ax spek

ax $xgk
ax sspouz
ax gea

grouerz

grousri stour

Japxn

Japxn

r»p

rmptSxt Ap

An rsep

Anrespt

krxsmos

217
94 (cont*)
la

6*

how much do you charge
for it?|in a atoref
intonation) take, ask,
tax* how much you
getting! etc*

hau ©At/

t z 810

6*

how much do you want
tin private deal)
what4s it worth to you?

hau mAtJ

Jo aesk

7*

a) sell) at a loss
below cost
b) it)costs(too much
costes
c) that will be(25 cents

8*

it kostiz

the bill is)dug
96

1*

pay) the dues

2*

borrow

bar 1

3*

a) money is)scaroe(
nowadays

skezs

b) I could)scarcely{see
him
c) hard come by

kudp skeislx

4*

the boys)coast(down the
hill
slide, aled-ri&e, bob

no sledding

6*

coast lying down
coast belly-bunt, bellybust, belly— bumpst bellyflop

skezs

no sledding

6*

somersault
somerset

sAm^set

7*

I swam across
swum

swAm

8*

he dived in
dove, dlv

douv

218
94 ( c o a t * )
Xb

Ic

mats 5a k o s t

hay m a t/ xz i t

hau s a t / Ja want

d o e s n 't use

b a lo o k o s t

sbt

e lo a

i t k o s t (p re s e n t te n s e )
SaerJ. b i
du

b s lz 9 du
95
p e i duz

duz

bars

b are

s k *s
ku ? n t s k z s lx

skers
s k e r s li

d o e s n 't use

d o e a n 't use

kouat

s i a id

d o e s n 't know

beliflap

0A2Q98Olt

SJUZ&Bdlt

a i swAm

a i swaem akros

h i douv

h i douv i n

219

96

Xa
1*

he was drowned
drownded

draundxd

2*

the hahy)creeps(on the
floor
crawls

krolz

4.

he) cl imbed (up a tree
clum» d o m e , d i m

klaxmd

5*

I have often) climbed up
clum, d o m e , d i m

klaixnd Ap

6.

crouch
scrooch, scrooch down,
scrutch, hunker down

stup daun

7.

she)kneeled(down
knelt

nildjaun

8.

I ‘m going to)lie down
lay down

lex datin
97

1#

he)lay(in bed all day
laid

lexd

2*

I)dreamed(all night
dremt, dremp

dremp

5.

X woke up(early
wakened, waked up,
roused

wouk Ap

4*

you better)pitoh in, hop
gxv a haend
to, hump to it, hump your
self, turn to, lend a hand,
etc.

5.

he ran like) a house a-fire,laxk a hos
a scared rabbit, mad, all
get out, sixty, etc.
stamp (the floor
stomp (with rubber stamps?)

(on the floor)

220
96
___________________

le

X*

d ra u n d id

draund

k r o lz

k r o lz

Irlntraa

kla iin d

klazmd

k la im d

BkrutJ

k ra u t/

n ild

n e lt

l e i daun

le x daun
97

la id

la id

drim p

drlm d

wouk

wouk

g i r a h®*nd
lump J a s a lf

kiun on Qn h e lp

l a i k 0 havs a f a r

l a x k a skxrd raehit

stomp
( w it h f o o t )

stomp
( w it h f o o t )
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97 (oont#)
Xa
7*

may X)take you home?
|on foot or in a vehicle?!
gee you hornet ride you»
carry you home

teik Jo houm

3*

pull

pul
98

1*

a) push
b) stand up (break a date|
dayen you out|

puj

2*

I lugged(a bag of mealt
etc*
packed* toted*
hiked* sacked* rassled

k»rxd xt
tourid

d?n> t y 0VL touch it{

dou tet/Sit

4*

I'll have to)repair
(the table, harness* etc*)
fix* mend* coggle* cobble*
'tend to

'ripmr e t/xr

5*

go bring(me a knife
fetch, get* find

gou git mi 9 naxf
fetj 5e hei

6*

the children play tag
play catchers

t/ila^n plei tsegxn

7*

goal|in certain games!
gold* gool

houm
(the goal is 'home')

8*

catch(the balli
ketch

ket/
99

1*

2*

a) who)caught( it?
ketched* ketch
b) go bring the chickens
bring this by * * •

hu ketjt xt
texk

I have never)caught(it yet ax exnt neva* ketjtxt
ketched
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97 (cont*)
Ic

Ih
k e rs Ja houm

s i j a houm

pul

pul
98

puj

PtiJ
/ i stud im Ap

to u rs d

k&rsd
t o u r id (h a s o fte n h e a rd )

dou t j u

te tj xt

dount/su tAt/Jit

fx k s
mind
ro p e r

fx k s
mind

g iT t
fe t;

get

p ie s

hrsQ
5a t / u l d r a n p ie s ta g

tmg

houm hexs

goul

k e t/

k e t/
99

hu k e t / t : i t

kot

te s k

go gxv da t / x k i n z sAm f i d
go te x k
* l f th ey ta k e I t
fro m th e house1

e x n t n ero k e t / t s x t

kot

223
99 (oont*)*
Xa
3*

he is)wasting time, killing loufxn
time, filling, drawing pay,
loafing on the job, soldiering

4*

I'll wait)for you
on you

a x l w ext on im

5*

give me another chancei

tja ih s t

7«

in good)humor
in a glee, feeling frisky

f i l x n gud

8*

I want to)get rid of him,
get shet of

g x t J 6t ov

100
1«

He acted as if(he knew
it all* made as if,
acted like, made out like

h i fflktid l a x k hx noud i t

2«

who)swiped(my pencil?
snitched, snuk, filched,
cooned, thiefed, stoled

hu s to u l

3*

a) X remember(seeing him
remember of, mind me
b) X) don't remember
disremember

ax romimba s ix n

4«

I didn't recognize(you

ax d id p non jo

5*

we're going to)m|ss you

w l gou m i / jo

6.

they used to)chat(for
hours)gab, chew the fat,
shoot bull, jaw, jowl,
chin, clack, etc*

to k
o to kxn wiimon

7,

I have)written(to him
wrote, writ

axv r o u t i t

8*

I expect an)answer

mtn&

9.

a) will you)address( the
letter)
b) what's his address

'asdres

ax dou remxmbs s ix n

•eedres

ol
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99 (cent#)
lit

lo

wexatxn taim
loufin

wei atm taim
kxlxn taim
loufxn

weit on

f» Jo

t/®xnst

tJSBxn te

f i l m gud

gud j\xm»
f i l m gud

gxTt /et ov

g e t r i d ov xm
g e t / e t ov
(h a s o f te n heard )
100

sktzd laxk

®ktxd laxk

tuk
ewaipt

stoul

ai romimho

ax rornxmh®

ax dou romxmbo

ax dount romxrafco

ax dx?nt rekona*s

ai didp rekonaxz Jo

mxj

mx /Jo

:jo

raerl ir of
t/u So rag
axv hi rd ov Sat (Jav)

t/u So r®xg
prit/ o s*men

axv rout

rx tp

®t/»

®znte»

'aedrCB

odres So ltf&

'sedres

hi z *®dres

235
101

Xa
1*

who)t&ught( you that?
touched * 1earned

hu tit/t

2*

a) we)lntend(to go soon
mean* are projectin'*
are letting on going*
aim, are fixing, are
studying on
b) you canjif you*re a
mind to

w l eim to gou

3*

he queered( himself with
got in wrong with* got in
had* got in Butch* got
in hot water* etc*

4*

You won't)tell on(me* will t e l on
you?|terms used by adults*
by childrenisqueal on*
tattle, snitch

5*

children's niek-names
for one who 'tattles'
tongue tattler, tattle
tale* tattle-box* etc*

te l t e ll

P ic_3s_: flowers
pull* piuakf pretties

pjk flarz

7*

a toy
a pretty* a play-pretty*
pi ay-toy

p le x

3*

X knew iti
X just knowed iti

ai noudsit
ax d 36s noudjit

W—

yiwr

niM| m bi

tm

to x z

103
1*

that's the one you)gave
(me
give, givin* me(gidden)

giv (past tense)

2*

he)began(to talk
begun* commenced

bxgAn (past tense)

3*

he)ran(ashore, a boat, etc*ran (past tense)
run

226

101

lb

Ic

lMd

to t

wiar stAdx*n on gou in
exmin to gou

p la n x n on goxn
wxr fx k s x n to gou

xf

o maxn to

gar xn b»xd

g a r xn bad

tel on
tar}.

t e l on
ta r}

(adults)
(children)

(adults)
(children)

tar} texl

to r} te x l
t e l te x l

pxk flarz

pxk flau?z (guarded
flarz

toxz

p le x Q iqz

plex toxz
a1 noud xt

at nju xt

102
gXT

(past tense)

Ju gxv mi

(past tense)

bxgAn (past tense)
komx net

hi bxgAn

(past tense)

ran

5ei rAn*Apto 9o haus

2Z7

102 (cent#)
la
4#

he)came{ over to see me
come

kAm

(past tense)

5.

he)saw(m© go In
see, seen, seed

sin

(past tense)

6«

the road was all)torn up,
tore up

toursAp
woursaut

7#

he)done it(last night
|past tensef
did

hi dan xt

8.

a) pit it(on
b) on(the table

pat xt on e texb).
on & teibl
103

*

nothing

iu«*n
SAmran

3.

it's suoh a(good one
the

la( thing

houl

5*

oweiz

6*

since

sints

7*

he did it)on purpose
a-purpose, for purpose

8*

a) affirmation)intonation|
b) negation |intonation |

•J®,®
nou m m

1'think so
X think 'so

ax '01 Qk sou
104

1*

a) I'm going to)ask(him
b) I)asked(him

©sk

Jes #msem

228

108 (cont*)
Xh

kABL
aid
tour Ap
hi dAn zt

put it on
on 5s texh}

Ic

hi sin zt
axv so it
Sox sin o goust
Informant Ic knows the
correct forms, hut in
unguarded speech she does
not use them* Xt was
necessary during the
interviews to jot down
unguarded statements in
a notebook*
put zt on
on So teihj
103

nA &m

izaO x q

SAmOxn
sA?m

basbO x q

s e t/

ztat AtJo

houl

5o houl $xq

owexa

owe 12

smts

sznts

on papa a

on pspos

Jes
nou

jes
nou

ai 'Oxgk sou

ai *0 1 qk sou

aAmpip

104
« x at
«*at

ffisk
az a&sklxm

(past tense)

104 (oont*)
Xa
fot
a) they)fought(all the
time
fit
b) where ie he at?
w z i mt
I asked you, had you
he could be here until
yet since I am here
these three years the
reason why is because
mzk em du 5 ex
ask them do they
X mout and X moutent
he told me to come
asked me would you
don't you go and do thatdountl/u gou *n du 3»t
he wants to know how you
oan go and do that
bring — (to take)
to take off
to leave out (to depart)xt livs autp fxladelf* (the
carry *• (to accompany) keen Je houm
train)
3*

he)dr©w(it out
drawed

hi drod

4#

hoist

haist

5.

he)dragged(it out
drug

hi drAg xt

6*

he)went(down to the store
goed

hi wxnt

he'll come)pretty soon
right soon, directly,
right away

hil kAm in s minit

there's too much)in(it{
I never ©aw so many)in

in

d 3aist

(it

into
9.

it'a)great(thing, day, etc* a big dex
105

1.

We good

doesn't us©

2*

he fell out

hi fel aut

3*

we going to town

wi goxn

djamt
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104 (cont.)
119

Ic

fot

fot

* M i l et
ai e*st j© hed j©

werzti et
ax eek j© hev Je
hi ked hi hxr tel jet

8© ris$ *azIz bdkoz
e let 8©m du 5ex

dou t/u du 5©t

dovntgju gou p du 5©t

t© texk ©f
Ji livz auto hxr (the hue)
k»j

drod

dru

h a is t

hoist

drag

hi drag

wxnt

wxnt

rait sun

prxdx sun

in

xn

grext

its © tig dex
105

doesn't use

doesn1t use

hi ftl awt

hi fel aut

wi goxn t© taun

wi goxn t© taun
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105 (cont*)
la
4*

I don't think( without so)

doesn't use

5#

a) X don't believe (with
out so)
b) I don't guess{without
so)

doesn't use

6*

a) I might could go
b) I may could go

at mail kud gou
doesn't use

7*

I may can go

ax mei kin gou

8*

I might can

doesn't use

9*

1 carried her to the dance ai kerid 9 to 5e daents

doesn't use

10*

cold, cold(otfeer repetidoesn't use
tions to produce tntensivea)

11*

left out of B*B* at ten
this morning

left:&u?p ftlodelfx (the train)

12«

bring it out yonder

doesn't use

13*

Leon or either Albert

lili 9 15s t/iro
(either Lily or Conohita)

14*

Xt ain't any more
it ain't no more in the
box
it ain't no more(w© don't
have any more* we're all
out of it, etc.)

doesn't use
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105 ( c o n t * )

lb

Ic

d o e sn 1t use

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't use

a* m ast kud gou
d o e s n 't use

a i m a lt kud gou
d o e s n 't use

ax max k i n gou

a i mei ken gou

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't use

a* k » *d 9 to 5e dae*nts

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't u se

d o e s n 't use

d i d n ' t use

J i l i v e au re h x r ( t h e bus)

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't use

Ix n k e n » 159 k l x n t
( e i t h e r L in c o ln o r C l i n t )

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't use

d o e s n 't use

Chapter IV
TABULATION 0? DATA
T h is t a b u la t io n is p resen ted as a b a s is f o r th e
p h o n e tie a n a ly s is in th e fo llo w in g c h a p te r*

Words fro m

th e work books o f th e n in e in fo rm a n ts used f o r t h is study
h a re been grouped a c c o rd in g to phoneme l i s t s
D r* Hans X h ra th *
If c r a t h 's l i s t s
▼ a ria tio n *

com piled by

O th e r words h are been added to D r*

in o rd e r to i l l u s t r a t e

s p e c if ic p o in ts o f

The t a b u la t io n does n o t in c lu d e a l l words used

by th e in fo rm a n ts , b u t i t does in c lu d e r e p r e s e n ta tiv e words*
The pages in t h is t a b u la t io n have been arrang ed in
a widened fo rm so t h a t th e re a d e r may more c o n v e n ie n tly
f o llo w

the tra n s c r ib e d words from th e n in e work books*

same arrangem ent has been used as f o r C h a p te r I I I ,
Books o f T h ree N a n tic o k e In fo rm a n ts *

The

Work

The column o f words

a t the extrem e l e f t re c o rd s the words fro m the phoneme l i s t s
and th e page number o f th e work sh e et f o r th e L in g u is t ic
A tla s upon w hich th e ite m may be lo c a te d *

The r e p lie s o f

th e n in e In fo rm a n ts a re th en arranged i n p a r a l l e l columns*
On th e f i r s t page a re l i s t e d

the r e p l i e s o f the th re e N a n t i-

coke in fo rm a n ts * arranged ac co rd in g to the age o f the
in fo r m a n t, Xa r e f e r r i n g

to th e o ld e s t member, l b to th e

m id d le -a g e d , and I c to th e youngest*
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On the second page are

234
tatoulated»

in lik e

o rd e r*

th e r e p l i e s o f th e Moor and two

Negroes* and on th e t h i r d page th e r e p l i e s o f Lowman1s
th re e w h ite Sussex County in fo rm a n ts *
The f o llo w in g p o in ts o f d if f e r e n c e between Lowman*s
t r a n s c r ip t i o n and t h a t o f the w r i t e r o f t h is study must be
n oted :
1*

S h i f t s ig n s i n Lowman1s work occur e i t h e r
to th e r i g h t o f the sound* o r to the l e f t *
o r in b o th lo c a tio n s *

Those o f the w r i t e r

occur o n ly to th e r i g h t o f th e sound*
2*

Lowman uses th e symbol [ a»] f o r the r e t r o f l e x
c e n t r a l vow el i n b o th s tre s s e d and u n s tre s s e d
s y lla b le s * w h ile the w r i t e r uses [ aO in
s tre s s e d s y lla b le s * and [ a ] i n u n s tre s s e d
s y lla b le s *

3*

Lowman uses th e symbol [ o ] f o r the lo w -b a ck *
rounded o r unrounded vow el sound* w h ile th e
w r i t e r uses th e I#P*A« [ a ]
unrounded sound*

f o r lo w -back*
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[i]
la
1,1
4 .1
1 6 .1
2 4 ,1
4 5 .7
4 7 ,1
5 4 ,2
5 6 .1
6 2 ,1
6 7 ,7
7 7 ,3

th re e
week
fie ld
g re a s y
yeast
cheese
peach
bean
c h e rry t r e e
te a c h e r
fe v e r

Ic

Xb

g r iz x
is t

0r i
w ik
fil
g ris x
1s t

b in
t/e r x
tit/*
fiv *

P it/
b in
t/e r x
tit/*
fiv *

$ rl
w ik

tri

$ri
w ik
fil
g r is x
jis
t/lz
p it/iz
b in z
t/e r x t r i
tit/*

[e]
1*2
1 4 .7
1 5 .5
1 7 .3
1 9 .7
2 8 .3
3 0 .1
4 0 .1
4 4 .7
6 3 .8
6 5 .4
6 7 .2
7 4 .3
8 6 .5

eight
haystack
dairy
pail
paper
bracelet
drain
ways
cake
parents
raise
Mary
afraid
Maine

ext
hex staek
dei
pexl
pexp*
b r e is lit
d r in in
wexz

ext
hex staek
dex9ri
pexl
pei pa1
breislit
drin
wexz
kexk
parents
rexz
m en

p a re n ts
r e iz d
m»x
a fir d

ext
hex staek
dex rx
pexl
pexp*
b r e is lit
d r e in in g
wexz
kexks
parents
re x z d
meTrx
a fx r d
m ein

[«]

1,1 two
7 .7 room
11,6 ro o f
1 2 .7 do
2 0 .3 hoops
2 8 .4 shoes
5 8 .7 cool
6 1 .4 r o o t
8 4 . 6 movi n g

tu
rum
ru f
du
hups
/uz
ruts

tu
rum
ruf
du

tu
rum
ruf
du
hups

kul*
ruts
muvxz

kul*
ruts x
muvi

357
m

2*1
9*3
27.4
50*2
66*2
74*4
89*8
89*8
91*1
95*1
99,7

Tuesday
bureau
new suit
chew
nephew
used to
beautiful
music
sure
dues
humor

Ic

lb

la
tuzdi
bjurouz
nu out
t/o
nef ju
just*

tuzdi
bjurou
nu sut
t/od
nef ju
juste

Jur

/udr
duz

tuzdx
bjurou
nu sut
t/u
nef ju
juste
bjudefel
mjuzxk
/ur
duz
juso*

Eo]
1*1
4*2
5*3
8*4
9*6
11*1
16*6
23.2
9*1
27*1
31*3
32*2
33*6
39*5
54*2
72*5
84.2
95*2
103.4

9*8
14*3
18*1
19.3
70*8
30.8
32*3
39.6
39.8
42*6

four
tomorrow
ago
smoke stack
clothes
door
post
wheelbarrow
sofa
coat
road
home
yoke
slow
stone
shoulder
post office
borrow
whole

kitchen
corn crib
dishes
sifter
here
hill
milk
quick
little
him

four
tamar*
egou
smouk steeks
dour
pous
ail bar
kout
roud
houm
jouk
slou
stoun
/ould*z
poust ofIB
ban
houl

ki t/*n
karn krxb
di /
sift*
hj*
hil
kwxk
1x1
him

four
temars
ogou
smouk staek
dour
pous'k
Allbar* Ailbar
sof*
kout
roud
houm
slou
stoun
/ould*z
poust ofx s
barx
houl

kxt/xn
karn krxb
diT/xz
sift*
hj*
hilz
me^ik
kwxk

u n
him

four
tomar0
sgou
smouk stsek
klouz
dour
poust
wilbar®
soufi
kout
roud
houm
jouk
slou
stoun
/ould*z
poust ofxs
bar a
houl

kxt/xn
karn krxb
dxx/
sift*
hxr
milk
kwxk
li4
him
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[ I ] co n t*

7 1 .7
7 1 *8
5 1 .6
5 8 *6
70*6
9 3 .6

ear
beard
g iv e
w ish
m in u te
year

xx r
b j erd
gxv
w x /t

nu »z

xr .
b je r d
gxv
w x/
m x n it
J ir

[«]
X *2
1*3
1 6 *5
4 6 *1
4 9 *7
64 *8
5 6 .2
56 *2
6 8 *3
68*8
6 9 *4
7 7 *6
9 3 .5

s®v*n &ebip
seven
te ^ n
te n
fs n t s
fe n c e
e ig z
egg
h e lp
h e lp
s h e ll
hed
head
le n s
le ttu c e
d s x n ra l
O e n e ra l
selects1
s e c r e ta r y
m»0kp
Am erican
swet
sweat
M e rry C h ris tm a s
red
le a t h e r

Ic

lb

Xa

sebjp
tx n
fx n ts
exgz
h e lp
/e l
hed
le n s
d3x n * e l
s e k s tn
0 M r 9r n
swet
man krxsmss

xr
b jx r d
w x /t
mi n i t
J x rz

\
seven
tx n
f e x n ts
egz
h e lp
/e l
hedz
le n s
d 3x n r o l
s e k ra te r*
omerokon
swet
m e n krxsi
r e id

[a]
1.8
2*1
4*5
8 .7
10.1
1 9 .7
1 9 *8
20*8
2 1 *7
3 3 .7
3 4 .1
4 8 .8
5 7 ,5
57*7
67*8
7 9 ,1
@2*6
8 3 .1
LOO.6

Jan uary
S a tu rd a y
h a lf past
ashes
p a n try
*>ag
sack
s h a fts
harrow
c a lf
s ta llio n
glass
laughing
can* t
aunt
casket
m a rrie d
dance
chat

d jx n dw e ri
sar&dx
haef pas

mjtz
saks
Jrnvz
h a rd
kBB*f
s tael j on
dims
kexnt
ant
te s k x t
meerxd

dsanowerx
sar&dx s»*dx
has pm'sebqi
aj/zz
pmtrx
bag
sak
Jmvz
h a r*
k » *f
s ta ljo n
glaes
kexnt
ant
k » x skx t
mar0d
daezn ts

d 3«nowerx
sser^di
h® pees
ae/xz
pa1 n t r i
bag
seek
/a * v z
h a r0
1ml#
fttP 4k
s tm ljo n
g l ®*8
l* * fm
kexnt
ant
km1 skx t
meerxd
dmzn ts
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[ ee] cont*

99*1 catch
6*8 chair

Zo

lb

la
lcet/
t/xzr

ket/
t/e^r

ket/
t/»r

born

born

[•]
14,2
16*6
23*5
50*8
63*5
72*2
75*5
17*7
22*6
32*1
33,6
41*4
47*4
68.2
30,3
83*8
87.5
L02.8

barn
barnyard
oar
garden
father
palm
calm
oart

boTrn

fa 5*
paen (of hand)
kiart
(see 29*2)
pat
strap

pots
strop
rock
ox
a^kep
kr&p
crop
cottage cheese
John
vomit
vamz t
college
rod
on
on

kar
kor
ga^rdp
faftfr
fa5&
p®In (of hand)pam
kam
kart
koTrt
(see 39*4)
(see 39*4)
pat
pat
strap
strap
rak
rak
aks®n
aks®nz
kraep
krap
karzdj t/iz
d3an
d 30n
vamz t
vamit
kalzd 3
kalsd 3
rad
on
on

[•]
1.5
2.4
4,2
6.2
6.7
f.5
8,5
9,6
11.7
20.4
33,1
34.3
55.2
60.2
60.6
66,3
73,1
79,1

forty
morning
tomorrow
storm
foggy
frost
log
closet
trough
cork
dog
horse
oranges
frog
moth
orphan
strong
coffin

fori
max rnzn
temar®
storm
fo gz
fros
log
klazzt
trof

fordz
marnin
temare
starm
fo°gz
frost
lo°g
klazzt

f ordi
mornzn
temar®
storm
fo°gz
fros
lo°g
klozits

dog
ho* 8

do®g
ha rs
arindjiz
frogz

dong
hors
arznd 3 iz
froug
mof s
orfon

frog

moB
orfen
stroq
kofzn

orfon
stroi)
kofzn

kofzn
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[ o]

cont.

la
84*2
94*7
94*7
95*2
4.4
18*1
29.7
31*4
48*8
51*5
57*3
64*6
86*1
103*5
46*6
62*8
73*3
86*2
90*3

office
cost
loss
borrow
watch
wash
swamp
fall(s)
water
salt
swallow
daughter
war
always
short
sausage
laurel
awkward
law
haunted

lb

Ic

Of 16
kosti %

Of 18
kost

Of IS
kost

barx
watj
wa/
swop
wo
solt
swaly
dory
wor
oweiz
/art
sosidx
larel (Del,)

bare
watj
woj
awompi
fol
wory
solt
swalyd
dor»
war
owex z
Jartkexk
sosxdi
larel (Bel*)

bars
watj
wa|
swomp
fol
wory
solt
swale
dory
wor
owex s

hirid

loxn ardy
hSrid

sosxd 3
lorel
akwyd
lo p ordy
hontid

[A]
1*5
11*1
16*8
17*2
27*3
30*5
50*5
68*2
68*6
91*7
102*3

hundred
shut
oup
bucket
bulge
gully
mush
uncle
judge
enough
run

hAndyd

hAndyd
j®t
kAp
bAkxt
bold 3
gAll
mAj
Apk}.

Jet
bAkxt
bulds
mAx J
AQki
d 3Adj
nAf
rAn

[u
7*8
33.4
35*2
41*8
46*7
70*8
98*1

foot
bull
wool
bushel
butcher
look here
push

fut
bul
wul
bw/*l
butjy
luk hjy

P»X

hAndrdd
Jet JAt
kep
bAkxt
bAld 3

d3$d3

mAj
A 1334
d 3Ads

dnAf
rAn

rAn

D
fut
bul
wul
bu|®l
butjy
luko hjy
pa/

fut
bul
wul
bu/®l
butjy
luke hxr

P«J
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[*]
Xa
1« 5
2.1
9,5
35.2
41.3
59.5
60*4
64.7
63.4
79.4
101.1
2.1
2.5
46*7
63.5
68.3

IT?

thirty
Thursday
ourtain
our
furrow
squirrel
worm
girl
Colonel
worry
learned

Qact

f*1
SkW3*l
warn
ga^l
kmol
werx

f»*
skw*l
w*m
g»l
k*nel
wen
l*nd

Saturday
afternoon
butcher
father
General

saer*dx
ae^ftamun
but/*
fa 50*
d3xnrol

sarwdx sse*di
aeft*nun
but/*
fa 8*
d3xnwal

8*dx
0*zdx
k*?p

Oszdi
k»?p

Io
Osdi
0*zdx
k*?pz
k»
f»® f*Z
skw*ol
w*m
g»l
k*nel
werx
88BT9dX
ae*ft»nun
but/*
fa5*
d 3inrel

[a i]
1.2
1.7
4.3
4.7
8.7
21.1
31.6
61.3
92.6
93.2
10.5

five
twice
time
while
white
tire
turnpike
spiderweb
whyi
good bye
iron

faxv
twax &
taim
aal kwaxro aal
Max t
tar
tsnpaik

faiv
twais
taim
aa 1
Max t
tar

fa*v
twaxs
ta m
Mai Mai
Max t
tar tar

spardeweb

spa*d*web

gud bar
am

ba1
arn arnxn

gud bax
a m arnxn

orl
b*®lt borlz

oxl
box Id
spoilt
poxzp
d3oint
boxl

t »*]
24.2
46.1
46.8
62.6
72.3
77.6

oil
boiled
spoiled
poisonous
joint
boil
point

0*1
bold exgz
spaxlt
pax zp
d3aint
bail
paxnt

poxzon
d 30 int
borlz

£47
[ a\j]

la
7.1
18.6
21*5
31.1
32.3
33.5
49.6
59.1
78.2
33.3
86.7
101.6

drought
towel
plow
mountain
without
cow
down
owl
proud
out
South
flower

lo

Xb

tail}.
plan
maimt*n
0au?p
kau
aul
praud
aut

taul
plau
mau?p
0&ut
kau
daun
aul
praud
aut

flarz

flarz

taul
plan
mau?p
wxOaut
kau
daun
aul
praud
aut
seoG
flarz

[ «»*]
2.1
5.3
9.1
9.5
17.1
17.2
18.2
18.6
26,6
31.1
43.5
46.6
48.7
55.7
56.2
67.4
70.6
74.6
80.4
85.8
86.5
86.7
36.8
36.8
87.1
90.3

Tuesday
ago
sofa
ourtain
china
bucket
rinses
towel
pretty
mountain
farthest
sausage
coffee
cabbage
lettuce
Mrs.
minute
careless
stomach
government
Massachusetts
Georgia
Missouri
California
Cincinnati
haunted

tuzdi
©gOU

tuzdi
agou

tuzdi
©gou

sof©

soufx

k»?p
tjaxnx
bAkxt
rxntj
tax»l

k*?nz

kr?nz
t Jains
bAkxt
rxnt#

tfarm
bAkxt
rxntj
taul

p?rx

prrx

ma$j?p
frftfr
sosxds
koft
kfflbid3
lens
mx s miziz

maO?p
f©5xst

808Xd3
kofi
tabid 3
lens
mis miziz

minxt
kirlis
s tAmok
gAvmant

kj»lxs
stAmik
gAVwmant

toul
p3KlX
mau?p

ol 3a f*9»
80sxd3
kof x
ksebidj
letxa
miz miziz
rnxjax t
kerli s
atAmak

gAvmant
2Bse8®tJusx ts
d3ordsa

hsSrid

hSr id

talofornj©
tsxnaonast®
hontxd
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[P]
la
1 5 *4
51 • 5
60 * 8
61*3
93*6

pen
pepper
w asp(s)
spiderw eb
Happy Hew Y e a r

Xc

lb
p in
p ep *
waspxz
spaMwweb

pi n
p ep *
wospsxz
spaxdeweb

pm
pep*
WDSp

h»px n ju J i r z

[t]
1*3
1*3
1*4
1.6
2.1
2.1
10.6
14.7
16.2
16.6
17.7
31.1
35.8
36.7
39.8
47.4
100.8

ten
twelve
twenty-seven
first
Tuesday
Saturday
rent
stack
fence
posts
kettle
mountain
trough
setting hen
little
cottage cheese
answer

tin
twelv
twxnx sebjp
f 33
tuzdi
sssr^dx eas'di
rxnt
steak
fxnts
poustxz
ker).
mau?n
trof
setp hxn
lit).

te n
twelv
twxnx sebm
f 38
tuzdi
eaaiwdx
rxnt
steak
tints
pos* X z
mau?n
trofs
setp h m
111

ats*

tin
twelv
twxnx ssb$
f 38
tuzdx
smrwdx
rxntxd
staek
fe nts
poust
ker).
mau?n
trof
setp hxn
h r l
kaerid3 t/iz
aeInts*

[k]
9.6
17.2
17.7
20.1
30.2
33.5
67*7
83.7
101*6
104.1

closet
bucket
kettle
basket
creek
cow
schoolteacher
class
pick
asked

klazit
bAkx t

klazit
bAkx t
kerl
baa1 ski t
krxk
kau
skultitj*
klsBX8
pzk
©* et

taskx t
krxk
kau
skul tit/*
pxk
Hc
BtI^OnV
c
.

klozita
bAkxt
ket;
baeskx t
krxk
kau
skul tit/9
klm*8
aesk

[d]
1.5
16.1
49.1
81.8
96.1

hundred
field
drink
friend
drown

hA.nd»d
fi»l
drAQk
frin
draundxd

hAnd*d
fi*I
driQk
frxn
draundxd

hAndr®d
fil
frxn
draund
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[g]
la
48*8 glas
50*8 garden
64.7 girl

Io

lb
_
ga^rd#
gal

gla*s

0rl
Osri
8*zd i
ha0

0ri
Oadx
Oszdx
har@
baOrum

Oau?n x m
wi5

Out non
wx8

0ri
0*dl
Oazdz
harO
Ys&tQrvun.
Ore/t
wiOaut
wx8

sehip
jestidi
86/XZ
fxnts
rxnt/
rexnz
glass
lens
mx/Se

sevan ss^m
jested1
®/iz
feints
rxnts
rexnz
gla^s
letis
mi/: 9

/rAQk

/rAQk

dlffia gablxt
gal gsel frxn
[8]

1.1
1,5
2*1
8*2
18*6
42*1
32*3
32.3

three
thirty
Thursday
hearth
bath
thrashed
without
with

cfl]
1*2
3*7
8*7
16*2
18,2
39,2
48,3
56,2
100*5

seven
yesterday
ashes
fence
rinse
reins
glass
lettuce
miss you

s©v*n setup
xstadx
®/xz
fxnts
rxnt/
rexnz
dl®s
lerxs
mi/:o

[/]
27,7 shrank
20*8 shafts
54,8 shrivel

/rAQk
/«fs

/rsv!J>
[h]

12,3
14.3
20,6
21,7
35,6

heard
corn house
hammer
harrow
hog

hird
karn haua
ham»
horx
ho°gz

hird
karn haus
kjBBWIflZ
fwllWr
har*
houg

hvd
haus
hssma
har®
houg
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[*]

4*3
4*7
23*2
33*2
44*3
92*6
31.3

-what time
while
wheelbarrow
whoal
white, wheat
whyi
wharf

aatjaxm
ail
ail bar®
aou*

le

lb

la

MAtiazm
aal aal
allbar1 allbar
houg
alt

warf

AAtSaxm
aal
wllbar®
wou:
wit
warf

[w ]
1*3
1.4
4.4
4.6
13# 3
35.2
57.3
60.3
6 7.7

twelve
twenty
watch
quarter
work
wool
swallow
wasp
woman

twelv
twxnx
wat/
kworre
w»k
wul
swal&
wosp
wAmen

twelv
twxnx
wat/
kwarrw
wrk
wul
swal&d
waspxz
wSmon

twelv
twexnx
wat/
kwa rra
w?k
wul
swale
w4sp
WAman

sebip

seven sev^n
lev9n lebip
ivnxn

[T]
1.2
1.3
2.7
51.6
90*1

seven
eleven
evening
give me
devil

s$vs-n
elebqi
ivnin
gxv mx
dev®l

ivnxn
gx mx
devel

devj

[8 ]
25.7 them
32*3 with
63*5 father

5xm

8xm
wx5
fa&fr

3xm
wx8
fa8w

lag
klazit
plau
lxl
dims

lo°g
klazit
plau
Ixrl
glSBS

flar

klaBxs
flarz

lo®g
klozxts
plau
lxrl
gl®*s
l»*fxn
kl®*8
flarz

faft»

[I**]
6.5
9*6
21.5
39.8
48.8
57.5
83.7
101.6

log
clothes closet
plow
little
glass
laughing
class
flower

lebip.
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[ ^l]

X* 3 twelve
field
17.3 pail
18* 4 towel
19.4 funnel
23.2 wheelbarrow
30*8 hill
33*4 hull
49*7 help yourself
61*5 salt
54*8 walnut
61.5 elm
103.5 always

Ic

lb

la

twelv
twelv
f 11
fi®i
pexl
pexl
taul
taul
fA*4
ailbar1 rilbar
ailbar®
hilz
hil
bul
bul
help j^self
help jaself
solt
salt
wolnAts
w o r m ts
aelem (tree)
oweiz
0W6XZ

twelv
fil
pexl
taul
fan).
wilbar®
bul
help j^self
solt
wolnat
elm
oweiz

Cr~]
1.1
7.5
10,4
11.6
11.7
14.3
18,2
23,8
26,8
27,7
31,5
59,1
62,3
64,3
78,2
96.1
26 *6

three
frost
broom
roof
trough
corn crib
rinses
grease
apron
shrank
road
screech
strawberry
children
proud
drown
pretty

#rl
froe
brum
ruf
trof
karn krib
r*nt|
griz
expens
/rAijk
rovd
skrutj
stroberx z
t/ila»n
praud
draundxd
pen

Ori
frost
brum
ruf

Ori
froB
brum
ruf

karn krxb
T in ts
griz
expen
JfrAQk
roud
skutj
strobcriz
t/xldwn
praud
draundxd
p^rx

karn krxb
rxnts
grisx
exp»n
JrAJjk
roud
ekrutj
stroberxz
tjxldren
praud
draund
pan

bjurou
har*
•sxg^'ets
tjerx tri
strobsrxz
parents
emAr®k®n
m®r®d
grousri
barx

bjurou
har®
sxgw'ets
t/erx tri
stroberx
parents
ernereken
mar id
grousri
bare

[ *■:
9.3
21.7
57,4
62.1
62,3
63,8
69,4
82,6
94.2
95*2

bureau
harrow
cigarette
cherry tree
strawberry
parents
American
married
grocery
borrow

bjurouz
har®
•signets
tjerx tri
stroberxz
parents
m»®kp
masrxd
grous»x
bar®
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[ “*r ]
Xa
1*1
8,8
11,3
14,2
14,3
23,5
67,8
70.5
70.7
71.7
71.8
74,3
86,1

four
chair
clapboard
barn
corn
car
your aunt
far off
far
ear
beard
scared
war

lb

18.5
32.7
57,3
58,3
86,2

wash
after
swallow
ought
law and

four
four
t/®r
t/exr tS& t/x r
we5»bourdz
weBwbourdp
born
bsJrn born
karn
karn
kar
kor
j»5ant
JwXaent
far:of
far:of
h&u f»
far
xr
XT
bjxrd
bjerd
ski rd
ekird
war
wor

four
t/xTr
wAftvbourdp
bsfrn
kdrn
jabsent
f*:og
x^r
bjerd
skx^rd
wor

[
wo/
®ft»
swal»
ot

Xo

r]
wo/
seftap>
swala*d
ot
I d xn ard*

wa/
m *ft&
swale
ot
lo p ordo

Chapter V
PHONETIC FEATURES OF NANTICOKE SPEECH
This chapter is based on the word lists arranged
according to phonemes in Chapter IV,

The pronunciation

of the phonemes by each group of informants will be analyzed
In the order in which the phonemes are listed.

The three

groups of Informants will be designated as*
Group
I - Nanticok© Informants
Group II -r Negro informants
Group III - White Informants
The pronunciation of the Nantlcokes will be compared with
that cf the Negro and white groupsf and conclusions will be
drawn.

Findings will be summarized at the end of the chapter.

2?9
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Group It
The pronunciation of [i] by the group as a whole is
standard and consistent*

There is no lengthening of

the [i].
Group lit
There is no lengthening of the [I].
Group III:
The [i] is lengthened by all informants.

It is

pronounced as a rising diphthong in which the first
element is a lowered form of the basic sound, thus*
[ ii].

Three is pronounced [£ryil] by all informants,

greasy [grv iizi], beans [bvlinz], and teacher
[tyi i t M .
Conclusions:
In respect to [i], Nanticok© and Negro pronunciation
are alike.

Neither group lengthens the sound, and

both groups lack the drawl resulting from the lengthened
[i] in the pronunciation of the whit© informants.
[•]
Group I»
[e] is not found alone.

It is found in the diphthong

[ex], which is common in most English dialects.

Several

variations occur.

la w d

Ic pronounces dairy [dexn ] .

lb pronounce drain [drin].
and Ic [efird].
Ib [mex]«

Ib pronounces afraid [efird],

Ia and Ic pronounce Mary [meri], and

Parents is pronounced [parents] by Ib and Ic,
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and [par®nts] by la*
Group II*
lej is found in the diphthong [ex] •
variations*

There are a few

Informant Ila pronounces drain [drin] *

IIa and lib pronounce parents [pseronts] » and lie
[perents] •

All three informants pronounce Ma.ry [men] *

Group III*
All three white informants substitute [el for the
first element in the diphthong [ex] and pronounce cake
[keikj, ate

[ext] > ways [weiz], and hav [hex] •

and IIIc pronounce d^aia [drviln].

Ilia

All three informants

pronounce parents with jje] but drawl the pronunciation
to [paeaonts].

Marv is pronounced [me»x[ by Ilia and

Illb, and [men]

by IIIc.

Afraid is pronounced

[sfxed] by Ilia*

Canglualjpas*
Nanticoke and Negro pronunciation are alike in
the pronunciation of [ex] «

Both differ from

the white group in this respect*

In the pronunciation

of white informants [ex] replaces Jex] •
Informants in all groups pronounce parents [parents],
Mary jmerx] 9 and dairy [derx] *

Instances of

the same substandard sound substitution occur
in each group* [i] for [ei] in drM** ^hd afraid*
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[u]
Group It
The pronunciation of [u] is the normal high-back
rounded sound,

Boof is pronounced [ruf], but

hoops [hups].
Group lit
Hoops is pronounced [hups] by Xla and lib, but
[hups] by lie.

To is pronounced [tou] by informants

lib and lie in the expressions sick to his stomach
and d u c k to him*

It is interesting to consider

whether this pronunciation may not be a relic of
American colonial speech,^

The writer*s attention, in this connection, has
been drawn to Benjamin Franklin's writings concerning his
proposed system for reformed spelling. Speech Monographsy
Volume 1? Bo, l f l9M)y contains an essay by C. M, Wise
entitled "Benjamin Franklin As A Phonetician,M Wise draws
his material from Political Miscellaneous and Philosophical
Pieces,edited by Vaughn, and published in London in 1779,
The essay contains photostatic plates of Franklin's alphabet
and its related material on phonetics transcribed in Franklin's
own symbols. The table for the pronunciation of the phonetic
characters in his Scheme £ o r a flew J ^ p M hftfc
& Reformed
Mode pf Spelling described his symbol [ol as sounded in the
word old* M s letterr dated London, 1768. to Miss Mary
Stevenson concerning his scheme and its advantages, is written
in the symbols of the phonetic system which he devised. In
the course of the 3?tter Franklin transcribes the preposition
to [to] no less than nineteen times, surely too often to
admit the possibility of error in transcription. It would
seem, therefore, that the preposition was so pronounced, at
least by Franklin himself, and as Wise points out, probably
by middle and upper class Americans of the Eighteenth
century. Quite possibly the pronunciation of to [tou]
sometimes heard in rustic speech today is a vestige of
Franklin's day.

Group lilt
The

is tense and fronted in the pronunciation

of all three informants.

Informant I H b lengthened

the vowel in the pronunciation of room, roof and roots.
thus*

[jtfwta],

pronounced with

[rv «tf], and [r»v«>t8] .2
u

by

H p p h s is

all three informants* Xllb

and IIIc pronounce it with an off-glide [©], thus#
[h\i®psj*
Conclusions#
Nanticoke and Negro pronunciation of £uj are alike.
Both pronounce the normal highrback rounded vowel.
In this respect both groups differ from the white
group, which pronounces a tense and fronted [Vj.

With

one exception in the Negro group, informants in all
(

three groups pronounce hoops with [v]* Negro and
Nanticoke pronunciation of roof is consistently [rufj,
but two out of three of the white informants pronounce
it with ju].

Group II
All informants pronounce [a] in dues, new, suit, and
Tuesday.
Group II#
Informant H e

says jjnju sut].

In every other instance,

•it will be remembered from the introduction to Chapter
IV of this study that Lowman does not adhere to the oustom of
placing the shift signs after the vowel.
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the pronunciation is £u] in dues* new* suit* and
Tuesday*
Group m i
M X Jaaffiteants use [u]

in £&£§, ugH a u .it. and Tuesday.

£8SS3aM££MM
A l l informants in the three groups use [ u ] in
duaat &£&» auit, and Tuesday except M e

who pronounces

USB [ n ju ] .

Group I t
In unstressed final positions £! is pronounced
either as [a-] or jjt], or is entirely omitted*

Ib

pronounces iswaXXSm as [tsmare], la and Ic as [tamar8] .
Wheelbarrow is pronounced as [milbar3] by la, as jjailbar9^
by Ic, and as both [ailbar1^ and [ailbcr] by Ib*
Borrow is pronounced [ban'] by la and Ib, and [bare]
by Ic.

All informants customarily use the diphthong

[ou] in stressed positions*

(But see sofa below.)

flmake is pronounced £smouk] , coat jjfcout] $ and slow [slou] •
Group II*
This group also pronounces unstressed ow as £e]
or

, or omits the sound altogether, as in lie's

pronunciation of wheelbarrow [wilbarj,

Tomorrow

is pronounced [tamaro], and borrow either Lbar1] or
[bar3].

A l l informants use the diphthong ^9^3

stressed positions, as in smoke |]smouk], except lie,
who pronounce a ago [ago] and gofa [sAf a] *
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Group III)
This group| too* gives the final unstressed o$r
the pronunciation [i] or tel*

Borrow la pronounced

[ticrx] or [bare]t and tomorrow [t^mara]*

In stressed

syllables the diphthong is pronounced with varying
degrees of fronting*

Boad is heard as[r<oud] and

[r^ud], yoke as E^eiik], [jeuk] and [j<ouk]*

This

fronted diphthong is a marked characteristic of white
Sussex speech at this level.

Ihe tendency may have

drifted South from Philadelphia where, according to
this writer1s personal experience, the sound is often
heard *
Conclusions:
All three groups ardalike in that they pronounce
the final unstressed ow as [i3 or [a]*

Sometimes the

stress is so slight that the sound is hardly percep
tible*

Ifegro and Hanticoke pronunciation of the

diphthong [ou] in stressed positions are alike*
Both groups are unlike the white group, which uses a
fronted [<01)3

ot

[eu] in stressed syllables.

Group It
When fo] occurs In a syllable of secondary stress f
the allophone [iJ is used*

Kitchen is pronounced

and minute ['rain,it] by all informants*

26^

[i] Is tense and approaches [1] In dish and fish.
Informant la pronounces these two words [dlJ-] and
[flj).

Ib pronounces dishes as [dfjn], and la as

[di'ji*].
Beard is pronounced as [bjel~rd] by la and Ib, and
here as [hjs].

Ia pronounces year [j?].

Ic, in

unguarded speech, shows the same tendency to pro
nounce here and year with the central retroflex !>]«►
Groups11s
When

i

occurs in a syllable of secondary stress,

the allophone [i] is used.

Kitchen is pronounced

['ki.tjin], and minute [ #rain,it]*

[i] is tense and

approaches [i] in disha eart and beard in the pro
nunciation of this group, thuss

[dixj], [x^r],

[bi^rd].
Informants H a and lib pronounce here with [ *],
thuss

[hjaO, [Biajs]*

Group Ills
When

|i| occurs in & syllable of secondary stress,

the allophone [x] is used, but in a slightly lowered
form.

III a and Illb pronounce minute, as [hain.i^t]

and [ ,mxn.i'/t], respectively, and Illb and IIIc pro
nounce kitchen [ 'ki, t Ji^n],
The pronunciation of disfr by Ilia is

and by

Illb, [di./].
Ilia pronounces New Years as [n*u>]* and Illb, as
» *3#

Ilia pronounces beard [bj^d].

SanslMgim’
Nanticok© and Negro use of [i ] in syllables of
secondary stress, as in

t/in], is more marked

than in the pronunciation of the white group*
Instances of a tense [i], approaching [i], in the
pronunciation of dish, fish, beard* and ear, occur
in all three groups.

Instances of the central retro

flex [5 ] in the pronunciation of year, here, and
beard, occur in all three groups#

Group Is
[1] is commonly substituted for [e] in ten, fence
and general.

In the few exceptions it may be

questioned whether the raised [e] is not really closer
to [1], as in la's [ t e n ] and Ic's [f ents]*

The

pronunciation of egg is, in two out of three cases,
[eig]* and Ic pronounces red [reid],

American is

pronounced [m^knj by la and [ a m A r ^ ^ ] by Ib,

Merry

is pronounced [m?i] by Ib*
Group II:
[1 ]

is substituted for [e] in ten, fence and

general.
[eig],

Two out of three informants pronounce egR

lib pronounces American [mATekn],

nounces merry with [s]*

H

e

pro*
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Group IIIi
[x] la not substituted for [i] by white informants
*n JtSfi* £&nce and generalt but the [e] commonly
appears with an off^glid© [e], as in [te9n], [feants],
[s6®van]f [m>eaM]f [s6krite*x] and even [s9Ag]#

There

is no instance of the substitution of [©i] for [e]|
nor of [i] for [e]*

Soaslasiaas*
Negro and Nanticoke pronunciations are alike In
that both groups commonly substitute [i] for [e]
in tent fence r and generaly the majority of both
substitute [ex] for [e] in ealpf and both tend to
centralise the vowel in American and merry.

These

substitutions do not appear in the pronunciations of
the white group to such a marked degree*

The white

group uses the off*glide [e] in conjunction with C® 3
in [te9n]f [seav®n]* [JeaJ], etc** and this pronun
ciation is not characteristic of the Negro and
Nanticoke groups*

Group li
This group uses a vigorous and unnasalised [»]•
It becomes diphthongized under stress as in calf and
casketf which are pronounced [k»If] and [km*'skxt]»
There are several sound substitutions for [«],

[e] is

substituted by all informants in catch* which is
pronounced [ket/3*

Can*t is pronounced [keint] by
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all Informants.

Harrow Is pronounced with [aj and

ends variously, as [h ard] , [har1] , or [har*] •

There

is one instance of jVj for [se] in la*s pronunciation
°£ January as [d3in9werx] .
[tji£r],

Chair is pronounced as

[tjt*r], and [tjaerf *

There is one instance

of £.o] in aunt.
Croup lit
A clear and unmistakable £af| is usually pronounced
by this group, as in ftghftg [se/xz], bag [baeg"] and sack
[saek].

Calf, casket, dance, and laughing, however,

are diphthongized to [keexfj, [k©*skxt],
and jl»xfxn|.

[daeIntsj,

patch is pronounced [ketj] by all

informants, and can*t [kemt] *
instance of Tant] for aunt.

There is one

Two informants pronounce

s h aii [tjir].

Group lilt
The [«] is most frequently given an off-glide
01 by this group.

Half, shafts, calf, aunt, and

dance, for instance, are by a majority pronounced
§ [jf®*9r»],

C ° i s

[km*9f], [ae*9nt], and [dae*ants].

pronounced jketj] by all informants, and

can11 [kemt] •

There is one instance of chafr

pronounced [tjir] and one of January pronounced
jd3inow*i] •
Conclusions!
All three groups pronounce a vigorous [as].

The

Negro and Nanticoke informant's diphthongize the stressed
sound to [ee1! , as in [kaexfj and [k»*sktt].

The white

group adds an off-glide ["a], as in [k889f], and
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The same substitutions occur, approximately, in all
three groupsi
> i ] for [*1 in ssa»i
for [ si in
: 3 for [ 8bj in chair and January,

[<■]
Group Is
The [a jj is not unusually lengthened in the speech
of this group*

There is a tendency to substitute

[o] for [a] preceding [r]*
pronounce barn as [born]*
and cart [koTrt]#

All three Informants
Ib pronounced car [kar]

[m] is substituted for [a] in

crop, pronounced [krmp] by la and Ib#

The same two

informants speak of the nalrn of the hand as the [pmn],
but this is probably a case of folk etymology rather
than vowel substitution*

Ic pronounces strop [strap]*

Group lit
The [a] is not unusually lengthened in the speech
of this group#

There is a tendency to substitute [a]

for [a] preceding [r]#
by all informants#

Barn Is pronounced [born]

lie pronounces yard as [Jard],

and lib says [gordn] for garden, but
the pronunciation of all Informants#

is [k#r] in
Strop is

pronounced [strap], and crop [krmp] by lib and lie*
Group Ills
The substitution of a raised and rounded vowel
for [ a] preceding [r] Is

very marked In the speech of

this group, and the resultant sound Is diphthongized
by an off*gllde retroflex [ 9]#

Barn, £&£, and garden
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are pronounced [bran], [kD*], and [goadr*] by all
informants,

Ca^m is pronounced with [a] by all three

and iteen as [stfc^aep] and cron as [kr p] by Ilia*
Two informants speak of the [pan] of the hand*
Conclusions i
All three groups are alike in the substitution of
[o] or [n] for [a] preceding [r], but the substitution
is diphthongised and altogether more marked in the
speech of the white group.

The same substitution of

[ae] for [a]t as in [kaaa] for [kam] and [krap] for (krap]|
occurs in the pronunciation of all three groups*
[o]
Group It
The use of [o] is unstable*

In the speech of Xa,

logf dog. frogf and fojagy are pronounced with a strong
[o], but the vowel in these words is so strongly
colored by [o] in the speech of Ib and Ic that I
have transcribed foggy as [fo°g ] and loff as [lo°g]*
Ic pronounces dog and frog emphatically as [doug]
and [froug]*

There is frequent substitution of [a]

for £o] in morning, storm. M im X t and £g£&, which are
pronounced [marnm]* [starm], C/art], and [karn]*
pronounces war as [war]*
[hmrid].

la pronounces hauflted as

Borrowt is w O S M * S&9M&it

swallow, and orange are usually pronounced with [a]
by this group*
Informants*

Water Is pronounced [wore] by all

Ib
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Group l i t
FfOff and foft are pronounced with an emphatic [o] by
all informants| but lo^: and dog are pronounced [lo°g]
and [do°g] by JXa and IIbt
for [o] in a S O A M i

The substitution of [a]

storm, and short occurs, but

not to such a marked degree as in the pronunciation
of the Hantlcoke group*

All three informants say

[mctrnxn], but there is only one instance of [starm]
for fstorm] and only one of [Jart] for [Jort]*
Haunted is pronounced as [hantid] by Xla, as [hsentid]
by lib, and as [h^ntid] by XXo*

Borrowr tomorrowT

slaaati ^Qfe» zMh* MmUwi

$ m m are usually

pronounced with [a]*

All informants pronounce water

as [wor*]*
Group XIXl
Lowman’s transcription of the pronunciation by white
informants of fog* log, dog, and frog, describes
the vowel as a lengthened [o] or [o]*
of [o] is Indicated in the sound*

Ho presence

But I have heard

a cultivated Sussex lady pronounce frog, dog* and frog
quite emphatically as [houg], [doug], and [froug]*
Swallow* watch* barrow* and tomorrow are usually
pronounced with [a], but closet, orange, and wash
are pronounced with [t>].

Morning and storm are

pronounced with [ o] by all informants, and water
with either [cA] or [o]*

There is one case of [m] for

[ o] in Ilia’s pronunciation of haunted as [hssiti^d]*
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Ssmlsslsass
Nanticoke and Negro pronunciation of logr dogr frog*
and foggy are alike in that these words ar© pronounced
with £o] colored by [o], but this characteristic is
stronger in the Nanticoke group than in the Negro group*
There is a substitution of [a] for [o] in both groups
in the pronunciation of morning* stormt shortt and
cornr but this substitution occurs in fewer instances
in the Negro group*

Both Negro and Nanticoke groups

pronounce borrowt tomorrow* closet* watch* washT and
swallow with [a]*
Both Negro and Nanticoke groups differ from the
white group in that the latter uses a f&irly con
sistent [ t>] in its pronunciation of words listed under
[o]*

Like the other two groups, however, the white

group pronounces swallow* watch* borrow, and tomorrow
with [a]*
All three groups are alike in their pronunciation
of water as [wot*]#
Instances of [ae] for [ o] in haunted occur in all
three groups*
[a ]

Group It
Ordinarily there are no substitutions for [a ]*
However, shut is pronounced [jet] by all informants*
Ic pronounces it [JAt] in guarded speech.
is pronounced [d3£d3] by Ib*
[d3es]#

Judge

la pronounce® .lust

Bulge is pronounced fbuldj] by the majority*
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Mush is diphthongised by Iaf thuss

[bia 1!]*

Group III
Three substitutions for [ a ] are heard in the speech
of this group*

Shaft is pronounced [jet] by two

informants, JjagSS M 3ed3] by lib, bulge [buLd3] by
two informants, and [bold3] by the third*
Group III*
[ e]

is substituted for [ a ] in shutT pronounced

[Jet] by two informants*

Jud^e is pronounced [d3ed3]

by one, bulge is pronounced [buld3] by two, and
[buld3] by one*
fignsiagi2M*
All three groups are alike in their pronunciation of
[ a ].

The same substitutions occur in each groups

[ e] for [ a ] in shut and .judge, and [u] and [u] for
[ a ] in bulge.

Group Xs
[u] is used in the normal manner by the group*
There is only one substitution for the sound [ u]
in the pronunciation of this group.

Push is pro

nounced [puJ] by Informants la and Xb*
Group IX8
There are no substitutions for [u]»
Group III*
The informants in this group frequently use the
off-glide [ e) with [u] before [1]*

Ilia and IIIc

pronounce ball [bu®l]. Ilia and Illb pronounce wool
[ wual] .

Ilia pronounced butcher

[b

•

Conclusions!
Tittew awe generally no substitutions for [ u ] in
the speech of any of the three groups.

The Hanticoke

and white groups show one instance each ofiM
push and butcher.

in

The white groups use of the off~

glide [ a| with | u ^ before [ 1 ] » as in bull [|bvsl]t
is not chargeterictic of Hegro and Hanticoke pronun~
elation*

Group IS
Stressed syllables spelled £&£» j££» ir> or. our.
u r f and

xe

are# almost without exception# pronounced

[»] by this group*

Squirrel, worga# and girl#

for instance9 are pronounced
by all informants.

fekwsl]]# [warn], and [fesl]

One exception occurs.

All

informants pronounce worry [w»i].
Unstressed syllables consisting of [r] preceded
by any orthographic vowel are pronounced [»] by
this group.

Afternoon and fcutfihfiXf for instance)

are pronounced EaeIftwnun] and [butja*].
occurs.

One exception

Ia and Ic pronounce general Cdjinrol]*

Group II!
Stressed syllables spelled ear, er# ir> or# our# ur#
yx are# with two exceptions# pronounced
lib pronounces worry [wAri ]# and lie [weri ]•
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Unstressed syllables consisting of [ r ]]preceded
by any orthographic rowel are pronounced [a>]*

The

only exception is the pronunciation of general as
[d3enrdl] by lie and as [djinrol] by lib and lie*
Group III:
Stressed syllables spelled ear* er* ir* or, pur* ur*
and yr are almost always pronounced [»]*

The only

exceptions were Ilia’s pronunciation of worm [wse*ram ]
of worry [wi»f]*
Unstressed syllables consisting of [r] preceded
by any orthographic vowel are pronounced[*].

The

only exceptions are Ill’s pronunciation of general as
[d3*n}.]# and 1116's as [djenral]*
Conclusions;
All three groups are alike in their pronunciation
of stressed syllables spelled ear* er* ir* or* our*
ur* and yg*
case*

All groups pronounce [a] in almost every

One exception common to all groups is the

pronunciation of yoyrv as [wArxJil* or [wifriiNor [wen J.
All three groups are alike in their pronunciation
of unstressed syllables consisting of [r]r preceded
by any orthographic vowel*

All pronounce [y] with

one exception common to all groups:

general pronounced

as [d3®nral] or [dsinrolj .

Group I t
[a] is frequently substituted for [ai] in the
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pronunciation of this group*

five, twice, time, white,

and spider are pronounced [faif],

[twais],

[taimj, [mait]

and [spaxda] by all informants, but informant Ib weakens
the second element in the diphthong, thus!

[taxn] .

WhilQ* tire * and ixon, however, are pronounced with
[a] by all informants, thus:

[aal], [tar], and [arnj*

As &n instance of inconsistency, Ic pronounces puite
A yhilfl as [kwairo mgI] .

Group IIS
The same instances of deviation from [ ai] occur in
this group as in the Nanticoke group*
ppen&nai&ed

[wahl] by Ila and

wal

While is

by lie*

Tire

is pronounced [tar] by all three informants, and iron
[arn]*
Group Ills
The diphthong in five and white in the pronunciation
of this group is [a<?e] * and the words are pronounced
[fa-/er] and

[ta?em]*

Tire is pronounced

[ta1*] by Illb, and [_to*] by IIIc*

[i® • §] by Ilia,

Ironing is pronounced

[oynxn] by Ilia and IIIc, and [ae* m n ] by Illb*
Conclusions:
Negro and Nanticoke informants pronounce a clear

[ai] diphthong in five# twice, time, white, and spider*
But the only instances of the occurence of the [ai]
in the speech of the white informants Is in the
pronunciation of twice [twais] and white [wait]*
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Usually the second element of the diphthong is
lowered to [e] in the speech of the white group.
All three groups substitute [a] or [t>] for [ax] in
tire and iron.
[**]
Group I:
Substitutions for [ox] are frequent in the speech
of this group.

Informant la pronounces spoiled,

poiaon» Joint, boil, and point as

pax It] ,

[paxzpjt [d3axnt]» [bail], and [paint].
h ai-leA a s m

eigz] .

He pronounces

Informant Ic uees a consistent

[ 01] in all the words mentioned.

She ia the youngest

and best educated of the group.
Group II;
Substitutions for[oi]
group,

occur in the speech of this

[ax] is substituted in spoil, poison, Joint,

boil and point.

Informant lie pronounces gilt boil,

spoil as[odl] , [bo3l] f and [spoal] •
Group III;
This group shows great variety in the pronunciation
of words usually pronounced with [ox].

Oil is

pronounced [oil] by all informants» but boiled is
pronounced [barest] and [b^oi-ld].

The [01] is used

frequently in the pronunciation of informants Illb
and IIIc in the two words boll and spoil.

Poison

is pronounced variously as [parzn]» [poi^zp] and
[paezp] •
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Conclusion:
All three groups are characterized by great variety
in the pronunciation of words usually pronounced
with [oi]*

It is difficult to say which substitutions

are common to all groups,

there are examples of [ax]

in P°iB°n and joint in all three groups*

Neither the

K&nticoke nor Hegfo group uses [ox], in boil and spoil*

Group I:
The group as a whole is consistent in i t s use of a
standard [au].

There are two exceptions*

The word

flowers is pronounced as [flarz] by la and lb*
and as [flarz] by Ic*

Lc pronounces ffp.u_th as

[seiio]* showing Virginia influence*
Group l i t
With two exceptional this group is consistent in
its pronunciation of [au]*

Flowers is pronounced

as [flarz] by IIa» and as [flarz] by H e .

Out is

pronounced as [sut] by Ilbj showing Virginia influence*
Group III:
The first element of the diphthong is a raised
and tense [«"]» and most words usually pronounced
with [«tr] feye pronounced with[ae#u] by this group*
Cow* down-, and out* for example are pronounced as
[kse#u]f

[dae'un] and [ae'vt]*

The [an] is occasionally

heard* as in IIIc*s [s^au^]* and [praudj •
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C onclusions*
9

The Manticoke and Hegro groups are alike in their
consistent use of the standard [au],

Both groups

have one deviation in common, the pronunciation of
flowers as [flora] or [flora]#

The two groups

show Virginia influence by one example each, 10*8
pronunciation of South as [se@€l] and I I V s pronunciation
out as [out]•

The white group uses the diphthong

[®*u] in words usually pronounced with [au]#

This

pronunciation is not characteristic of Nantlcoke or
Hegro speech#
I*]
Group I t
In positions where either [a] or [x] may be expected,
[x] is almost always used#

&&&&££» EXw M .9

and rinses, for instance, are pronounced [lens],
[minit],

[bAkitJ, and [rintsxaj by all informants*

There is one exception In Ic's pronunciation of
Cincinnati [tjinsansst®] #

[x] is sometimes used

where more nearly standard speakers use [e] •

Stomach

is pronounced as [stAmikj , china as [t/axni] , and
aofa aa [soufij by lb, la, and Ic respectively*
Group IIS
In positions where either [a] or [i] may be
expected, [i] is used*

The only instance of the

substandard use of [i] occurs in the pronunciation
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o f G eo rg ia as [d * a x rd xt]

by IIaf and as [ d 3o rd 3i]

by lib.
Group Illi
This group uses a slightly lowered form of the sound

^i] in a majority of positions where either [a] or
[i] may be expected*

Lettuce* for instance* is pro

nounced [lerxvs] by MIX informants* and Mrs* either
£m*3tYs] or [mvx0aiv»]•

Exceptions occur*

Illb and

Ille pronounce cabbages [kmbidjos] » and IIIc pro-*
nounces careless [ksrlesj •

There are several instances

of the exchange of [x] for [e]*

Ilia and Illb pro-r

nounce Georgia [d$«*d3i] * and Illb and IIIC pronounce
Mi8spuri [mozsuvo] and [mszuaraj respectively! Ilie
pronounces Massachusetts [massot/uras] , and Cincinnati
[sxntsenm^re] ♦
Conclusions:
The Hanticoke and Negro groups are alike in that
almost always they use [i] in position® where either

[x] or £ej may be expected.

Very few exceptions

oceur in the speech of either group#

The white

group uses [iv]in positions where either [x] or [a]
may be expected*
[ej and j^aj for

The white group exchanges [ij for
in more instances than the

Hanticoke or Hegro groups*
P
Group Is
^ is pronounced in the ordinary manner of standard
speeoh and in the positions in which It is found
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there#

It is not omitted#

It is present* for

instance* in the pronunciation of wasps* where
the consonant cluster [spej Is required# although
the pronunciation of the cluster may "be substandard
or distorted*

la pronounces wasps as ^wospsiz]# lb

as [waspjz] and Ic as [jnrosp]*
Group IIS
jp is usually pronounced in the ordinary manner of
standard speech and in the positions in which it is
found there*

One instance of its omission is noted#

IIo pronounces

mm [ m ] .

[t] is substituted for [p]

in wasp by informants Ila and lib# who pronounce it
[wost] •
Group IIIJ
p is usually pronounced in the ordinary manner
of standard speech and in the positions in which it
is found there*

One instance of its omission is

noted in IIIb!s pronunciation of

[wp^as].

£LOJUiliialnns:
All three groups are alike in that p is usually
pronounced in the ordinary manner of standard speech
and in the positions in which it is found there#

There

is no instance of its omission in the speech of the
Hanticoke group*

One instance each occurs# however*

in the Hegro and white groups*

Ho Instance occurs

in Hanticoke speech of the substitution of [ t] for
[p] » but such an instance does occur in Hegro speech*
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M
Group li
Medial [t] is altogether omitted in little#
pronounced as [ill] toy Iaj in twenty* pronounced
as [twini] toy all three informants? and in Saturday#
pronounced as [sm#di^ toy lb#

When not omitted

entirely# medial -J is so slight and so weakly
aspirated that it becomes identical with [r]#
as in Xa and Xto*s pronunciation of Saturday as
[s®r»di]* and Ic's oronunciation of little as
In the pronunciation of mountain as [ ma(»?n] by all
three informants# tooth the [n] arid the [t] are
omitted! the [ n ] is absorbed in the nasalised [au]
and the [t] is replaced by a glottal stop,

[tj following

[s] is omitted by all three informants in first,
pronounced as [fssj# and in posts# pronounced toy la
an

[pos*xz].

Group XX!
In the pronunciation of this group# medial [t] is
omitted toy all three informants in twenty# pronounced
[twin/].

Jinal [t] is omitted toy all three in

fixai# pronounced [ f 3*o] •

Medial t is voiced toy all

informants in Saturday, pronounced [sssd^dx] # and
is replaced by a glottal stop in H a ' s pronunciation
of

mountain as [mau?nj.
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Group XIX$
Informants XXXa and H i e pronounce twenty as
[twsni] and [twenei] , omitting the medial [t]*
The final [t] is omitted in the plural, poets* hy
all three informants*

IIIh and XIIc lengthen the

[si to compensate for the omitted [t] and pronounce
—
3
the word [povss]•
The [rj is found in medial
position in little, Saturday, and kettle, pronounced
[lirj] * [omrapdzj , and [kerj].
Conclusions?
All groups are alike in the occasional omission
of medial and final [V[* hut cases of such omission
are more numerous in Hanticoke and Negro pronunciation
than in white pronunciation*
M
Group Is
[k] is pronounced, in almost all cases, in the
usual manner*

One exception is noted#

In the pro

nunciation of asked, la and Ic omit the ft] in the
required consonant cluster, and Ih omits the [k]*
The word is thus pronounced [ask] or [©*st]j*

la

palatalizes the [V] in his pronunciation of cart
[fc,artQ.

lowman repeats the symbol to denote plural elonga—
tion# In Lowman's transcription [pouss][ Is the equivalent
of the writer's [pous*] •

Group lit
k ia generally pronounced i n the usual manner*
Three cases of metathesis occur in connection with
£k] in the pronunciation of lie*

He pronounces

[bistik], c&ekst [taeetik] , and basket
[bae*etikj*

Asked is pronounced as [«ak] by H a

I E bt and as jjeJst] by lie*
Group H i t
k is generally pronounced in the usual manner*
Two deviations occur.

Ilia pronounces basket [bas’stitj*

substituting [t] for [k]*

Illb pronounces basket

[bse*sk^it], palatalizing the

k *

QsmslM&ism&t
All groups are alike in that k is generally
pronounoed in the usual manner*
occur*

A few exceptions

The Hegro and Hanticoke groups are alike

In that both tend to omit either the [t] or the
[k] in the [ekt] consonant cluster.

Substitution

ocf [t] for [k] occasionally occurs in all three
groups*

Occasionally a palatalized [ kj] occurs*

Hanticoke informant la pronounces cart [Jsyart] and
wf

white informant Illb pronounces basket [b»*ekjit]*

Group I:
Pinal [d] is omitted by all informants in the
pronunciation of field and friend*
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Group 11$
Pinal [d] is omitted toy all informants in the
pronunciation of field and friend. Medial [d]
is omitted toy lie in his pronunciation of hundred
as

hAna^d]» another case of metathesis in this

informant's speech*
Group Ills
Pinal

d

is omitted in Ilia's pronunciation of

friend as [fre9n]t and is toarely heard in Illto's
pronunciation [fre®n^].
Conclusions:
A tendency to drop the final [d] is protoatoly
more pronounced in the Uegro and Nanticoke groups
than in the white group*
I

a

At any rate* this tendency

present in all groups*

W
Group IS
£ is pronounced in the usual manner*
is noted*

Before \1~\ in glass*

One exception

la pronounced

d »

thus* [diaes]*
Group IIS
£ is pronounced In the usual manner*
Group Ills
£ is pronounced in the usual manner*
Conclusions:
£ is pronounced in the usual manner toy all groups*
One exception occurs In ¥anticoke informant la's

234

substitution of [d] "for [g] before [l] in glasa»
pronounced ae j[dleesj#

Having heard the occasional

pronunciation of a palatalized [kj] , one might
expect such a [^g] to occur» but none Is noted*

M
Group I i
th is voiced in the pronunciation of with [v n fi] $
and yithout [wi*aut^ by all informants*
Group I I I
With before a voiced sound is pronounced [wj8]
b> Ila and lib*

Without is pronounced [wxftaut] by

IIa» [0auty~] by lib* and [widaut] by lie*

One

case of the substitution of [fj for £$] occurs in
lie's pronunciation of hearth [harf]*
Group III:
th is voiced in th© pronunciation of with and without
by all informants,

r.fljafllufllona:
ih

is voiced in the pronunciation of with and without

by thd Sa£tlfioke and white groups.

Without is

pronounced variously [wi^aut]* [$avty] and j^widautj
by the Wegro group.

One Negro informant substitutes

[f] for [s] in hearth [harf] *

]>]
Group If
£ is usually pronounced in the normal manner*
Two exceptions occur*

Kinse is pronounced [rirnt,f]
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by informants la and lb*

[s] before [”j] is

palatalized to |Jj] by all informants in the expression
miss yout thus: [mi/so]*
Group XI:
s is usually pronounced in the normal manner*
Two exceptions occur*
by

lib.

Rinse is pronounced

.

All informants pronounoe miss £ou [mi/: a].

Group III:
s is pronounced in the normal manner*

Ho exceptions

are noted*

SftndnalaaaS
Hanticoke and Hegro pronunciations of j^sj are
alike in that# while the jg, is usually pronounced
in the standard manner# the seme deviations are noted
in both groups# viz*# the pronunciation of ylnae
as jjrxntjJ and miss you as £mij:»]*

These mis

pronunciations do not occur in the speech of the
white informants*

Is]
Group I:
Shrank is pronounced £jraenk]» and shrivel [jriv^]*
Group II:
ffhrink is pronounced [sriok] by H a .
pronounced [VwiflktJ by lie*

Shrivel is pronounced

[swivl] in the speech of all informants*
Group III:
Ho exceptions occur in this group in the usual
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pronunciation of shrank and shrivel*

All pronounce

Conclusional
The Hanticoke and white groups are alike in
consistent pronunciation of [j] in words spelled
with

before £♦

The Negro group is inconsistent

in this reppectf substituting [s] for [ J ] in
ahllBi, and [sw] for [j] in ahxJ.nk and ahxlysl.

M
Group IS
There are no deviations in the pronunciation of
the stressed [h] when not in the w£ combination*
Group IIS
Informant IXb pronounced heard with a palatalised
[«j]i thus; [hjird] •
Group Ills
Ilia pronounces heard [hj*d] ♦

Conclttaioaa;
Stressed [h] when not in the

combination is

generally used by all the three groups*

An

exception occurs in the speech of the Negro and
white groups*

One informant in each group pronounces

heard as fhjwd] or £ hjird]*

Such n case does not

occur in the Hanticoke group.

Group IS
The pronunciation of the voiceless m is inconsistent
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in the speech of Hanticoke informants*

It is

vigorously pronounced in the expression what
time IjfcAtJaxm] by all informants*
pronounce it in while [m
and

i

],

All informants

It is heard in la

lb*a pronunciation of wheelbarrow# but not in

Ic's [wilbar®}*

Wharf is pronounced [warf] by

all

informants*

Whoal is pronounced jj&ous] by

Xa

and

[woui^ by Ic, and wheat [&it] by lb and [wit] by

Ic.
Group II*
[a] is unstable In the speech of this group#! Ila,
pronounces what [*at]* while lib and lie pronounce
it [wat]*

The expression quite a while is pronounced

by 11a [kwaxto wa^l] * by lib [kwaxta aaxl] * and
by lie jjcwade wal] •

Wharf is pronounced with [w]

by all informants*
Group III;
There is no instance of the use of [a] in the speech
of this group*

They prohounce a consistent [w]#

Hanticoke and Hegro pronunciations are alike in
that they are characterized by inconsistency in the
use of [a]#

In thiB respect both there groups differ

from the white group* which pronounces a consistent
w w
Group IS
Ho irregularities appear in the pronunciation of

2B.B

[wl in its usual positions*
Group II t
[w] is generally used in a consistent manner by
the group*

All informants, however, use an

intrustive [w] in combination with [s] as a
substitute for fj] in shrivel and pronounce it
[swiv!J.] *

lie makes the same substitution in his

pronunciation of shrunk [swmki]*
Group IIIS
Ho irregularities appear In the pronunciation of
[w] in its usual positions*

Hanticoke pronunciation of

is like that of

the white group in that there are no deviations in
the usual positions*

The substitution of sw for

[/I *n shrivel and shrunk* which appears in Hegro
speech, does not occur In either white or Hanticoke
speech*

[▼]
Group XX
All informants pronounce seven with [v] in guarded
speech*

In context the word is pronounced fsebm]*

SIeven is pronounced by all informants either ^elebm]
or [let»p]x

The [v] disappears in the expression

give me, pronounced [gimii] by all Informants*
Group IIIX
la pronounces seven and eleven as ^sebipj and
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[lebm],

All informants pronounce give me [gxmf i] •

Conclusions;
While all

generally' pronounce y without

deviation, the substitution of [b] for [v] in
eleven and seven occurs in each group.

By a process

of assimilation, the [v] disappears in the expression
give me in the pronunciation of almost all informants
in the three groups,

[8]
Group 1$
The pronunciation of with and without isueonslatently
[wi 5] and [wi 5au t ] «
Group IIS
lie sometimes substitutes [d] for [8] in them
[dim], and yith [wid],

With before a voiced sound

is pronounced [wx8] by Ila and lib.

Without is

pronounced [wi5aut] by Ila, [Gauty] by lib, and
[widaut] by lie.
Group Ills
All informants are consistent in pronouncing the
voiced [5] in with, and without.
apflfflttfiiflflflS
ffanticoke and white pronunciation are alike in that
both groups use the voiced [8j consistently in the
words them, with, and without.

The lilegro group is

characterized by inconsistencies in this respect.
Without is variously pronounced [wxftaut], [GautpJ.
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and '[wxdaut]*

One informant in the Negro group

sometimes substitutes [d] for [9] in them and with*

Group I)
[l] in initial

is always clear before

back vowels* but never clear or dark io an extreme
It is therefore usually transcribed as [l][#
Group?II?
[l] in initial positions is moderately clear
before front vowels* and moderately dark before
back vowels*
Group III:
[ll in initial positions is usually very dark
before back vowels* aa in clothes [k^ouz]*
It is frequently dark before front vowels* as in
II2te*a pronunciation of aclasa [gl£8*sj.
flowers [fla*u»a^* and in [p&8e*u]*

It is dark
It is clear*

but not extremely so* in log* little* and laughing*
Conclusion*:

Negro and Hanticoke pronunciation are alike in
that a clear [l] is pronounced in Initial positions
before front vowels.

It is never an extremely clear

[l]* however* [1~\ in initial positions before back
vowels le dark in the speech of both groups* but
not extremely so.

The speech of neither group is

characterized by the extremely dark vowel found in
the white groupie pronunciation of clothes* glass*
flowers* and plow*
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Group It
The final j[l] in the speech of this group is dark,
but not extremely so*

The [i] is omitted and replaced

by [r] in Xa*s pronunciation of walnuts [wurnxtsj*
The [l] is omitted by all informants in always*
pronounced [owexe] with no perceptible compensatory
lengthening of the [o].

The [l] is not omitted,

however, by any informant in the pronunoiation of
help, twelve, or yourself*

The only ease of an

off— glide schwa added to a vowel preceding final [l]
oeeurs in Ia*s pronunciation of yield as [fi®l]*
Group II*
Final [l] is dark in the speech of this group, but
not extremely so*
instances:

The [ll is omitted in three

Xlo pronounces always [oweizjj lib and

lie pronounce walnut as fwornot] and [wornat] respec
tively, each substituting [r] for [l]| and lib
pronounces twelve [twsdv~j,

substituting an off—glide

[o] added to the preceding vowel.

The [l] is present

in the pronunciation of help and yourself in all oases.
Group III:
Final [l] in the drawled speech of this group is
extremely dark.

There are two instances, of its

omission in the pronunciation of fcplp myself as

[h*oup mose®f] by Ilia.

The final [ij is most

frequently accompanied by an off-glide to the preceding
vowel, as in the pronunciation of bull* twelve* towel*
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and B h a .lb a r r o . aa [bu®i] , [tw *®4r] , [t» *u ® a i
and [wi*®£ b 'W e ] ,
Conclusions:
The pronunciation of final [l] is alike in
the speech of the Hanticoke and Hegro groups in
that the [1] is not extremely dark.

The final [l]

is usually present in the pronunciation of both
groups, but a few instances of its omission oocur
in walnuts, twelve, and always, pronounced as
[wormts] or [wonAts], [twe®v], and [oweiz]*

The

final ][l] in the speech of the white group, on the
other hand, is extremely dark, and is most frequently
accompanied by an off-glide to the preceding vowel,
as in the pronunciation of M L k t iS&lX&i t e m l t

and

wheelbarrow as {bu^ij , [twe®lrv] , £t8g*u93rj, and
[wi9ib *333*0] •

Group Is
Two instances of metathesis OGcur in the pronun
ciation of children and apron.

Children is pronounced

[t/il»nj by la, and [tjild^n] by Ibf and apynn is
pronounced [exppn] by la and Ic.

The

in lb's pronunciation of a&X&n [expen].

r

is omitted
Pretty is

pronounced [p»fi] ’by all informants, a metathesis in
that the

r

has shifted to the other side of the

vowel.
Group II;
Apron ia pronounced [tipwn] by all informants.
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The jTr] is omitted in the pronunciation of children
[tjxlxn],

[t/slon] by two informants*

[ij is sub*

stituted for [r] in Ila*s pronunciation of ppoud
(flesh) [plaudj,

although this is probably an

instance of folk etymology father than sound
s ti tut ion*

Pretty is

in a majority of cases*

Group III*
Apron ie pronounced [cxp*n] by Ilia and Illb*
Proud (flesh) is pronounced [plaudj'byihformant
Pretty is pronounced [pwri] by Ilia*
Children is pronounced [t/ildan] by Ilia* and
[tjxlen] by XIIc,
Conclusions*
Initial [r] is usually present and well formed
in the pronunciation of all groups*

Deri at ions

occur in all groups in the pronunciation of
children* £££££» and ££&&&*

By a process of

metathesis the pronunciation of these words becomes,
progressively, j\fxld?n],
[eiprn^i

[expan] •

[t/ilen]t

[tjilen] and

All informants in the ftanticoke

group, and one in the white group pronounce pretty
with the central retroflex vowel, thus? [prrxj.

Group I|

[V]

between vowels is usually given full value*

Deviations occur*

In la's pronunciation of

Aggrleftn [m*a]cp], the r becomes part of the
centralized retroflex

jV]*

lb pronounces American

[omArak®n]f 'flWSfiSIX is pronounced either

[grouswxj

or [growsrat] •
Group 11$
\ t ~] between Towels in usually given full tra&bue.

Strawberry is sometimes ^strobArxl*

American

is variously ]jaer* ken^t [smAr®k©n], or [mer©k9nj*
Grocery is [groujrx] in two cases* and [grousrx] in
one*
Group III:
JJr3 between vowels is usually given full value.
It is strongly retroflex in Ilia's pronunciation
of America [[©mA>erx''kin] and strawberries fotr"'p*V erxzj.
The r is absorbed in the centralized retroflex [ wj in
Illb's drawled pronunciation of chg^ry ft/Aeax^ i
strawberries j[strAob:*e*xz^, American ^©m^ewx^kon] *
and parents jjpmwontsj.

PflSfitofijItftJPfl*
Intervocalic £r] is always present and usually
glveh full value in the pronunciation of all groups*
It is perhaps more strongly retroflex in the pronun
ciation of the white group*

It often becomes absorbed

in the centralized retroflex £*] in all groups in
the pronunciation of America* cherry* and strawberry*

Group I|
IfinSl ]Y] is always present.

Unstressed your in the

expression your aunt is pronounced f jfrj by all in
formants.

Stressed final ar and air are sometimes
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pronounced [*] as In far [fr] and chair [tfrj*
Group II8
Pinal [r] is usually present*

A few exceptions occur#

Informant lie pronounces your aunt [jou «*nt] , and
informants lib and lie omit the final r in after
[aefte]*
[j»]»

Most often unstressed youy is pronounced
£dX is pronounced [fa] in a majority of cases*

a&iKMfe: is pronounced [skjrd] by lib*
Group III;
Posh-vocalic x alone or in a consonant cluster
are always present* hut usually as ]>]#
pronounced

chair [t/$s] » h a m

corn [keen],

Four is

[com]#

[ k w ] f f^r [fo»] or [fr],

[**]*

and
Conclusions!
Post-vocalic r alone or in a consonant cluster
is always present in the pronunciation of the hanticoke
and white groups*

Final r is often absorbed into

the vowel and appears in [»] or [a], as in your [J*]
or [jr]» and far [fr]*

speech of the white

group post—vocalic r before a consonant ie almost
invariably pronounced [>]# as in barn [bom], and
corn [kom]*

This characteristic does not appear in

the speeoh of the Nanticokes and Negroes*

Negro

informants occasionally omit the final r, as in the
pronunciation of your Jjou] and after [aeftaj*

Group 1 5
Excrescent [,$*] often appears in the pronunciation
of words ending in unstressed

Swallow, tomato,

and potato are most often pronounced [swals], [temeirs] ,
and Jpateir^] .

Ib pronounces sofa jjaof#] f which

probably represents a false linking JJrrf*
Group III
§$all£S l> is m fiQ f and potato are most often pronounced

[swalw] » Jtameir*] » and ^poteids*] *
Group III:
Swallow, tomato, and potato are pronounced Jjswala*] »
jtomexr^ *and jpoteir;*] in the majority of cases*

2sasJL3isi2J2a8
Excrescent £r] appears in the pronunciation of
swallow, tomato, and potato, pronounced [swal^]» Jtomeirs^
and [poteir*] by the majority in all three groups.

Group IS
in the suffix ing is commonly replaced by [h].
We athe rboard ing, laughing, and morning are pronounced
jweSabourdzTJ»

|lasIfin] or [leefinjt

and ^morninj or

jmarnin^ by all informants.
Group III
in the suffix ing is almost invariably replaced
*y [n].
Group III:
][q] in the suffix ing is replaced by [nj in a
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majority of cases#
Conclusions:
[Iia] in the suffix ing is commonly replaced by [h]
in the speech of all three groups#
Summary;
The partial conclusions made so far in this chapter
have been drawn in an effort to discover by comparison
the nature of the pronunciation of Hanticoke speech —
in what respects it is like or unlike Hegro speech
in the same region* and In what respects it is like
or unlike rustic white speech in the same region#
Reviewing the conclusions* it would seem justifiable
to venture the following broad generalizations!
X#

Hanticoke pronunciation:

is* in almost all

phonetic respects* like Hegro pronunciation#
However* the following named features* which
occasionally appear in Hegro pronunciation*
are not found in Hanticoke speech;
1#

The substitution, of [d] for [5] in
them* with* and Mi&bmSt*

2#

The omission of final [ r ] in after and
linking [r] in ypixr aunt [Journlj,

3*

The pronunciation of t£

4.

The substitution of \t] for \p \ in wasp#

5*

The substitution of [$] for [«]in to&eife*

6#

The substitution of[sw]for [Jr] in shrink
fawmtkj and shrivel jswiv}.] •

\

II#

[tou]#

Hanticoke and Hegro pronunciation are like
white pronunciation in respect to:
'Eli]. All informants use [u] in dues* new*
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quiti and Tuesday except H e who pronounces
new jnju].
[V|. All groups use a tense [i] which approaches
in dish, fish, beard, and ear.

All groups

frequently us© central retroflex [a] in the
pronunciation of year [Jy] and h©r$ [hjr]*
5>~[. All groups use a vigorous [©], frequently*

diphthongized to £seXJ » as in c^lf [lwlf]
by the Hegroes and HantiGokea, hut usually
V

Q ~T

accompanied by an off^glide [V], as in calf [kae* f]
the pronunciation of the whites*
Hotei

The frequent use of the offglide 13®! by the whites
constitutes a difference between
their pronunciation and that of
the Uantiookes and Hegroes*
which will be discussed below*

[of]* All groups substitute £o] or [©] for [a]
preceding [r] in barn. £&£» garden, and yard*
All groups pronounce sitilSEi m M l * t o l >
tomorrow with £aj rather than [o'] or [_t>]
in the stressed syllable.

All groups pronounce

walar with [o ] rather than [«]•
jATj. [a*] shows few deviations in the pronunciation
of all three groups. (Exceptions listed below)*

[V] shows few deviations in the pronunciation
of all three groups*

(Exceptions listed below.)
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M .

All groups make the same substitutions for
this sound (substitutions listed below),
except that the whites sometimes use fox] ,
as in boy [box] «

La»*3 *

All groups generally use [x] where either [*]
or [a] may be expected*
below.)

(Exceptions listed

The Hanticoke and Negro pronunciation

of fx]» however, is more tense than the white.
[pi-

All groups generally use fp] in the standard
manner*

{But see substitution of JJt] for [ p]J

in wasp by Hegro*)
tti.

All groups occasionally omit final ft]*
(Omissions listed below*)

w .

All groups generally use [k] in the usual
manner*

Xt is palatalised in one instance

by a Hanticoke in gart fkjart] , and in one
instance by a white in basket [bae*sfcj xt] *
[di.

[d] in final consonant clusters is usually
dropped by all groups*

Lei

All groups use fg] in the standard manner*

In

one instance [d] is substituted for [g] in
glass [dlaea] in the pronunciation of a Hanticoke*
fs].

All groups generally use [a] in the usual
manner.

However, rinse is pronounced jjrxntj]*

(via wrench, with e pronounced [x]), and
ffiifln ypu [mi/so], as a normal palatalization
by all groups*
[V] shows few deviations in the pronunciation
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of all groups.
M

•

\M

*n

(Ixceptions listed "below.)

suffix ing is commonly replaced

"by [n] in the speech of all groups.
I>,*f-r,-r-t*fr].
[>1 in frequently substituted for [ir] in
ear [jy] , beard

» and year [j»]

in the pronunciation of all groups.
La1
] is substituted for [ W J

in your [jr] by

all groups.
[r] is substituted for [or] in far [f*] by
all groups*

'

]>] is substituted for [er] in America
jamroks] * where [w*a ] or [.as]» cherry
[tjyi] > Jteaxy £b*i] > and Maryland [mrlonj
by all groups.
jV] is substituted for [aer] in Delaware
[delOgWaTj by all groups.
j>] rather than [0] ie uaed hy all informants
in the pronunciation of unstressed syllables
consisting of r preceded by any ortho-*
graphic vowel.

The only exception is

Ill's pronunciation of after jjefto]*
The only instance of the omission of the postvocalic [r] occurs in lie's pronunciation of
X2BI r j H -

Intervocalic [r] is always present in the
pronunciation of all groups*
All groups pronounce excrescent [r] in
swallow [swal^J» tomato

[temexrs], and

potato jpeteira*] •
Substitutions.
[i] for [ex] in drain [drin]«
[i] for [x] In dish [dij], and fish [fi/] *
[x] forfo] in borrow [bari] , and tomorrow
[temar1] •
[il for ]>] in phalx [tjir], and lajaUflTg
[d 31 newer1] •
[x] for [s] in ten [tin], fence [fxnts]. This
substitution is not so common in the speech
of the white group as in the Hegro and
lvanti coke groups* The white group uses
the off-glide [>] more frequently, thusf
tpp [te®n], fence [fe®ntsj*
pf] TSmt:•]>] in unstressed syllables where
standard usage demands [a] , as in China
[t/axnx] * sofa jsofx] » Georgia p 3ord3i] ,
stomach [stAmxk]*
[®] for [x] in Cincinfttti [sxnssnsers] , and
MlfiflPttXl [meaur®]*
[ex]

for [WJ

in

can*t jjkeint]*

[c]

for

[9]

in

oatch [ketjj«

[e]

for

[>]

or

[a ] in m z x y

[e]

for

[a!

in

shut J^/etJ and jud^eJd3«d3] •

[ee]

for

]j]

in

oalm [k»m]t

[®]

for

Co]

in

haunted ^hs^ntid] *

[werx] *

.P,*Pp[krsep]*

[a] for [a] for [au] in flowers £flarz]j or [flarz]*
[ai] for [ox] in jaaispjQ [paxzn], jpipt j>3axnt]#
[cf] for Zp1 in morning jjnarnxn] , otorm [starm],
corn [karn].
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[a]* [o]t or [t>] for [ax] in
£tarj# [tor].
or [tor], and iron Urn], [orn], or [orn]t
[0] or [d ] for [a] preceding [r] in barn [born]»
[born]. £££ [fcj*3» SiE£ 0 sort], M M § m

[gordni, yard [jordT*

[u] or [u3 for [a ] i n bulge [buld33 or[buld3]»
[u] for [u] in

EpuJ]f and butcher [butj»3#

[b] for [v] in seven [sebm], and eleven [lebip].
Omissions:
[t3 in pggt [pous], Dosis tpous3f [pousia]*
iaaatxJtwini], [tweam ] , and Saturday
[ss'dx]»
[p] in wasps [wos]# [woas].
[t] or [It] in the consonant cluster sktt
in asked [ae1st]f [ae^sk]*
[d] in field [fill, [fid], and f r i e M [frin],
[fri3n] *
[v] in give me [giau3«
[1 ] In twelve [twe^v], and alvay^ [ ewe is].
M e ta th e s is !
children [tjildan], [tjxlan], aproia |eip»n],
pretty [pan], and afraid f eflrdl*
III.

Hantieoke and Negro pronunciation ar© unlike rustic
white pronunciation in respect to*
Lengthening of [i].

The sound is lengthened

to an extreme degree in the speech of the
whites.

[1] sometimes becomes a rising

diphthong in which the first element is a
lowered form of the sound itself, thus*
beans [bivinas].

Lengthening of [u]*

The sound 1 b tense, frontedf

and lengthened in the pronunciation of the whites#
Roots is pronounced [rvw*ts]by the white group,
and [ruts] by the Nantieok© and Negro groups#
frequent use of the off—glide [e]*

The extravagant

use of the off-glid© [®] in the pronunciation,
of the whites results in drawled pronunciations
like parents [psea^nts]» and wheelbarrow
[wi^lbffifro] , as opposed to Nanticoke and Hegro
[pseronts] and [allbmre], [milbar#].

This

oversyllabication constitutes probably the
chief difference between the speech of the
whites and that of Nantieokes and Negroes#
Rustic whites substitute [s] for the first element
in the diphthong, thusi

cake [keik]#

Nantiookes

use [ei].
[o]#

The diphthong [eu] in stressed syllables is often
used by the white group#

The fronting of the first

element in the diphthong is not characteristic
of Nanticoke and Negro pronunciation*

Road is

thus pronounced [reud], bj? Jrfeites and [rood] by
Hanticokes and Negroes#
[au]#

The first element of the diphthong is raised to [®]
in the pronunciation of the white group#

Thus

house is pronounced [has*us] by whites, and [haus]
by Nantiookes and Negroes#
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[ ai] •

The second element of the diphthong Is
lowered to [e] toy the white group.

Thus

five ie pronounced [fa#ev] toy whites, and
[faiv] toy Mantleokes and Megroee.

[*].

Manticokes and Megroes frequently use [a],
although not consistently.

The sound does

not occur at all in the pronunciation of the
white informants#
[l]*

In the pronunciation of Manticokes and MegroCS
[l] is dark after vowels, tout never extremely
so*

In the pronunciation of whites [l] after

vowels is extremely dark, or retroflex, or
it is vowelized and disappears altogether as
a consonant, as in help aqyaelf [h^o^p m©seaf]#

[oil.

The first element of the diphthong often
approaches [o] in the pronunciation of the
w hite group#

Spoil and tooll are often

pronounced [spv oxi] and [to^oi J]«TV3®|&8
pronunciation is not characteristic of the
speech of Manticoke and Megroes#

Chapter VI
LEXICAL FEATURES OF NANTICOKB. SPEECH
It is naturally to be supposed that th© Nanticoke
folk group possesses a general vocabulary in common with
the region.

However, any folk group, conservative by nature

in its general mores, would probably tend to preserve local
characteristics in its speech*

Furthermore, recalling th©

schooling of the three Nanticoke informants for this study,
it may be remembered that Warren Wright, aged 83, went to
school for only one month in his whole life5 Patience Harmon,
aged ?8 , went only as far as the seventh grade in school\
and Janie Norwood, aged 3*t, only through th© eighth.

All

were born and grew up in an insular community, and none
has traveled far from home.

Added to these circumstances

of geographic isolation and limited schooling, is the further
limiting sociological circumstance of birth into a mlxed-blood
group which fights to maintain its peculiar identity.

A

local flavor in the dialect of the Nanticoke Indians would,
therefore, be inevitable.
No doubt some of the provincial flavor will tend to
disappear within the predictable future, since th© Nanticokes
have prospered and are ambitious for the more advanced
schooling of their children, sending them away from home
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when possible.

Moreover, it seems probably that segregation

of races in the public schools will soon disappear in
Delaware) and so remove a reason for the Nantlcoke’s fierce
resolve to withdraw into his own closely guarded circle,

The

impact of radio, television) and other mass media for common*
ication will almost surely prove a leveling influence among
these people, as among those elsewhere,

Kurath points out

the fact that the general trend of American vocabulary
is from local to regional usage, and from regional to national,
and that this trend is largely the result of the growth of
compulsory school education, the shift of agricultural
population into industry, the influence of language influx
from cultural centers to local speech areas, and the leveling
of social differences,1
The speech rerions within the United States have in
the past commonly been classified as Eastern, Southern, and
General American,

Wise states that Delaware is predominantly

General American in dialect, but he implies that, since
dialect boundaries are never clear cut and rigid, but overlap,
Delaware is influenced by Southern dialect from its close
proximity to Virginia and the eastern shore of Maryland.2

^•Hans Kurath, A Word Geography of the Easfterii United
States, (University of Michigan Press, 19^9)* PP* 2-10.
2Giles W. Gray and Claude M, Wise,
Bases of Speech.
(New York, Harper and Brothers Publishers, Revised Edition,
19^6), pp. 232, 233.

Baugh declares| on th© other hand, that Delaware Is completely
under the Influence of the Philadelphia area,^
map on page Mf7 of his

The dialect

of 1 M S M lM h Language shows

the northern boundary of the iouthern area to follow straight
along the Southern state line of Pennsylvania, and thence
south and then east along the state line of Delaware, carving
that state sharply and entirely into the General American area,
Kurath prefers to designate the dialect regions of
k
the east coast by the terms North, Midland, and South,
Using
lexical evidence derived from the Linguistic Atlas, he
establishes, by means of lexical isogibsses, vocabulary
boundaries separating his three major regions.

Figure 3

on page 91 of the Word Geography maps and lists the speech
areas of the Eastern States,

The northern boundary of the

Southern area is described by a line cutting northwest
across the Eastern Shore of Maryland and descending
southwest along the Blue Ridge in Virginia,

Delmarva (the

eastern shore of Maryland and Virginia, and southern Delaware)
is listed as one of the sub^areas of the South,

Further

evidence derived from the Atlas establishes the fact that,
due to the southward infiltration of certain words, the
vocabulary of Delaware is also influenced by the dialect of
the Midland,

^Albert C. Baugh, £ History of t£e English Language.
(New York, D, Appleton-Century Company, 1935), pp*
b
Kurath, gfi, nit,T Preface, pp, v, vl,
5
Kurath, op, d t M pp. L5~^6,
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The boundaries described by Kurath are, as indicated,
based on lexical evidence from Ifee Linguistic Atlas.

So far,

since little phonetic data from the Atlas have been published,
It remains undecided as to whether phonetic boundaries will
coincide with the word boundaries thus far established *
Kurath believes that they will substantially do so#^

Figures

30 and 31 of Atwood's recent analysis of the distribution
of Eastern verb forms, which he designates as a phonemic
analysis, show that the phonetic boundaries of the southern
forms heejEB,

S m ll M t

I M b

a m 3£t and hg

fought have, approximate the lexical boundaries of the Southern
7
area as described by Kurath*
These boundaries have not been plotted beyond the
western fringe of the Appalachians, and so it remains for
collection and analysis of further evidence to determine
whether they can be projected Into the Central States#
The Nanticoke community on Indian River lies about
forty-five miles south of the northern boundary line of the
Southern speech area as established by the lexical evidence
of the Linguistic Atlas*
It should be interesting to observe the lexical choice

so states to a section meeting of the Speech
Association of America, New York City, Dec*, 19?0*
7E. Bagby Atwood, £ Survey a £ Verb Forms AS
Eaatarn United States. (University of Michigan Press, 1953)>
Figures 30 and 31.
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o f th e mixed blood Nanticokes in comparison w ith th a t
d es crib ed as being c h a r a c te r is tic o f w h ite inform ants o f th e
S outhern and M idland speech a re a s *
The vocab ulary o f Chapter I I I o f the Word Geography
has been arranged from th e p o in t o f view o f meaning,
a l l synonyms being tr e a te d under one heading, so th a t
geographic v a r ia tio n s may e a s ily be observed, and s o c ia l
d is t r i b u t i o n o f words noted*
It

should f u r t h e r be noted th a t th e vocabulary

item s chosen f o r study by th e Word fieograpfty o f th e E astern
S ta te s are those commonly used i n everyday l i f e

by a l l classes

o f peoples
Pood, c lo th in g , s h e lt e r , h e a lth , th e d ay's
w ork, p la y , m atin g , s o c ia l g a th e rin g s , th® la n d ,
th e farm b u ild in g s , Im plem ents, th© farm stocks
and cro p s , th e w eath er, th e fauna and th© f l o r a —
th ese a re th e in tim a te concern o f th e common f o lk
o f th e c o u n try s id e , and f o r these th in g s expressions
a re handed down i n th e fa m ily and th e neighborhood
th a t schooling and read in g and a f a m i l i a r i t y w ith
re g io n a l and n a tio n a l usage do not b lo t o u t.
I t is th e vo cab ulary in t h is range o f l i f e
th a t gives us in s ig h t in to th e s tr u c tu r e o f th e speech
a re a s , la r g e and s m a ll, t h e i r r e l a t i o n to s e ttle m e n t
a re a s , tra d e a re a s , ana c u ltu r e a re a s , and th e tre n d
from lo c a l to r e g io n a l and n a tio n a l usagei • . •
Th© purpose o f t h is w r it e r is to discuss o n ly such
lo c a l v a r ia tio n s from th e fin d in g s o f th e Word Geography as
may o c c u r.

The ta b u la tio n s which fo llo w w i l l th e re fo re

in c lu d e o n ly words or expressions from Chapter I I I o f
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Word iieQgraphy for which the Nanticoke informants used
different terms from those commonly used in the South and
Midland areas, or additional terms, or terms in which the
meaning takes a peculiarly local flavor.

The small numbers

in parentheses at the right of the tabulated words Indicate
the page of the work sheet as printed in the Handbook o£ the
Linguistic Geography g £ the flnit.ed states.

The Nanticoke

informants will be identified as followst
Warren Wright, (aged 83). la
Patience Harmon* (aged 5$), lb
Janie Norwood, (aged 3*+), 1c
Although Lucinda Thoroughgood has been described
in this study as a Moor, and is of the same blood and
background as the Nantlcokes, no items of her vocabulary
will be listed here, since she has been married to a Negro
and has associated with Negroes since her early youth
when she moved away from the Nanticoke community on Warwick
road.

H e ’s going to be (ten going on, etc.)
lb*

H e ’s thirteen out

Ics

I'm thirty-four out

(5)

All informants use the expression our
t . ’'He's
thirteen out" means that he is thirteen "going
on" fourteen. This expression is common in
Sussex County.
thunder storm (6)

Iat

thunderguat

let

thundereuat

T h is ex p res sio n ! I am t o l d t is used fr e q u e n tly i n
Sussex County* I t i s a p p a re n tly a portmanteau
word, thunder plus gust ( o f w in d ),
d r i z z li n g

(6 )

la i

m iz z lin g
A portm anteau word* p o s s ib ly inven ted by combining
m ist and d r i z z l e s

an dirons (6 )
fir s

iro n s [ f a r a r n z j

T h is in fo rm an t a ls o uses th e term oofi swineer f o r
th e suspended hook on which th e cooking ve s s e l
was hung i n th e f i r e p la c e ! and a set stove to
d e s c rib e a wood-burning ir o n stove f o r h ea tin g
th e s i t t i n g room. Info rm an t d id not know why
i t i s c a lle d a s e t s to v e . Perhaps so c a lle d
beeause i t s i t s out from th e w a ll* o r p o s s ib ly
because i t i s set i n one p o s itio n more or le s s
p erm an en tly,
c lo th e s c lo s e t (9 )
Ic *

wardrobe
c lo th e s press

lbs

wardrobe [ h i t s sep an t]; not b u i l t i n

pantry^ buttery (10)
lo t

a d ry w e ll
A word used to d escrib e a storage p lace f o r foods!
dug through th e flo o r in g and in to th e e a r th ,
"We had a d ry w e ll r ig h t in th e house to keep
th e food c o o l. I t had a l i d and a p u lle y ,"

g u tte rs

(on th e r o o f)

Xci

d rg lQ P ices

Ib t

is a in a

p r iv y

(1 1 )

(1 2 )
Ic :

haycock
las

out hoosft
(1*+)
r i c k - A r i c k is a l i t t l e

p i l e ipade w ith a ra k e .
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You must let the ricks "cure1* before putting
them into cocks. A haycock can also be called
a haystack* Th© terms cock and stack are synonymous*
[ju kak A p 5a riks], The terms rick and windrow
are synonymous, but the latter term is not known
or used by th© Nanticokes*
1°*

* A hay rick is a pile of hay in the pound,
which the cows feed themselves. Pound is
the Sussex term for barn yardfrom

fodder (1*+)
All Nanticoke informants speak of th® process of
stripping the blades off th© corn stalks as fodder savingFodder saving involves the whole process of harvesting
fodder* You do not ’Shuck*fodder. You "shuck" corn*
In foddeg .saving the blades and tops are cut from the
stalks* Blade fodder and top fodder are stacked
separately around poles out in the field where they
are usually kept all winter because of lack of room
in barn or stable* Fodder saving was formerly a
communal enterprise and the occasion for a frolicThe men worked in the field and the women cooked
and cleaned up* Much older was drunk and chicken
and dumplings were prepared for the feast in the
hog-kllling pot in yard. Fodder is seldom saved
any more since it Is cheaper and easier now to grow
hay than to pay help to saye foddercow pen (1?)
All informants speak of the enclosure around the stable
as the pound- Horses and cows are housed on the ground
floor or stable of the barn. Stables used to be built
of logs with shat [J«t] roofs, Shats Is asynonym
for pine needlesThe needles arelaid on top of a
plank roof. [J® d 3es lel
AP a*1*]
barn yard (1? )
la*
lb:

pound
pound

le t

£Ognd

picket fence (16)
In«
Ibt
lot

Yard fence- Same as picket
panel fence- Same as picket
yard fence- Same as picket
yard fence- Same as picket

rail fence (16)
la:

In addition to stake-and-rider« railf pale, yard,
and ’’bob wire" fences, la mentions the cow fence
which has three strands of smooth wire*

pail (17)
la:

bucket is wooden
mi,
l is tin
a wall bucket is narrow at the bottom
A dinner bucket, however, is tin,
lunch when I was a boy,”

ik*

"Never hear of

dinner nail is tin
slop (pall

Ic:

No difference between pail and bucket
lunch bucket

frying pan (17)
la:

uses only frying pan

Ibt

uses frying pan but says that her mother used the
’’older'* terms, snider and skillet.

Ic:

"You use a snider to bake an oven pope in* It is
like a frying pan but is deeper and has a shorter

kettle (17)
la:

hoe-killing pot.

Also used for soap-making,

lb:

iron pot. Used for hog-killing, soap-making, boil
ing clothes, and for cooking chicken pot-pies at
camp meeting. (Religious camp meetings in the
nature of revivals are still held in summer all
through Sussex, There are permanent camp grounds
with cottages,)

Ic*

iron pot. "Roun$ at the bottom like them you see
in the yard, but smaller. My aunt used them, You
% k e off the stove lid and set the pot right in,”
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Ox goad (19)
All Nanticokes call th© oxgoad a black whip. It Is
strong and leather-wrapped* The Warwick community of
Nanticoke farmers made a sudden transition from oxen
to modern machinery. Horses and males have never been
common. Oxen were used until comparatively recently
for plowing| harrowing| hauling, and all tasks now
accomplished by machinery.
switch

(for punishing children) (19)

The term gad is used by Nanticokes and others in Sussex
County only as a term for a cut; switch for punishing a
naughty child. ,,I ,11 take a gad to youi" Th© gad is
most effective when cut from hickory.
a hickory switch.
To skutch in Sussex County means to punish a child,
las

[d gaeId ta skAtJ* 5a jAnanz]

mouth organ £20)
la*

do-sharp [&u Jarp]

Ibt

do-sharp

Ic s

do-sharp

This strange expression is used by three informants.
According to informant la th© [du Jarp] is not the
same as the mouth organ which "you suck and blow,
suck and blow," but has, rather, a thin blade. The
term do-sftfrp is evidently a corruption of Jew1© harp.
who took (my knife?) (20)
las

"What takes that knife on the floor?" This usage
of the verb to take occurs frequently in Sussex
County. It means "Why is that knife on the floor?"
or "What Is it doing there?" and indicates that
the article mentioned is out
m im l

harrow (21)
The term drag harrow, pronounced variously [har8],
[har1 ], ana [harj.is described by th© Nanticokes as
a wopftefl drag, ana iron drafff a rake harrow and a
walking harrow. The last named is used when the
corn gets big enough to harrow. I gathered that all
but the first have iron "teeth."

\
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Ia*

"When I was a boy they harrowed corn 'til where it
was high enough for him to come home with tassels
in his hat.*1

saw-buck (22)
lb*

wood horse
l&g wave. A log wave is a saw-horse with a
trough-like arrangement for holding the log which
is being sawed.

whet stone (23)
la*

whatter

erladar
You use a grindstone to sharpen an axe, for
instance, but you finish ft off with a whet ter*
The whetter makes a finer edge than a grinder.
Informant la calls the whetter a wetter, however,
saying that it is so-called because one wets the
stone.
batteau (2 b )
la:

In addition to the batteau there is the crab skiff
with two paddles, and the fishing boat with four
paddles. There is also the sneak boatf a flatbottomed boat which is poled into the marshes
during ducking season.

vest (27)
la*

wescoat [weskout]
wescoats [weskouts]
wescoat [weskout]

pallet (29)
lb*

does not know pallet. A bed on the floor,
composed of folded blankets and quilts, is called a
pad ,

la*

trundle bed [ trAn], bed].

let

trundle bed

comfort (29)

Rolls under the "big bed*"
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All Nanticole Informants distinguish the comfort from
mailt* A guil{; is pieced of patchworkT and padded
with cotton* It is washableT A comfort is filled with
feathers*
bottom land (29)
Iat

such lands are grades

ic*

j & v £$aaod

marshes (29)
las

In speaking of marshes, informant la names the
varieties of marsh hay.
1-mash [maej ] hay*
2-salt hay
^-rosemary [rouzmer1 ] hav*
and h e fs right fine,"

f,He grows that tall

*f-bent [bint] hay. "He ain’t Qhite as good as
the rosemary but in general he's better'n the salt*11
5-Three square [6 ri skwar] pay* "He’s better'n
none* He grows tall and has a three-sided stem*
Use him to bed the ice away with*"
mongrel (33)
1**

flee is not a derogatory term,
"Flees is good
little watch dogs," [1?1 faisiz iz Ja^rt ha-4d],
ie,, "short haired",

bull (33)
There is no veiled terra for bull among the Nanticokes,
A bull is simply a bull *
bellow (36)
Ibi

lowing is a term for the cry of a cow which Is
"a-grieving for her dalf," [Jiz d3es a la*ih|

calls to calves (37)
There is no special call to calves among th© Nanticokes,
1'She's come with the cow. "
calls for driving horses (38)
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la*

[ho*] means "come to the left,”
[ s&e'hAplts the old call to the right ifthe
comes too far to the left,

Ici

ox

[ihAS* 'hA5^ means go to the left, Has often heard
grandfather shout to horse when ploughing In the field

near horse (39)
in*

nigh horse means left horse,
off horse mean9 the right horse,

sheaf (^1)
i£ sheaf of blades. The quantity offodder used
for one feeding of a horse or cow,
a bunch of tons. The quantity of ton fodder for
onehorse or cow feeding.
Ih*

& shock of wheat is the same as a sheaf of wheat,

you-all (*+3)
The expression miing you [mAij ju] is a substantive
commonly used by the Nanticokes as well as by
other simple folk in Sussex, It is a corruption
of among9t you. It is never heard as monast ye
among the Nanticokes, It is used for both
singular and plural in statementsy questions9
and commands.
Iat

[man ju kAmtn] - question
fmAij ju ol gom] » question
[mAi) ju kAm tamars ] - command

Ibt

[min mAn ju k A m m ] - question

terms for wheat and corn breads (**3)

(*+*0

Iat
1-r»lata [pieit] cake. Made of wheat flour, patted
out on a tin plate. Flat-irons hold the plate
up eo that the cake can bake on the hearth.
2- JlQ&rd cake. Also made of wheat flour but patted
out on a board. Flat-irons hold the board up
on the hearth.
4’
^frhny £afee.

This is made of corn meal and water.

mixed intoUthe’batt«r!n,eUmeS

are
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-S.lappeys. These are $ade of corn meal. The
thin cakes are turned on a griddle with a knife*
1- slap lacks.
2- flitters.
pancakes*

Pancakes of corn meal.

Pried in more fat than is used for

3- huckleberry flitters.
XC 8
1- slappers. Slappers are corn meal pancakes
made up with yeast and allowed to rise overnight*
A little of the batter is saved for the next time*
tprn cakes. Biscuit dough rolled out and baked
in one big piece. Cut while hot into individual
servings.
3" po.Pfl pone. "I make mine out of a quart of flour
and a quart of meal, salt, baking powder, and
molasses or sometimes brown sugar. Scald it
with hot water. Let it set three hours and then
bake it three hours. I bake mine in a big roaster.
It*s good cold, too, with milk.n
salt pork (*f6)
Nanticokes use four terms synonymously*
salt pork, m i d d e n f and sow belly.

side meat,

cobbler (*t7)
let

huckleberry boqdgies feudgi^z ]. A p>ud3j ] (sing.)
is a variety of cobbler made with huckleberries.
It is a ffpot-cobbler.M The huckleberries are
stewed with nutmeg and sugar, and dumplings are
dropped into th© mixture. The marshes in the
community abound in high-bush huckleberries.

thank you (*f9)
*cs

saddy [R^di 1. Means ftthank you11. The children say
it. Mary Robinson, editor of the Georgetown Sussepc
CountlanT weekly newspaper, says that she has often
heard it said by Negro and Nanticoke children and
that she believes it to be a childish corruption
of "thank*ee."

clingstone peach ($1*)
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lb:

cling,? [klingz]

Thera’s clings

Ic:

Has heard the term press peach but has the idea
that it is a free stone.

potatoes (55)
Ic:

,Irlrsh cobbler [ar kabl* ].
potato^

A white skinned Irish

lima bean (55)
Nanticokes differentiate the lima heap from the butter
bean. The former is large* the latter small and flat.
The limas are also differentiated:
ford hooks. A plump, mealy bean with a knotty
s h e l l . I t is a bunch bean. No support is needed for
the vine.
.2- nole bean.

A variety of lima needing a pole support.

3- big-bush lima.
Needs no pole.
bunch lima.

The ford hook is a big-bush lima.

Needs no pole.

bunch llmat big-bush jlma. and bunch bean are
interchangeable terms for limas requiring no pole
support.
sweet corn (56)
Among the Nanticokes the three terms sweet corn, sugar
corn, and roasting [rouJ®n] ears are used synonymously.
Informants la and Ic mention shoe peg corn as a variety
roasting ear. Ia says that this variety is so-called
because the grain is three-sided like a shoe peg.
greens (56)
Only one informant, lb, uses greens and salad synonymously.
muskmelon (56)
la:

nutmeg cantaloupe
A word to describe a cantaloupe which used to be
grown in Sussex. Small and oval like a nutmeg
and "sweeter and mom mellow [melaO" than those
grown today.
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toadstool (57)
Its

devil's snuff.

"Turns soft and powdery."

& S S umbrella
1°'

devil's foot stool.
powder fly,*1

"Step on them and see the

screech owl (59)
*a * booby [huhi ] owl.

Smaller than the screech owl,

Ibf booby owl, "He'sbrown and about like a poll*
parrot*" Smaller than a screech owl.
gkootoh [skutj] owl.
earthworm (60)
Ia*

stretch worm.

Stretches like rubber*

ankle [aenk^.] worm.

"He1® got a hard head on him."

muck [mAk] worm. "He's bigger than a stretch worm.
You can cut him up for fishing.
clam (60)
*as

slss clam,"Water flies out of

Ib*

jg buster.

his snout."

A crab Just shedding his

shell*

"He's been hard» then soft*
f speeler.
thickening up again."

but his shell

tuttle (60)
Iat

turkle [t#k^].

General term.

terrapin [t&rpin].

Not edible.

horse turd terrapin [hosted tarpin]# "Find them
around the pound. Old folks say that's what they eat."
skllpot. "He's edible. Has big dots on him, right
yellow ones, like a checker-board."
Ibs

Aaapplm; tubtie.

■gMDiPP.'l,. Edible.

Edible.
Speckled shell.
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terrapin [tarpinl*
fields and pounds.

Not edible.

horgg jaia turtle [h&s p m
M B jiJtiS terrapin.
Ics

Crawls In the
*he same as

•

sfl&pqinff turtle. "He's yellow and black* We find
them around the yard. He won't let go 'till it
thunders*M

praying mantis (61)
All Nanticoke informants call this insect a beetle eater.
Ib used, also, beetle catcher.
names of trees (61)
In speaking of pine trees, Nanticoke informants speak
shats synonymously with needles. This term is
commonly used in Sussex County* Informant Ib speaks
nine shatters [tjaer^z ]* This term Is used by a
number of "old-fasHloned" Sussex Countians, both
black and white*
What trees do you know?
las

(61)

black-lack tree
A word used synonymously with scrub p,ak.

magnolia (62)
Nanticoke informants as well as other Sussex people
speak of the indigenous woods variety of magnolia as
the sweet bay. The grandlflora is called magnolia.
wheel the baby (62)
las

roll the baby. "Don't roll them around here.
put them in the car}"

lbs

push the baby

let

push t^e baby

Just

midwife (65)
la and ic use the "older" term granny instead of the
usual grainy woman.
bastard (65)
All Nanticoke informants use the terms ftase born*
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a rustic (70)
The whole subject of derogatory terms for rustics and
Negroes is generally taboo among Nanticokes. The
informants are reticent about such matters* They use
the term "mlxed-bloods" freely in relation to themselves.
Moor informant Ila, who is married to a Negro, says
that the Negroes prefer to be called colored people.
Informant Ic uses the term dark people in referring to
Negroes. Ib says that she has heard the expression
country buck. Nadticokes call themselves country folks.
Informant Ic has heard dumb farmers and country hicks
and resents both t e r m s . S h e remarked that people who
use such terms would be l,better off in the country
themselves."
the palm (of the hand)

(72)

pan Epaen] of the hand.
This expression was used by "old-fashioned” Nanticoke
informants la and Ib, Negro Informant lib, and white
informant Ilia.
quite lively (child)

(7**-)

a fldgity child is called a fusty [fAsti ] child by
informant Ic. This term is used by simple folk in
Sussex County. It seems to be a corruption of fussy
in the sense of "restless."
casket (79)
Two Nanticoke informants, la and Ib, use the terms
casket and coffin interchangeably, remarking that
casket is merely a more current form*
Ics

casket.

Is rectangular.

coffin.

Wider at head than foot.

An interesting folk-way In connection with death is
described by informant Ic* "He has laid out with this
here sheaf of wheat between his hands. Didn't use to
have no flowers. They always cut a piece from the sheaf
of wheat and put it in a frame with the breast plate.
The breast plate? That was a silver plate put bn the
coffin with the name on it and the date of birth and
death. The breast plate was took off the coffin before
the burying and kept by the family. The oldest child
kept It, generally."
serenade (82)
Ib*

se.rqqfldjs

,

"If they treat before they go
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away they don't get a serenade.”
3-c*

serenade. According to this informant serenading is
done under the following circumstancesi
1- If the newly wed couple does not treat (give
a reception).
2- If the couple has been separated and decide to
live together again.

frolic (82)
This term is used by Nanticoke Informants to describe
a community affair in which fun follows a neighborly
helping hand. Unfortunately, they say, frolics are
seldom held any more. Informant la remarkst *?Fifty
year ago there was many a frolic. There was frolics
for wood cutting, ,
fodder aaving. and grubbinga
(uprooting stumps.) Nowadays It's every man for
himself. People ain't so neighborly.”
ballad (89)
Ics

a ballad can be a hipped*up spiritual* wAt
camp-meetlngs they pass around balldds.w

expressions peculiar to men, to women, or both (92)
[houp ta ma neva*]
[houpm ma nera*]
[houp ma nev*]
This is an expression of surprise or dismay and is used
by many Sussex rustics.
Happy New Year!

(98)

Ngv Y e , & i £ t l
A term which, like Christmas Glfti, is a relic of a
by-gone day. Still used by a few ^old-fashioned"
Nanticokes, Negroes, and whites In Sussex County.
In addition to the above list of words and expressions
are the following which cannot be placed specifically as
substitutes or synonyms of Items In the work sheets.

i.

m jissas

s£L

Informant la uses this verb form to mean to branch
out, as of plants or trees* "Blackheart weed he
prongs o££. He's good food for cattle."
2*

tacfeftfepe
This term is used by many Sussex County people as a
synonym of Illy pad*

3.

swallsr
Used as a substantive by Informant la to describe his
throat» "My swaller is sore."
In general it may be said that the lexical choice

of the Nanticoke informants interviewed for this study con
forms to the findings of the Linguistic Atlas in its regional
distribution*
Of the differences or variations which arise, or of
terms not discussed under items treated In the Word Geography*
many seem to stem from archaisms still current in the community,
and few are unique with the Nanticokes.

Careful enquiry dis

covers that they are used by other simple folk in Sussex
County, both white and Negro, and sometimes by quasi-cultivated
people*
Certain words seem worthy of note as having particu
larly local flavor.

Unless otherwise specified, however,

they may be assumed to be used by whites and Negroes as well
as Nanticokes*

The expression "Jfe's (thirteen^ £ut", to indicate going on
the next year of age*
.thundergust T to describe a sudden and violent electric
storm accompanied by wind*
pot ^swinger y to describe the pendent hook or trammeler
to hold pots in fireplace cookery*

One Negro9 indeed,

used the corrupted form [traemblai1] to describe

this obsolete

Implement *
log wave, to name the saw horse with a trougfe**like
arrangement for supporting the log.
The expression "What takes (the knife) pn the floor?"
to convey a question concerning an article out of its
customary place*
The expressions a sheaf of blades and & bunch of tops
to designate quantities of specific kinds of fodder
for cattle feed*
fodder saving, to designate the whole process of harvesting
fodder*
The do-sharp as an amusing corruption of Jew's Harp*
This seems unique to people raised in the Warwick
community*
The names of varieties of marsh hav— rosemary, mash*
bent and three-square as used by Nanticoke farmer la,
aged 83*
The call to the right for oxen—

],

Used by Nanticoke,

3 26

11*

The call to l&O. for h o r s e s - ^ * ^ ! ^ t very vigorously
articulated,

12*

Prob >bly derived from haw there1

The expression [joan jvj|

as used by Negroes and Nanticokes,

Old-fashioned Sussex whites usually say [mAi^st jt]#
13.

The term wgssss^ (instead of [weskit] ), with complete
[on] diphthong and equally stressed syllables.

This

variation the writer heard only among the Nanticokes,
l*f,

The names of bread baked on the hearth, plate cake
and board cake.

These

terms heard from Negro and Nanticoke

Informants*
15,

The term Mckle^berry boodjgies. to describe a variety
°f pot-cobbler«, A Nanticoke term*

16*

The expression saddv. a probable corruption of "Thank*©©"
used by Nanticoke and Negro children,

17,

The terms devil's snuff. J£og

and avail's

footstool used for varieties of ground fungi by Negroes
and Nanticokes,
18,

The terms stretch wopfe and muck worm as varieties of
the fishing worm,

19,

Nanticoke,

The term piss clam used by older, unsophisticated
Nanticokes,

20,

The expressions buster and peeler for crabs in various
stages of shell formation*

21,

The expressions horse f.vpfi terrapin and horse j&j}
terrapin for the turtle found around pounds,
expressions*

Nanticoke
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22*

The skilpot terrapin.

In general Sussex usage.

This

may be of Swedish origin,
23,

The terra beetle eater for the praying-raantis,

21*,

The term pine shatters, a variation of the usual pine
shats, used by old-fashioned Sussex Countians,

2J,

The expression fusty to describe a restless child,

„

This term is used by simple folk in Sussex County*
Elsewhere taken to mean stale or rancid.

26,

The term frolic to mean a community enterprise to
accomplish a piece of workt and followed by feast and
fun.

Used by Negroes and Nanticokes,

The equivalent

a

27,

The use of the term sheaf of wheat to describe the
stalks of wheat placed upon the breasts of the dead
in times past, but within the memory of Nanticoke
informant lb, aged 57#

28,

The term grizzling used as a synonym of drizzling,
Used by an "old-fashioned” Nanticoke,

29,

The expression a set stove to describe the standing,
wood-burning stove used commonly in the sitting room.
Used by a Nanticoke,

30,

The term dry well to describe an indoor dug-out for storing
food in a cool place,

31,

The term nutmeg cantaloupe to describe a small, oval,
sweet variety no longer grown.

32,

Heard only from a Nanticoke,

The term black-.lack tree to describe the common scruboak,

Used only by on© "old-fashioned” Nanticoke,
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